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1. Look through your book and answer these questions.

Welcome back
to school!

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

 How many units are there in the
book?
 How many lessons are there in
each unit?
 Where can you find informa
tion on grammar rules?
 Where can you find the new
words of each unit?
 Where can you find any other
unfamiliar words?

Вы
ш

2. Work in pairs. Which pair is the fastest to answer the
questions below? In which unit can you

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

listen to a poem which begins with ‘Dear teacher…’?
learn about sports facilities in Belarus?
write a composition about friendship?
read an excerpt from a popular children’s book?
speak about the history of the world?
see an upside down map of the world?
read the same phrase in 8 differ
ent languages?
h) see a similar picture?

4
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3. Look through the pages of the book.

ла

a) How many new words are you going to learn in
Unit 6?
b) What grammar tense do we use after ‘if’ when we
speak about the future?
c) What are the third forms of the verbs ‘find’ and
‘found’?
d) What grammar is dealt with in Unit 7?

ш

ко

4. Look at the list of contents. Decide which units you
think the pictures in this exercise are in and then
check in the units.

эй

B

ш

ая

A

Вы
ш

C

D
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5. Try to guess what these pictures, diagrams and
abbreviations mean. Look through the book and
check yourselves.

B

ая
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ко

ла

A

C
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D
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You look great!

ш

LESSON 1.

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: good-looking, freckles, fair,
straight, curly, skin, pale, sun-tanned, fat, fit, friendly
Active grammar: look, look like

Вы
ш

эй

1. Look at the pictures. Do these teenagers look good?
What makes them good-looking?

2.  Listen to some people talking about the photos.
Are their descriptions positive or negative?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ко

freckles all over the face
pale skin
fat
long curly hair
dark hair
brown eyes
active and friendly
tall
a) fit
b) short straight hair
c) no freckles
d) short
e) green eyes
f) quiet and romantic
g) sun tanned skin
h) fair hair

skin

ш

ая

ш

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ла

3. a) Find the opposite expressions in the columns
below.

эй

b) Which of the expressions in ex. 3a describe the boy
on the left? Which ones describe the girl? (See p. 7)

Вы
ш

4.  a) Listen to the conversation again. Use the phrases in the box to complete the sentences.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

She looks like…
She looks…
She also looks…
He looks so…
If he wears glasses, he’ll look like…
And he looks…

quiet.
sun tanned.
very friendly and active.
8

Cinderella.
Harry Potter.
romantic.
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b) Look at the sentences again. What parts of speech
follow each of these constructions?

A) She looks...

B) She looks like...

ла

c) Look at the words and phrases in the box. Which
words can complete sentence A? Which words can
complete sentence B?

ая

ш

ко

sporty, very young, a British schoolchild, tired,
fat, healthy, a pupil, nice, an alien, independent,
thirsty, an excellent pupil, sun tanned, friendly,
quiet, pale, a waiter, a film star, a cartoon charac
ter, fit, dangerous and wild, a famous person,
a tourist

ш

5. a) Complete the sentences below to describe yourself. Use ex. 3a and 4c for help. Write the description
on a piece of paper.

Вы
ш

эй

I’m … and … .
I’ve got… and … .
My … is/are … .
Sometimes I look …, but now I look … .
My friends say I often look like … .
b) Hand in your descriptions to the teacher. Read
someone’s description. Can you guess who wrote it?

6. a) Work in groups. Look at your classmates and discuss how they have changed after summer holidays.

– Who has had his/her hair cut?
– Who has grown taller?
– Whose hair has grown longer?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ла

– Who has got freckles?
– Whose skin looks pale?
– Who looks fitter?
– Who has got sun tanned?
– Whose hair has got
lighter / darker / curlier /
more straight?
b) Report to the class.

ко

LESSON 2. Beauty is only skin deep

ая

ш

Active vocabulary: character, appearance, pretty,
handsome, ugly, lovely, opinion
1. Read the statements below in pairs. Do you agree
with them?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

• Healthy people always look
good.
• Life is easier and more
enjoyable for beautiful
people.
• You need a lot of time and
money to look good.
• It’s more important to be beautiful inside than out
side.
2. a) Read the definitions below. Which statement in
ex.1 talks about appearance and character?

Appearance – the way you look (young, beauti
ful, tall, etc.).
Character – what kind of person you are (kind,
polite, friendly, etc.).
10
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b) Have a class vote on what’s more important: character or appearance.
3.  a) Look at the adjectives in the box. Listen to a student explaining what they mean and put them into
the right order.

ла

handsome, good-looking, beautiful,
pretty, ugly, lovely

ко

 b) Listen again and answer the questions below.

Which adjective(s)

ая

ш

are opposites?
also describes character?
is used to describe men only?
are not used to talk about men?
is negative?
describe you?

ш

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

love + ly = lovely
friend + ly = friendly

эй

4.  a) Complete the sayings below with some of the
adjectives from ex. 3.

Вы
ш

He that has a … nose, thinks everybody is speaking of it.
Thomas Fuller

A monkey never thinks her baby’s … .
Haitian Proverb

Butterflies come to … flowers.
... flowers fade (вянут) fast.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ла

… apples are not always sweet.
Dutch proverb

b) Discuss the questions below in small groups.

ш

ко

– Which proverbs say that appearance is more impor
tant than character?
– Which say the opposite?
– Which proverb do you like best? Why?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

5. a) Look at the photographs below. What adjectives
can describe these people’s appearance?

12
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 b) Listen to some people giving their opinion
about the photos. What people are they talking
about?

Your opinion is what you feel or think about
somebody or something. (not a fact)

ла

 c) Listen again and take notes to finish the sentences in the box.

ая

ш

ко

Giving opinion:
You can see that…
The girls, in fact, …
I can’t say that… but …
In my opinion…
I believe…

эй

ш

6. a) The phrases in the box are used to give opinion
about something. What other phrases can you use?

Вы
ш

b) You are going to give your opinion about one of
the people in ex. 5a. Make notes.
c) Say what you think. Do your classmates agree
with your opinion? Who can add more information
about the same person?

LESSON 3.

I used to be a river...

Active vocabulary: shoulder-length
Active grammar: used to + infinitive (affirmative and
negative statements)
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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1. Work in pairs. How many true sentences can you
make?

When I was younger I ... different.
When I was younger I ... different ... .

ла

Example: When I was younger I looked different.
When I was younger I wore different
clothes.

ко

2. a) Look through the e-mail letter Yan got from his
friend. Who are the kids in the photographs?

эй

ш

ая

ш

Hi, Yan!
I hope you’ve found the photo album and everything
is going to be ok with your school project. The photograph
I’m sending was taken four years ago. Of course we look
very different today, but I haven’t changed much. As you
can see I used to have longer hair, but I’ve had it short
since my 10th birthday. I think I used to look like a little
girl, but now I’m much taller and stronger.

Вы
ш

Rosie has changed a lot! She
used to be short and fat. Now she
looks much fitter. Her hair used to
be curly and she used to have it
shoulder-length and now it’s
longer. And she didn’t use to have
freckles, too. Now, when she gets
sun-tanned millions of them appear. She
used to be a lovely girl and behave really
well, but two years ago, after she took up
playing hockey, things have changed.
She used to be an ideal sister – so amusing and fun, but now she’s really boring.
We used to go roller-skating and watch

14
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horror films together. All she can talk about now is boys
and shopping. And she’s only 10!
Read the philosophical poem I’ve written. What do
you think about it?

ла

I used to have a sister
But now I have a mess
She used to be a fish
But now she’s a shark
I used to be her friend
But now her friend is no-one

ко

I used to be a river
But now I'm an ocean
I used to be bread
But now I'm toast
I used to be letters
But now I'm a poem

ш

P.S. The second picture is Rosie now. Bye. Nick

ая

b) Look at the letter again and answer the questions
below.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. Did Nick have longer hair when he was
younger? Does he have it long now?
2. Was Rosie short and fat? Is she short and fat
now?
3. Did Rosie have freckles when she was little? Does
she have them now?
c) Study the rules and answer questions 1, 2, 4 about
grammar on pages 227–228.
d) Work in pairs. Find more sentences about the past
in Nick’s letter. Are any of them true for you?

3. Look at the box and write the sentences with used to
or didn’t use to.

Example: 1.We used to live in Minsk.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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used to + infinitive
didn’t use to + infinitive
We lived in Minsk. Now we live in Polotsk.
We don’t have a car. We sold it last summer.
He took up diving a year ago.
I’ve got sun tanned, so I don’t look pale any more.
Yesterday my brother learned to boil potatoes.
She doesn’t have shoulder length hair now. It’s
grown very long.
7. I saw an alien last night. Now I believe in aliens.

ш

ко

ла

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ая

4. a) Work in pairs. Read another philosophical poem
by Nick. Can you complete it?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

I used to play outside
But now I am reading ...
I used to be a flower
But now I am a ...
I used to look sweet
But now I look …
I used to be nothing
But now I am … .

 b) Listen and check your ideas.

5. a) Write at least one sentence about changes. Use
your imagination.

Example: I used to be a tree, but now I’m a forest.
b) Put all your sentences together and write them on
the board. Read the poem.
16
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LESSON 4.

Did you use to …?

Active grammar: used to + infinitive (questions)

ла

1. Read the information about a TV programme below.
Do you have a programme like that in your country?
Have you ever watched it?

ая

ш

ко

American Idol is a reality show, a com
petition to find the best new singer in the
country. Through telephone
voting America chooses the
best new solo musical talent. It was first on
TV on June 11, 2002, and has since become
one of the most popular shows on American
television. America has seen 9 seasons so
far and the 10th is soon to start.

эй

ш

2. a) At the age of 23 Kris Allen was crowned as the
American Idol Season 8. How do you think his life
has changed?

Вы
ш

 b) Listen to an excerpt from the interview and
check your predictions.
 c) Listen again and correct the false statements
below.

1. Kris used to sleep less. 2. He didn’t use to tra
vel so much. 3. He used to have many interviews.
4. Kris used to look sun tanned. 5. He didn’t use to
have short hair. 6. He used to play sports. 7. He used
to sing pop songs.

3. a) Work in pairs. Make a list of changes in Kris’ life.
What changes are positive and what are negative?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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b) Imagine you’ve suddenly become famous. How
has your life changed? Prepare to talk about the
changes.

ла

Example: Last year I wrote a book about housework.
It’s become a national bestseller! My life
has changed. I used to look funny, now
I look like a superstar. I didn’t use to go to
so many parties.

ко

4. a) Look through the script for the interview with Kris at
the end of the book. Find the questions with used to.

ш

b) Then read the grammar reference and answer
questions 3, 5 about grammar on pages 227–228.

ая

5. Use the ideas below to write questions with used to.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. What games / play?
2. What / look like?
3. What TV programmes / watch?
4. What housework / do?
5. What pet / have?
6. What books / read? When / go to bed?
7. Where / spend summer?
8. What / believe?
9. What food / like?
10. What hobby / have?
11. What clothes / wear?

Example: 1. What games did you use to play?

6. a) Choose 5 questions from ex. 4 to ask your partner
about their childhood.
b) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in
turns. Take notes on your partner’s answers.
18
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your partner
6 years old
used to play chess
…

ко

plays computer games
…

ла

your partner
now

ш

c) Use your notes to talk about your partner.

ш

LESSON 5.

ая

Example: When Vasya was 6 he used to play chess,
and now he plays computer games.

Changeable Tina

Вы
ш

эй

Active vocabulary: wavy, a pony-tail, blond, a bit,
slightly
1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

• Would you like to look dif
ferent?
• What would you like to change
in your appearance?
• Would you like to look like
someone famous?
2. Look at the picture dictionary and answer the questions below.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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curly hair

straight hair

ш

ко

ла

a pony-tail

wavy hair

ая

blond

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. What other adjectives can you use to describe
hair?
2. What kind of hair have you got?
3. Would you like to have different hair?
4. Is the girl in the picture in ex.1 good looking?
What kind of hair has she got?
3. a) Read the beginning of the story about Tina (a girl in
the photo in ex. 1. What did Tina decide to do? Is Tina
happy with her appearance now? How do you know?

Tina didn’t use to like the way she looked. All her
friends, family and even teachers told her she was
very pretty, but she didn’t listen to anybody. So one
winter day she thought she would change her appear
ance. Firstly, she decided to become blond.
b) Read Tina’s story below and say when each photograph was taken.

20
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Вы
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ая

ш

ко

ла

In January Tina had shoulder length blond hair
and looked like a Barbie doll. Her eyes were dark grey
because of the cold weather. She looked a bit pale, but
really pretty.
In March Tina still thought she was ugly. So she
had her hair cut again and looked just lovely with
short wavy red hair. She looked pale after winter, but
her beautiful eyes were shining.
In April Tina had short red hair, which made her
eyes look green. She looked like a handsome boy
though she looked slightly fatter.
In June she went to the seaside and got a little
sun tanned. Her hair was straight and shoulder
length again. Tina looked like a Japanese girl.
In July she had freckles and her hair was straight,
long and fair. She looked very beautiful with her
h
pony tail.
In August she had long curly blond
hair. She was sun tanned and had freck
les all over her face. Her eyes looked blue
and she looked like an angel.
In October Tina had to have her hair
g
cut shorter as it wasn’t thick and healthy
any more. She started wearing glasses to
look cleverer.
In December Tina still wore glasses.
f
She looked a bit pale again but she took up
jogging and was much fitter. Unfortuna
tely, her hair looked terrible.
a

c
b

e
d
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c) How did the story finish? What do you think Tina
can do now?
4. a) Look back at the story and answer the questions
in the box.

ла

a bit + adj = a little or very?
slightly + adj = a little or very?
slightly = a bit?

ко

b) Why do we use these adverbs before adjectives?

ш

ая

In the photograph in ex. 1 Tina looks … unhappy.
Tina’s hair looks … straight.
In picture h Tina looks … sun tanned.
In picture h her hair looks … curly.
In picture b Tina looks … pale.
In picture e Tina’s hair looks … unhealthy.

эй

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ш

5. a) Complete the sentences below with a bit / slightly /
a little or very.

Вы
ш

b) Check in pairs. If you disagree with your partner,
be polite. Use the language help boxes.

Agreeing

Disagreeing

Yes, that’s right.
I agree.

I’m sorry, but…
I have to disagree…
I don’t think so.
In my opinion…

c) Write similar sentences of your own about famous
cartoon or film characters. Leave gaps for
a bit / slightly / a little or very.
22
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Example: In my opinion Shrek is … fat. (very) I think
Harry Potter looks … funny. (a bit / slight
ly / a little)
d) Ask your partner to fill in the gaps. Agree or disagree with his / her opinion.

ла

6. Play chain description in small groups. You are
going to discuss a famous person’s appearance.

ш

ко

STEP 1. Choose a famous person everybody
knows.
STEP 2. Start talking.

эй

ш

ая

S1 – give your opinion (In my opinion X always
looks slightly tired.)
S2 – agree / disagree with S1 or give your opinion
(I have to disagree. I think X always looks really pretty.)
S3 – agree / disagree with S2 or give your opinion
(And X’s hair is lovely.)
S1 – agree/disagree with S2 or give your opinion, etc.

Вы
ш

Which group can make the longest chain?

LESSON 6.Fishing for a compliment
Active vocabulary: a compliment
1. Read the definition below. Then discuss the questions in pairs.

To say a compliment is to say something nice to
people, usually about their appearance or some
thing they do.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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1. How often do you say compliments?
2. How often do you hear compli
ments?

ла

3. What do you answer when someone
says something nice to you?

A

ко

2.  a) Listen to the small talk at a party and follow in
the book. How many people are talking?

ш

ая

ш

– Barbara! Look at you! Your hair
looks fantastic! Have you been to
the hairdresser’s?
– Thank you, Tina! Your party is
great!
B

Вы
ш

эй

– You look so handsome, Brian! I haven’t seen you
wearing a jacket before!
– Thanks, Barbara! Have you seen Paul anywhere?
C

– Hi, Paul! You look a bit pale! Are
you feeling well?
– Just a little tired. Don’t worry.
– Would you like anything to drink?
– No, thank you. That’s very kind of
you, Barbara!
– That’s all right. And, Paul! Brian
was looking for you.

24
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D
Hi, Brian! Nice shoes!
They are new! Look at Tina! She’s so pretty!
And Barbara’s got such a friendly smile.
She looks like an angel with those curls.
But Barbara’s got straight hair!
I’m talking about Tina.
b) Read the conversations again.

ла

–
–
–
–
–
–

ш

ко

 Find different ways to give a compliment.
Are all compliments about appearance?
What else can you talk about if you want to say
something nice to someone?
Give some examples.

эй

ш

ая

 Read out different ways to answer a compliment.
Do you have to answer a compliment with a com
pliment?
What else can you say?
Give some examples.

Вы
ш

 c) Listen to the compliments and repeat. Mind the
intonation.
d) Work in groups of four. Role-play the conversations.

3. a) Make a list of compliments for your classmates.
Think about:

their appearance

their character

something they are good at
b) Imagine you are at a party. Walk around the class
and exchange the compliments!
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ла
ко
ш

LESSON 1.

For ages

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: a department store, a newsagent’s,
a chemist’s, a bakery, window-shopping, for ages
Active grammar: the Present Perfect Tense with for,
since

эй

1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

Вы
ш

• Do you enjoy shopping?
• How often do you go window shopping?
• Can shopping be a hobby? Is it a good way to spend
free time?
2.  a) Look at the different types of
shops below and listen to Rosie
talking about her shopping experience. What shops does she mention?

Supermarket
26
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Bakery

ла

op
Book sh

ш

ко

Pet sh
op

ая

Sweet shop

Вы
ш

эй

ш

Newsagent’s

op
Toy sh

Department store

Chemist’s

b) Work in pairs. What things are sold in each of
these shops?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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3.  a) Listen to Rosie again and complete the sentences below. Use the words in the box.

ла

1. I haven’t been there since…
2. I haven’t bought any clothes for…
3. I haven’t bought anything at the newsagent’s
for…
4. I haven't been to the pet shop since…

ш

ко

September, summer, two weeks, my birthday, last
year, 2009, more than 10 days, 5 months ago,
Christmas, half a year, months,10 minutes, yes
terday, ages

ая

b) Look at the diagrams below. Which diagram illustrates for? Which one illustrates since?
A

ш

B

эй

c) Put the rest of the words in the box in ex. 3a into
two columns: for or since.

Вы
ш

4. a) Use the prompts to write complete statements with
the Present Perfect Tense, for or since.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My sister (have) her pet guinea pig … Easter.
I (know) my best friend … 3 years.
In our family we (not watch) TV … 2007.
My mum (not buy anything to eat) … Monday.
We (write) 2 tests … the beginning of the school
year.
6. I (not do) the washing up … we bought a dish
washer.
7. My partner (not talk) to me … ages.
28
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b) Change some of the sentences in ex.4a to make
them true for you.
5. When was the last time you visited a toyshop? Choose
the phrases from the box in ex.3a. Write down your
sentence. Write about other shops in the pictures.

ла

Example: I haven’t been to the toyshop since I was 3
years old.

ко

6. a) Look at the tapescript of Rosie’s interview at the
end of the book. Find the answers to the following
questions. Does she answer them all?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. Do you enjoy shopping/window shopping? (I en
joy / like / dislike…)
2. Have you been to many shops? (I have /
haven’t…)
3. What shop would you like to tell about? (I’ve been to…)
4. How long is it since you went there? (I haven’t
been there…)
5. What did you buy when you went there last time?
(I bought…)
6. What shops have you got not far from your
house? (There are…)
7. What do they sell? (They sell…)
8. Have you bought anything there? (I have /
haven’t…)
9. What shop did you use to go to? (I used to go…)
10. Why don’t you go there any more? (Now…)
11. How long is it since you bought anything there
last time? (I haven’t bought…)
12. What is your favourite shop? (My favourite…)
13. When did you go there last? (I haven’t been
there…)
14. Why is it your favourite shop? (I like it because…)
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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b) Choose the questions you would like to answer.
Prepare to talk about your shopping experience. Use
the beginnings of the sentences in brackets to
answer the questions.

ла

c) Work in pairs. Listen to your partner talking about
their shopping experience. How many questions do
they answer?

ко

LESSON 2. You are what you wear

ая

ш

Active vocabulary: baggy, tight, smart, old-fashioned,
a tie, striped, checked, a belt, trainers

ш

1. a) Work in pairs. Name as many items of clothes as
possible.

эй

b) What are you wearing today?

Вы
ш

Are you wearing anything striped
or checked ?

2. Work in small groups. Look at the pictures from
catalogues and find someone wearing:

•
•
•
•
•

30

a pair of trainers
a belt
something striped
a tie
something baggy

•
•
•
•

something tight
something old fashioned
smart clothes
something checked
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ла
ко
ш
ая
ш

Вы
ш

эй

3.  a) Listen to two friends discussing one of the pictures above. Say which picture they are discussing
and why you think so.
 b) Check your memory. Fill in the missing words in
the script below. Then listen again and check.

– What a lovely checked ... (1) the boy is wearing!
Look! And his white ... (2) are very smart.
– Are they? I don’t really like his ... (3). They look
slightly ... (4). And his shorts are too ... (5), I think.
I hope he’s wearing a ... (6). But the ... (7) he’s wear
ing is nice. And his skateboard is fantastic! I’d like to
have one myself...
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c) What do the speakers like and dislike about the
clothes? Do you agree with them? Why/ why not?
4. a) Work in pairs. What clothes in the pictures do
adjectives in the box describe?

ко

ла

short, cheap, expensive, beautiful, dark, messy,
striped, tidy, checked, summer, smart, pink,
black and white, formal, fantastic, boring, every
day, old fashioned, long, bright, baggy, tight,
lovely

ая

ш

b) Work in pairs. Talk about the other pictures. Say
what you like and what you don’t like about the
clothes. Explain why.

ш

c) Tell your partner what one thing from the catalogue you would like to buy. Your partner will report
to the class. Is what he/she is saying correct?

эй

5. Work in groups of three and discuss the questions
below.

Вы
ш

1. How often do you wear a belt/a tie/a pair of train
ers/smart clothes?
2. What clothes do you usually wear:
– at a party?
– on the beach?
– in the evening at home?
– at school?
– on a cold day in winter?
– when you go out?

LESSON 3.

Shopping list

Active vocabulary: a shopping list
Active grammar: too, enough
32
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1. a) Look at the shopping list and discuss the questions below in pairs.

ла

vitamins
a jar of marmalade
a board game
a packet of cereal
a new red hat
some party clothes (for Nick and Rosie)
10 post cards
some bread

ко










ая

ш

• Do you make a shopping list when you go shop
ping?
• Why do people make shopping lists?
• Do shopping lists help?
• In which shops can you buy the things from the list?

ш

b) Whose shopping list do you think it is?

эй

2. Discuss the following questions.

Вы
ш

Where do you usually buy clothes? Who helps you
choose them? What clothes do you think Granny has
bought for Nick and Rosie? Why do you think so?
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ла
ко

ш

3.  a) Granny came to visit her grandchildren. Listen
and say why Nick and Rosie are unhappy.

ая

 b) Look at the pictures again. What clothes has
Granny chosen for Nick and Rosie? Listen again and
check.

ш

c) Who says these words? Use “G” for Granny, “N”
for Nick and “R” for Rosie.

Вы
ш

эй

1. – It’s too beautiful.
2. – You are old enough to wear a tie.
3. – All these clothes are fantastic, but they are too
expensive.
4. – This dress is a bit too short for a school party,
Gran.
5. – I look too pale in this shirt and I’m so messy.
6. – I’m not good enough to wear it.
7. – It’s too smart, and too expensive, and too tradi
tional.
8. – I don’t think I’m thin enough to wear this love
ly dress.
9. – I think I’m too old fashioned to buy clothes for you.
Check with your classmate.
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d) Do you like the clothes that Granny bought for
Nick and Rosie? Why didn’t Nick and Rosie tell
Grandma that they didn’t like her presents?
4. a) Read the sentences in ex. 3c again and look at the
box. Find examples for each formula.

ла

☺

not + adj + enough
adj + enough

ко



too + adj

ш

b) Study Grammar Reference section and answer the
questions about grammar on pages 230–231.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

5. Look at the picture. Write what the problems with
people’s clothes are.

6. Look at the sentences below. Which two are positive?
Rewrite the comments below using too and enough.

Example: It’s very hot. Let’s not stay at home. – It’s
too hot to stay at home.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ла

1. It’s cold outside. Don’t wear a T shirt.
2. You can wear this dress to a party. It’s very smart.
3. You can’t buy five pairs of trainers. You are not
very rich.
4. You can’t buy this belt. It’s expensive.
5. Don’t try these jeans on. They are short.
6. You can buy these long trousers. You are tall.

ко

7. Work in pairs. Look at the pictures from catalogues in
lesson 2. Say what clothes you don’t like. Explain why
you don’t like them. Use “too” and “not ... enough”.

ш

Example: I don’t like this dress because it’s too short.

LESSON 4.

I’ve been waiting

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: to try smth on
Active grammar: the Present Perfect Continuous Tense

эй

1. a) Work in pairs. Do you think a boy or a girl said the
following? Why do you think so?

Вы
ш

1. I never go shopping alone.
2. I always make a shopping list.
3. I have to try on the clothes
before I buy them. Usually
twice or even 3 times.
4. When I go shopping it never
takes more than two hours.
5. In my opinion window shop
ping is silly.

She’s going to try
some clothes on.

b) Which statements are true for you?
2.  a) Liz and Rosie are in the department store.
Listen to their conversation. How does Liz feel at the
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beginning and at the end of the talk? Choose from
the box.

proud, sad, unhappy, interested, angry, tired

ла

 b) Listen again and follow in the book. Why does
Liz feel like this?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

Liz: Rosie! What are you doing there? I’ve been wait
ing for you for hours!
Rosie: I’m sorry, Liz. I’ve been trying on these
clothes. And I haven’t decided yet.
Liz: You’ve been doing it for ages. Come on! Decide!
Rosie: Well, I’m not sure. I have already found a
blouse for the party and I need to choose a skirt.
But I’m not sure about the colour.
Liz: What about this checked one?
Rosie: Oh, no. It’s too long.
Liz: No. Not at all. Try it on! It looks lovely. You look
so pretty!
Rosie: All right, then. I’ll take the skirt too.
Liz: Brilliant! Let's go to the shoe department.
c) How long do you think Rosie has been trying on
clothes?

3. a) Look at the underlined parts of sentences in ex.
2b. Write the sentences down into two columns:

FINISHED ACTION or UNFINISHED ACTION
b) Look at the box and fill in the gaps in these sentences with Present Perfect or Present Perfect
Continuous.
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1. If an action has finished, we use the ... tense.
2. We use the ... tense when an action is unfinished.
Present Perfect
have
+ verb3
has

ко

have been
+ verb + ing
has been

ла

Present Perfect Continuous

ш

c) Study Grammar Reference section and answer the
questions about grammar on page 234.

ш

ая

4. Rosie is telephoning her friends. They are very busy.
Write the sentences to say what they have been
doing. Use the Present Perfect Continuous with for
or since.

been

doing

John

shopping

for

Bridget

Вы
ш

эй

Example: Mike has
2 hours.

Mike

to do shopping for
2 hours
38

sell lemonade since
8 o’clock

knit for a week
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Simon
Christal

fish since 8 am

sit by campfire since
yesterday

ко

ла

Barbara and Mary

Valery

ш

ая

Chris and Ben

ш

try on for 20 minutes

эй

pack a suitcase since Monday

iron for half an hour

Вы
ш

5. a) Work in pairs. Read the conversation in ex. 2b
again. Make up a similar conversation. Use the cards
the teacher has given you.
b) Role-play your conversation in front of the class.

LESSON 5.

Shoppng habits

Active vocabulary: a model, money
Active grammar: nouns (only singular, only plural)
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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1. Do you like reading magazines? What information
about famous people is interesting for readers?
2. a) One of the most promising British models Kade
Massey, has been interviewed for “Dress” magazine.
Read the answers to the interview and say what the
topic of the interview is.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

1. If I go window shopping, I almost
always buy something in the end, but
I’m not a shopaholic. I’m always
looking for that special something,
and if it catches my eye and it is good
enough I just have to buy it.
2. It’s my job to look good, so it’s quite
a lot of money.
3. Since I was 12. So, for more than 3 years already.
4. I used to buy different clothes, but it wasn’t much
cheaper. For example I didn’t use to wear purple
or pink. Most of my clothes were black. Anyway
I do not buy very expensive clothes now.
5. I usually do my shopping in London. Sometimes
the designers I work with give a tie or a belt to me
as a present.
6. Some very smart designer jeans. I bought them
last week when I was working in Milan. Actually,
I’m wearing them now. They look a bit tight, don’t
you think?
7. I prefer to buy clothes myself, but very often my
mum buys a sweatshirt or a scarf for me. And I
don’t mind it at all.
8. Of course, I have. I’ve got a few of them at the
back of my wardrobe and from time to time I take
things to Oxfam shops.
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ко

ла

9. My favourite buy in the last year is my striped
brown jacket. I like it because it makes me look
handsome. I usually wear it with a white shirt and
white trainers. Whenever I wear that I get a lot of
compliments.
10.I never go anywhere without my sunglasses and
my swimming shorts.
11.Not yet. I’ve been looking for presents for some
weeks, but I’ve got a big family. I’ve bought two
pairs of gloves and a beautiful silk scarf for my
mum, and a pair of trainers for my younger brother.

ая

ш

Oxfam shops sell second-hand clothes,
books, music and other things to help
people in need over the world.

ш

b) Read the answers again and match them with the
questions below.

Вы
ш

эй

A. How long have you been working as a model?
B. What was the last thing you bought?
C. Have you done your Christmas shopping
yet?
D. What do you always pack in your suitcase?
E. Have you ever made any shopping mistakes?
F. What kind of shopper are you, Kade?
G. Where do you buy your clothes?
H. How much do you spend on clothes?
I. That’s brilliant! What’s the best thing in
your wardrobe?
money (uncountable, singular)
The money is much better in my new job.
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J. Did you use to buy cheaper clothes before
you started working in modelling business?
K. They look great on you, Kade! Do you always
buy clothes yourself?

ла

jeans, clothes, trousers (uncountable, plural)
My old jeans are a little tight.
I’d like to buy a new pair of trousers.

ко

c) Are the nouns in bold in ex. 2a countable or uncountable?

ш

3. Discuss the questions below in small groups.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

1. Would you like to work as a
model? Why? Why not? What is
positive and negative about being
a model?
2. Do you spend a lot of money on
clothes?
3. Are your shopping habits the same
as Kade’s? What is different?
4. Which of Kade’s answers are true
for you?
4. Interview your teacher about his/her shopping habits
and clothes. Use the questions from the interview
with Kade and your own ideas.

LESSON 6.

Shopping around

Active vocabulary: size
1. Discuss the questions below as a class.
42
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M XL S

XS L XXL

ла

a) What’s the problem in the pic
ture?
b) What size shoes / boots do you
take?
c) What do these letters stand for?
Order them from the smallest to
the largest size.

ш

ко

d) What size clothes do you take?
e) What can you do if you don’t know what size you
need?

ая

2. a) Nick’s family are shopping. Read the conversation
below. Who do you think says each line?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

– Wow! What a dress! I’ve been looking for it for
years!
– Can I help you?
– Yes, I’d like to try this dress on, please.
– Sure. The changing room is over there.
– So, what do you think of it, Mum? Don’t you
think it’s nice?
– Well, Rosie, it is. But I think you need a bigger
size. It looks a bit too tight.
– Have you got this dress in a bigger size? M,
probably.
– Yes, here you are.
– OK. Is this one better? What do you think,
Nickie? Does it look good?
– Don’t ask me. I’m not really good at choosing
clothes.
– Oh, what a bore you are!
– It’s not bad. But I don’t like the colour very
much. You look a bit pale in it. Try this green one on.
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ла

– Wow! You look like Fiona from Shreck!
– Thank you.
– That’s lovely! It looks really good on you. I think
we’ll buy it. How much is it?
– 19.99 .
– Oh, well. It’s cheap enough.
– Brilliant! Now, let’s go and buy something for me.
 b) Listen to the conversation and check.

ко

3. a) Work in small groups. Get ready to role-play your
conversation. Follow the steps below.

ая

ш

Step 1
Decide what shop you are in and what you are
going to buy.
Decide who the characters are.

эй

ш

Step 2
Work together to make up
the conversation.
Make notes on what your
character is going to say.

Вы
ш

Step 3
Read the conversation out line by line to check
grammar.
Make sure you use new vocabulary and grammar
in your conversation.
Add more lines or cross something out if it makes
your conversation better.
Step 4
Practise role playing your conversation.
b) Role-play your conversation in front of the class.
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ла
ко

My friends

ш

LESSON 1.

ая

Active vocabulary: to share, to fall out, to call names, to
get on, to have in common, to be there for someone

ш

1.  a) Listen to the poem. Do you agree with it? What
is the best thing about friends?

эй

My Friends

Вы
ш

Friends share secrets (friends don’t tell).
Friends share good times (and bad as well).
Friends share things with one another.
That’s because friends like each other.
Of all the happy things there are
friends are the very best by far.
b) Read the poem. What do you
share with your friend?
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2. a) What kind of friends do people have? Where do
people find friends?
b) Read the letters below and find out what kind of
friends the children have.

ш

ко

ла

My best friend is my granddad. We’ve been
friends since I was a baby. We get on really well
and we always find lots of enjoyable things to do
together. We go hiking in summer and skiing in
winter, we have a large collection of toy soldiers
that we play together with.
Mark Antony, Plymouth

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

an ideal friend for
es
ak
m
r
te
pu
m
co
at
g
I think th
t interested in readin
no
e
ar
es
at
sm
as
cl
y
me. M
the
find a lot of friends in
n
ca
I
t
bu
,
ng
yi
ud
st
or
kids
y interests. At school
Internet who share m
often call me names,
d
an
ng
ri
bo
am
I
at
think th
puter
e never fall out. Com
w
s
nd
ie
fr
t
ne
y
m
with
, you
you don’t want to talk
if
d
an
n,
fu
s
ay
w
al
is
ter is
watch a film. Compu
can play games or
always there for you.
Rimma, Liverpool

My best friend is my horse Roosevelt. I’ve had him
for three years. He’s my best friend because he’s
always there for me and we have a lot in common.
We both enjoy long walks and love apples.
Sometimes Roosevelt is naughty, but he’s always
happy to see me and I’m sure he thinks I’m his best
friend too.
Tony, Highcomb
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c) Match the definitions below with the words in bold.

to have the same interests, ideas as somebody else;
to be no longer friends with somebody;
to use bad words about somebody;
to be good friends with somebody;
to give some of yours to somebody;
to be near if somebody wants to talk or needs help.

ла

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

ко

3. a) Complete the statements below with the words in
bold.

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. I didn’t use to ... (1) with my sister when we were
little, but now we are best friends.
2. I never ... (2) my friends’ secrets with anybody.
3. I don’t like school because other children often ... (3).
4. In my opinion real friends must ... (4).
5. When my best friend and I ... (5), I always call
first to say how sorry I am.
6. My mum and dad are my best friends. They ...
(6) me.

Вы
ш

b) Work in pairs. Agree or disagree with the statements above. Give your examples.
4. a) Work in small groups. Get a card from your
teacher. Think of as many reasons as possible why
your “card friend” could be a very good friend.
b) Talk to students from other groups. Give reasons
to prove that your “card friend” is the best. Agree or
disagree with their ideas. Who wins the argument?

5. Write about your friend. Why are you friends? Use
the letters in ex. 2b for help.
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LESSON 2. What’s your friend like?
Active vocabulary: a couch potato, hard-working, serious, talkative, kind-hearted, nosy, honest, shy

ш

ко

friendly, lovely, boring, quiet,
amusing, romantic, clever,
unfriendly, polite, naughty,
active, careful, kind, loud

ла

1. a) Put the adjectives below into two columns: positive/negative.

ая

b) What do these adjectives describe? Add more
adjectives to the list.

ш

2. a) Reorder the words to make three questions.

2

does what like he?

is he what like?

Вы
ш

эй

1

3

he like does look what?

b) Match the answers to the questions in ex. 2a.

a) He’s got straight fair hair and wears glasses.
b) He enjoys skateboarding.
c) He is a bit quiet with the people he doesn’t know.
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c) Discuss the questions below in pairs.

– Which question in ex.2a is about character?
– Which question is about appearance?
– What is the third question about?

ла

3.  a) Listen to people talking about their friends.
What questions are they answering?

ко

b) Work in pairs. Explain what the following words
and phrases mean. Are they positive or negative?

ш

couch potato, hard working, serious, talkative,
kind hearted, nosy, honest, shy

ш

ая

 c) Listen again and check. Which qualities are
good for a friend? Which are not very good? Why?

эй

4. a) Look at the following adjectives. How are they
formed?

kind-hearted

Вы
ш

hard-working

b) Make more compound adjectives using the words
below. Then add a noun to each adjective.

Example: hardworking → a hardworking student
good, old, green, broken, long, quick, well,
looking, fashioned, eyed, hearted, legged, known,
thinking
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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5. Look at the pictures below. What personalities do
these people have? Discuss with your partner.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Use the questions from ex. 2a and the unit vocabulary. Who would you choose to be your friend? Why?

6. How well do you know yourself and your partner?
Write two columns of adjectives: 1 – to describe
yourself, 2 – to describe your partner. Compare your
ideas to your partner’s.
7. a) Choose 1–2 questions from ex. 2a to talk about
your friend. Take notes on what you are going to say.
b) Use your notes to tell the class about your
friend. Let them guess what questions you are
answering.
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LESSON 3.

BFF

Active grammar: the Present Perfect Tense and the
Present Perfect Continuous Tense
1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

ш

ко

ла

• What do the letters in the picture
stand for?
• Can people be friends all life?
• How long have you known your
friend?
• Do you know any people who’ve
been friends for many years?

ая

2.  a) Listen to Liz talking about her friends. How
many close friends has she got? Who’s her BFF?

ш

 b) Listen again. Who is each sentence about
(Susan, Christine or Brendon)?

Вы
ш

эй

1. They’ve known each other for 5 years.
2. They’ve never fallen out.
3. They’ve been going to the same dance club since
last summer.
4. They’ve been to the same camp twice.
5. They’ve been wearing the same clothes to school
since they became friends.
6. They’ve been sharing one room for 8 years.
7. They’ve been collecting information about the
same famous people.
8. Their parents have been friends since their child
hood.
9. They’ve become the king and the queen of
Halloween.
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10. They’ve been doing shopping together.
11. They’ve been going to Sunday Drama School for a
year.
c) Are any sentences in ex. 2b true for you and your
BFF? What do you and your BFF have in common?

…

ко

ла

3. a) What tenses are the sentences in
ex. 2b in? Label the columns.

…

have/has been + Verb + ing

finished action, result

unfinished action

ая

ш

have/has + Verb3

ш

The following verbs are not used with the Present
Perfect Continuous: know, have, like, love, be, see,
etc.

эй

b) Study Grammar Reference section and answer the
questions about grammar on page 234.

Вы
ш

4. Rosie is writing about her classmates in her diary.
Help her to write some more entries.

Example: Mark/ collect stamps/3 months. 120 from
all over the world. – Mark has been collect
ing stamps for 3 months. He’s collected more
than 120 stamps from all over the world.
1. Tony/ read Harry Potter books/ a year. 2 books.
2. Bridget/ eat sweets/ 6 minutes. 2 boxes.
3. Tara/ shop for clothes/ yesterday. Try on 10
dresses.
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ла

4. Christal/ do homework/ 6 o’clock.
Maths.
5. Daniel/ play tennis/ he was 10.
3 medals.
6. Liz/ be friends with Nick/ 5 years.
Fall out twice.
7. Annie/ iron/ 20 minutes. 2 blouses.

ко

5. a) Fill in the gaps in these conversations using words in the box.

ая

ш

– Do you play the piano?
– Yes, I do, but not very well.
– How long have you been playing?
– ... (1)
– How many lessons have you had?
– ... (2)

since I was 10
for 2 months
once
16
234
for 3 years

Вы
ш

эй

ш

– Can you ski?
– Yes, I can.
– How long have you been skiing?
– ... (3)
– How many times have you been on a skiing holiday?
– ... (4)
– Do you collect stickers?
– Yes, I do.
– How long have you been collecting them?
– ... (5)
– How many of them have you got in your collection?
– ... (6)
b) Work in pairs. Make up and role-play a similar dialogue with your partner.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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LESSON 4.

Either a pen-friend
or a pet friend

ла

Active vocabulary: either, neither, none
Active grammar: either, neither, none in statements
1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

ая

ш

ко

• Have you got a pet? Can a pet be a
friend?
• What pets can make good friends
to people?
• Would you prefer to have a pen
friend or a pet friend? Why?

ш

2. a) Look at the sentences below and match them with
the explanations.

not any of two

Neither of my two best
friends has a pet.

not any of three
and more

None of the people I know
has a pet tortoise.

one of two

Вы
ш

эй

I’d like to have either a
puppy or a kitten.

b) Study the Grammar Reference section
on page 235 to check your ideas.
c) Are the sentences in ex. 2a true for you?

3. a) Have you got a pet? Is it ideal for you? Read the
animal quiz and find out what pet is ideal for your
personality.
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YOUR IDEAL PET

ая

ш

ко

a) Look out of the window.
b) Ask your friend to explain.
c) Repeat what the teacher has
just said so it looks like you under
stand.
d) Put your hand up and ask
the teacher to explain again.
e) None of it. You are great at
Maths.

ла

1. You are in a Maths lesson and you have no
idea what the teacher is talking about. What do
you do?

ш

2. Your 2 friends have fallen out, and they
need to talk to you about it. What do you do?

Вы
ш

эй

a) Listen attentively to them both.
b) Keep quiet because you don’t want to lis
ten to anything bad about either of them.
c) Tell them that it’s a good thing because
they didn’t get on well together.
d) Don’t want to talk. Neither of them is
interested in your opinion anyway.
e) None of it. Real friends never fall out.
3. Your older brother asks you to help him
clean his new car this Saturday morning. What
do you do?
a) Get up ready to help.
b) Oversleep.
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c) Wake up your brother holding a bucket of
water and cloth.
d) Ask your friend to come around and help
too.
e) None of it. You never help anybody.

ко

ла

4. You start singing your favourite song and
when you turn on the radio, you hear the song
playing. What do you do?

ая

ш

a) Sing even louder.
b) Look surprised.
c) Think you’re really cool. You know all the
popular songs.
d) Start dancing around the room.
e) Wonder how the DJ knew you were singing it.

эй

ш

5. You really like someone at school and you
want to go out with them. What do you do about it?

Вы
ш

a) Try and talk to them.
b) Fall over in front of them.
c) Either a) or b). Something will work.
d) Invite them out with you and your friends.
e) None of it. You are too shy.
Work out your score
1
2
3
4
5
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a-2;
a-5;
a-5;
a-3;
a-5;

b-4;
b-1;
b-1;
b-4;
b-1;

c-3;
c-2;
c-4;
c-5;
c-3;

d-5;
d-3;
d-2;
d-2;
d-4;

e-1
e-4
e-3
e-1
e-2
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Keys:
21 – 25: Your ideal pet is a dog. It is a true
friend, very active and fit. Dogs are always kind
and honest. They can easily make you laugh if
you are sad and will always share your happiness.
17 – 20: You can have either a guinea pig or a
rabbit. They are quiet animals that like comfort.
Rabbits are slightly shy and they are afraid of
the things they don’t know. You will be a super
owner for them.
13 – 16: You will get on well with a parrot. It
is a talkative bird, very active, a bit nosy, just
like you. It also likes being the centre of atten
tion and is fun to play with.
9 – 12: Your ideal pet is a cat. It is a very
independent animal. It’s usually difficult to say
if the cat is angry or happy for it can easily hide
its real feelings, but you will get on well.
5 – 8: The best pet for you is a goldfish. It is
very quiet and shy. It is a little lazy, a couch pota
to, just like you. You will make wonderful friends.

b) Do you agree with the quiz results? Why? Why
not?

4. Choose the correct option in each sentence.

1. She showed a checked tie and a striped tie and told
me that I could have ... of them.
2. ... of the films he saw with this actor was much
good.
3. ... of the twins wants to go and ... of them is ready
so we can go without them.
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4. Which cake do you want? ..., please. I like both of
them.
5. ... of his classmates has come back yet.
... of his two brothers could help him.
6. You can come on ... day – Saturday or Sunday.

ла

5. Play the “Right question” game in pairs. Change
roles and play again.

ш

ко

Student A: Make a list of questions to ask your
partner. See the example below.
Student B: Answer your partner’s questions using
either, neither, none or any.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

Example: – Would you like to live in Paris or London? –
Either.
– Are you going to have eggs, soup or pasta
for dinner? – None of it.
– Are you reading a detective or a romantic
story now? – Neither.
– Would you like to help a teacher, a doctor
or a fire fighter? – Any of them.

LESSON 5.

The best friend
of the year

Active vocabulary: advice
1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

• If you have a problem and have no idea what to do,
how can a friend help you?
• Do you often give advice to your friends?
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• What advice can you give to someone who
doesn’t have a friend?

ла

advice (n. uncountable)
They give advice for those who want to make a lot
of money.
Let me give you a piece of advice.

ш

ко

2. a) Nick has decided to take part in a competition
organized by the school magazine. He wrote about
his best friend. Read the story and say why Nick and
Liz are good friends.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

I’ve known Liz since my first day at school,
when we were only five. As soon as I entered the
classroom I saw her sitting alone at the desk.
I remember her smiling face when I came up and
sat next to her. She was a bit shy, but we got on
really well at once and became great friends. We
are classmates again this year and we go to school
together each morning.
Liz is quite tall and looks very fit because she
does yoga. She’s got an oval face and beautiful
green eyes. She often wears her long straight hair
in a ponytail. I can say she is very pretty. Liz
prefers comfortable clothes and you can often see
her wearing jeans and a Tshirt or sweater.
Although Liz is sometimes naughty, she’s
always there for me. She is a kind person who will
always listen to your problems and try to help you.
I can always count on her to be honest and to give
me the best advice. It seems she and I are always
talking or laughing about something. She has a
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ш

ко

ла

very nice personality. She’s serious, but fun. She
can be very amusing especially when she tells sto
ries. She’s also quite active and enjoys doing sports.
One of Liz’s favourite hobbies is playing tennis.
She also enjoys reading books a lot. Liz likes watching
adventure films. We like going to the cinema together
but sometimes can't agree on what film to see.
I’ve shared many good times with Liz. I’m
happy I met her. I hope Liz and I will be in the
same class again next year. I can't imagine going
to school and not having her there.

ая

b) Look at the table. Read Nick’s description of Liz
and fill in the missing information from the text.

interests

.?.

.?.

.?.

.?.

.?.

.?.

эй

My friend

character

ш

Liz

appearance

Вы
ш

c) Fill in the information about your friend.
3. a) Read Nick’s composition again. Match the points
with the parts of the plan.

1. Introduction

2. Main Body

3. Conclusion
60

a) Activities he/she takes part in:
hobbies, interests
b) Setting the scene (giving the
name of the person, time/place
you met)
c) Personality characteristics
d) Comments / feelings about the
person
e) Appearance
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b) Do you think Nick’s composition can win in the
competition? Why?

ла

4. Rosie decided to follow Nick’s example and write
about her friend. Here is her description. Read it. Can
you make it more interesting? Use the picture and
the tips.

When you describe character, give examples.
Use a lot of adjectives.
Write longer sentences.
Use different linking words to make your composition more eye-catching.

Вы
ш






эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

Ben’s a best friend of mine.
He’s 11. I met him at Liz’s birth
day party, because he is her
brother.
Ben is rather tall. He’s got a
funny face with blue eyes.
He is amusing, but sometimes he is shy. He is a
real couch potato, but I like him.
Ben’s favourite hobby is playing computer
games. We often play together.
I’m glad he’s my friend.

5. A youth magazine is running “The Best Friend of the
Year” competition and has asked its readers to write
compositions describing their friends.
Write a plan for your homework composition.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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LESSON 6. The story of friendship
Active vocabulary: friendship

Example: friend → friendship → …

ла

1. How many new words can you make with the base
FRIEND?

ко

2. In pairs talk about when and where you first met your
best friend.

ш

3. a) Look at the picture. Describe these teenagers.
What sort of people are they?

эй

ш

Where did they meet?
When did they meet?
What were they doing?
Why did they become friends?
What do they have in common?
What did/didn’t they use to do before they
became friends?

Вы
ш

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ая

b) What do you think their
answers to these questions might
be?

 c) Listen to Pete and Mary speaking about their
friendship. Were your guesses right?
 d) Listen again. Make notes using the questions in
ex. 3b. Then compare your notes with your partner’s.

4. Think of your special friend. Why did you become
friends? Write your notes to answer the questions in
ex. 3b.
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5. Look at the following expressions. Put them in the
correct column.

RESULT

...

...

ш

...

FEELINGS

ко

TIME

ла

a) at first,
b) later on,
c) luckily,
d) the next morning, e) then, f) as a result,
g) in the end, h) because of this, i) finally,
j) to my surprise

ая

6. a) Prepare to talk about how you met your best
friend. Use ex. 4 and 5.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

b) Go around the class and find out as much as possible about each other’s stories. Find someone who
has a similar story.
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ла
ко

Keeping fit

ш

LESSON 1.

ая

Active vocabulary: to keep fit, boxing, karate, athletics,
gymnastics, jogging, yoga, to give up, weightlifting

ш

1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

эй

• Are you fit?
• What do you do to keep fit?
• What else can people do to keep fit?

Вы
ш

2. a) Look at the picture. How would you
describe Liz Cherry? What do you
think she does to keep fit?
 b) Liz Cherry is talking about what
she does to keep fit. Listen and say
which of the following things she
does:

a) gymnastics, b) yoga, c) jogging, d) basketball,
e) roller skating, f) boxing, g) horse riding,
h) weightlifting, i) athletics, j) cycling, k) karate,
l) swimming.
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c) Words athletics and gymnastics are special. Use the rules on page 229 to explain
why.
d) Match the activities with the pictures.
2

3

1

7

ко

ла

4

ая

6

ш

8

5

12

11

9

Вы
ш

эй

ш

10

3. a) Work in pairs. Which of these kinds of sport are
used with do / go or play? Put them into three
columns. Add more sports into each column.
b) Which of these activities are your favourite?
Grade them from the ones you like best to those you
do not like at all.

4. a) Look at the pictures. How would you describe the
people?
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ла
ко

ая

ш

b) These teenagers want to be healthy and sporty.
Give them some advice on how to keep fit. Choose
from the ideas below.

Example: You should/shouldn’t drink juice.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. to keep fit
2. to go … every morning
3. to eat more …
4. to play …
to give up = to take up
5. to take up …
You should give up eating
6. to take vitamins
fast food.
7. to drink …
8. to do …
9. to give up …
10. to be …
5. a) Make notes on what you do to keep fit.
b) Interview your teacher.

– Excuse me, do you eat healthy food to keep fit?
– So do I. /Oh, I don’t.
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c) Walk around the classroom and find another person who does the same as you.

LESSON 2.

Skating is great fun

ла

Active grammar: gerund

ко

1.  a) Read the poem. Try to guess what words are
missing (the first letters of the words are given).

ш

My roller skates

ш

ая

My roller skates won’t ever do
The simple things I w... them to.
I put them on and try my best.
But one goes E... and the other goes W... .

Вы
ш

эй

I often fall upon the floor.
I stand up and try once m... .
But my roller skates think they know best:
One still goes E... and the other goes W... .
Finola Akister

b) Listen to the poem and check
your guesses.
c) Work in pairs. Read the poem as
if you are

– a sixyear old child,
– ninetyyearold person,
– a teenager,
– a frog.
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ш

ко

ла

2. a) Look at the pictures. What are the people doing?
Which of these sports have you tried or would like to
try?

ая

 b) Listen to the interview with three teenagers and
say which picture does not go with the text.

ш

 c) Listen to the interview again and complete the
sentences below.

Вы
ш

эй

1. … is a form of exercise and it’s fun to do.
2. Yes, I really enjoy …, it’s fun and it’s also a really
good feeling when you can do a new trick.
3. We hate … … .
4. And you shouldn’t be afraid of … different tricks,
some of the things we do are not for everybody.
5. My mum thinks … is dangerous.
6. I like … … in the air.
d) Look at the sentences in ex. 2c again
and answer the questions on page 237.

3. Make true sentences about yourself.

1. I like/don’t like (play) sport games.
2. I hate/like (jog) in the morning.
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3. I am/am not afraid of (skate).
4. I think/don’t think (dive) is fun.
5. In my opinion (swim) is/isn’t the best way to keep fit.
4. a) Look at the questions below. Change them into
personal questions.

ла

Example: 1. Do you enjoy skateboarding?

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

1. How many people enjoy skateboarding?
2. Who in your group thinks jogging is not for
them?
3. Who in the group is thinking of taking up athlet
ics?
4. How many people think keeping fit is difficult?
5. Who in the group likes watching gymnastics?
6. Is there anybody who hates cycling?
7. Does anyone know a person who is afraid of swim
ming?
8. How many people have tried diving?
9. Who in the group has seen someone doing yoga?
10. Is there anybody who thinks doing weightlifting
is fun?

Вы
ш

b) Choose one question from ex. 4a. Walk around the
classroom and collect the answers to the question.
c) Report on your findings.

Example: Only 5 people in our group enjoy skate
boarding.
5. Work in groups. Ask and answer the following questions.

– What sports do you like doing in summer /
winter?
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ла

– What games do you like playing in summer /
winter?
– What do you hate doing in summer / winter?
– What are you afraid of doing in summer /
winter?
– What do you think is the best thing to do in sum
mer / winter?

Keeping fit

ко

LESSON 3.

ая

ш

Active vocabulary: professional, a champion, a team,
to win, to lose, a record, a fan, to compete, the
Olympic games
Active grammar: So do I. / Neither do I.
1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

• Do you know these sportsmen?
• What sports do they do?
• Why are they famous?

2.  a) Listen to the conversation, follow in the book
and check your ideas.

Phillip: Look at all these posters! Are you a sports
fan?
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Steve: Yeah! Kind of. I really like watching some
sports on TV.
Phillip: So do I. I never miss a basketball game.
Steve: Neither do I! Team sports are fun to watch! My
favourite player is Michael Jordan. I think he is
the greatest basketball player of all time.
Phillip: So do I. I know he was 6 times NBA champi
on and won 2 Olympic gold medals. And even
when his team lost, Michael was often chosen the
Best Player. It's a pity he doesn’t play anymore.
Steve: I think I could be a professional basketball
player. I am tall enough.
Phillip: I’d like to be a professional swimmer one day.
I really love to compete. Have you heard of
Michael Phelps?
Steve: Who hasn’t! He has won 14 Olympic gold
medals, the most by any Olympian.
Phillip: Phelps has broken thirty seven world records
in swimming. He's been the World Swimmer of
the Year every year since 2003. He’s won every
thing. And he is only 25 years old. I just don’t
know what he is going to do next.
Steve: Neither do I. Let’s wait for the next Olympics.
b) Read the conversation, use the words in bold to
find the words which mean:

1) to become the best in a sport game or to come first
in a race;
2) opposite to 1.
3) a group of people that play or work together;
4) if you do a sport for money, it makes you a … ;
5) if you win in the Olympic Games, you become an
Olympic … ;
6) someone who really enjoys doing something;
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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7) the best result in sport;
8) to try to be better than another team or sports
man.
3. a) Look at the script again. What phrases do the boys
use to show they agree with each other?

ла

b) Study the examples and label the chart with the
words in the box.

ая

ш

ко

1. I hate playing football indoors. – So do I. It seems
there’s never enough air.
2. I never win when we play table tennis at school. –
Neither do I.
3. I don’t think winning is important in sport. – I do.
I don't like losing.
4. I enjoy doing athletics. – I don’t. I prefer team
sports.

–

эй

ш

negative statement / agreeing /
positive statement / disagreeing

3

So + aux.verb + pron.

pron. + aux.verb + not

4

Neither + aux.verb + pron.

pron. + aux.verb

Вы
ш

1

2

c) Study the Grammar Reference section on page 237
and check.

4. Complete the sentences with one word.

1. Peter does weightlifting to look stronger. – ... (1)
do I.
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2. I have never done yoga. – ... (2) have I.
3. We believe dancing can help you keep fit. – I ... (3).
4. Mike doesn’t like watching team sports. – I ... (4).
5. a) Agree or disagree with the following statements.
Explain your opinion.

I hate losing in sport.
When I play badminton I always win.
I don’t think fans can help sportsmen a lot.
I believe being a professional sportsman is hard
work.
5. I have to practise athletics a lot to become a cham
pion.
6. I enjoy watching Olympic Games.
7. I never try to break a record when I compete.

ая

ш

ко

ла

1.
2.
3.
4.

b) Write your own statements about sports. Replace
the underlined words in ex. 5a with your own ideas.

эй

ш

c) Work in pairs. Read your statements out in turn.
See if your partner agrees with you.

Вы
ш

6. Work with a new partner. Think of two famous sportspeople. Make up a conversation about them. Use the
conversation in ex. 2a as a model.

LESSON 4.

Top five

Active vocabulary: competitive
1. Discuss the questions below in pairs.

• Would you like to be a professional sportsperson?
• What do professional sportsmen have to do?
• Are you a fan of any kind of sport or sportsman?
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ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

2. Look at the pictures. Match names, countries, and
kinds of sport to the pictures.

Вы
ш

эй

Michael Schumacher
Yelena Isinbayeva
Inna Zhukova
Cristiano Ronaldo
Vitaly Klitschko

Ukraine
Belarus
Germany
Russia
Portugal

athletics
football
boxing
gymnastics
Formula 1

3.  a) Listen to the parts of interviews with some
sports fans. What sportsperson is each of them talking about?
 b) Listen again and answer the questions below.
Who

– took up their kind of sport at the age of four?
– had a problem during the competitions?
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ла

– has set many world records?
– used to do a different sport?
– is very competitive (loves
competition a lot)?
– has got two Olimpic medals?
– helped their team to become
the best?
– made a famous team afraid
of his/her future results?

ш

ко

c) Work in groups. Choose one of the spotrtsmen
above and try to restore as much information about
him/her as possible.

4. a) Work in pairs.

ая

 d) Listen again and check. Did you remember
everything?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

Student A. You are a journalist. You work for a
sports magazine. Your readers are very interested in
B’s everyday life. Think of the questions you would
like to ask B.
Student B. You are a famous sportsperson. You
are going to give an interview to a popular sports
magazine. Get ready to speak about your life.
b) Work in pairs. Role-play the interview.

LESSON 5.

UK and BLR

Active vocabulary: a competition, a championship, to
take place
1. Work in pairs. Share your opinions about the questions below.
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ла

ш

ко

• Where were these photographs taken?
• What are most popular sports in Belarus and Great
Britain?
• What competitions take place there?
• Why are popular sports different in these coun
tries?

ая

to compete → competition
champion → championship

ш

2. a) Read the article about sports in the UK. Were you
right in ex.1?

Вы
ш

эй

Britain has a rich sports history. In fact, many of
the world’s most popular sports began in Britain. The
United Kingdom has given birth to lots of great inter
national sports including: football, rugby, cricket,
golf, tennis, badminton, squash, hockey, boxing, and
billiards. It has also played a key role in the develop
ment of such sports as Sailing and Formula One.
About 29 million people over the age of 16 in the
United Kingdom regularly take part in sport or exer
cise. Walking is the most popular physical activity.
The most popular individual sports include athlet
ics, golf, motorsport, and horseracing. Tennis is the
top sport for the two weeks of the Wimbledon
Championships.
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ла

The four nations that make up the UK usually enter
their own teams in international sports competitions.
Great British sporting events include the Football
Cup Final, the Wimbledon tennis tournament, the
Open Golf championship and the Grand National (a
world famous horserace). Cricket is popular in
England and Wales, but is less popular in the other
UK nations. And of course no one can forget England’s
World Champions luck in winning the Rugby World
Cup in 2003.
b) Answer the questions below in pairs.

What team sports are popular in the UK?
What individual sports are most popular?
What kind of sport do most people do?
What kind of sport do most people prefer to
watch?
5. What are the most popular competitions that take
place in Britain?

эй

ш

ая

ш

1.
2.
3.
4.

Вы
ш

3. a) Read some statistics about sport in Belarus. Did
you know that?

The Raubichi Centre in
Belarus is one of the best
biathlon centres in the world.
Facilities include:
– 20.5 km of ski tracks;
– freestyle slopes;
– 20 m, 40 m and 60 m ski
jumps;
– indoor sports centre with gymnasiums, sport
halls and swimming pools.
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ш

ко

ла

In Belarus there are numerous sports facilities
open for everybody.
243 stadiums
250 swimming pools
5,140 gymnasiums
704 swimming pools in kindergartens
46 athletics centres
20 ice rinks
12,212 sports grounds

biathlon

ш

canoeing

Вы
ш

эй

Belarusians first took part in the Olympics
in the 1952 Helsinki games, as part of a USSR
team.
The country has an excellent record at the
Olympic games. The first independent Belarus
Olympic team took part in the 1994 Winter
Olympic Games in Lillehammer and won two
silver medals.
In the Beijing 2008 games, Belarus won 19
medals, including 4 gold and 5 silver. The team
was most successful in athletics, canoeing and
weightlifting, and finished 16th in the medals
table overall.
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Olga Korbut
is a sports icon who almost sin
gle handedly turned gymnas
tics into the popular sport as
we know it today.The leg
endary Belarusian gymnast
won 4 Olympic Gold medals. In
1972 Korbut was named Best
Sportswoman in the World.
Vitaly Shcherbo (gymnastics)
A Belarusian gold medal win
ner at the XXV Olympic Games
(Spain, 1992). The bronze medal
winner at the XXVI Olympic
Games (USA, 1996). World
Champion 14 times, European
Champion 10 times.
Igor Makarov
Makarov won a gold medal in
judo at the 2004 Athens Olympic Games.
Julia Nesterenko
Nesterenko won the 100 metres gold medal at
the 2004 Athens Olympic Games.
Maxim Mirnyi
Maxim Mirnyi is the most famous Belarusian
tennis player. He has won a series of internation
al doubles titles and has led the Belarus national
team to its best ever result in the Davis Cup.

b) Work in pairs to discuss the questions in ex.2b
about Belarus. Use the information above and your
ideas.
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4. a) Make up a conversation in pairs.
Situation: Two friends (one from Belarus, one from
Britain) haven’t seen each other for ages. They meet
and talk about sports in their countries.

ла

b) Role-play your conversations. Try to sound as natural as possible.

Great news

ш

Active vocabulary: soccer

ко

LESSON 6.

ая

1. Read a piece of news below. Why was winning in this
competition important for Belarus?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

2014 Men’s World Ice Hockey Championship will
be hosted by Belarus in its capital Minsk.
On May 8, 2009 Belarus was happy to get 75 votes
in the race for hosting the 2014 International Ice
Hockey Federation World Championship. Belarus
competed with Hungary, Latvia, and Ukraine and
won with the slogan “Welcome to the young hockey
country”.
The two main buildings listed as hosts for the ice
hockey teams are Minsk Arena and Chizhovka
Arena. The first one was completed in December
2009, whereas construction of Chizhovka Arena has
just begun and is going to be finished by December
2010.

2. a)  Listen to Yan and Nick talking. What are they
talking about?
soccer = football
80
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 b) Copy the chart below. Listen again and complete the first two columns with the kinds of sport the
boys mention.

UK

ко

Belarus

ла

Minsk

ш

c) Add more kinds of sport to these columns.

ая

d) What countries do the other columns represent?
Lable the chart.

ш

3. Look through the unit and answer the questions
below in pairs.

Вы
ш

эй

– What article is used with kinds of
sport?
– What article do we use when we name
the sport events?
GREAT NEWS!

In the winter 2010 Olympic Games in
Vancouver, Canada, Belarusian sportsmen
won three medals: Daria Domrachiova – a
bronze medal in biathlon, Serguey Novikov – a
silver medal in biathlon and Alexey Grishin –
a gold medal in freestyle.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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4. a) Work in groups. Read the card the teacher has
given you and complete your column of the chart.
b) Prepare to talk about popular sports in the country
you’ve got on the card. Remember to talk about the
following:

ко

ла

– popular kinds of sport,
– why they are popular,
– some interesting facts about sports in the coun
try you’ve got on the card.

ш

5. Work in new groups. Tell your group about popular
sports in the country you’ve got. Complete the chart
about the other countries while listening to the
others.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

6. Work in pairs. Imagine you are from one of the
English-speaking countries. Telephone your friend
and discuss popular sports in your countries.
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ла
ко

Digging up in the past

ш

LESSON 1.

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: a treasure, a Viking, to die, a
grave, a skeleton, an archaeologist, to bury, to settle,
deep, ancient

эй

1. Where did the first Olympic Games take place? How
do we know about that? What is the job of people
who study the past? Is the job interesting? Why?

Вы
ш

2.  Nick and Rosie went on a school excursion to an
old English city – York. Listen to their guide. Do you
think York is an interesting place to visit?
3.  Listen again and match the words
with the pictures.

a

b
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ко

ла

c

d

ш

e

4. skeleton
5. treasures

ая

1. grave
2. ruins
3. Viking

ш

4. a) Read the guide’s description of York. Match the
words in bold with their definitions.

Вы
ш

эй

Hello, children. My name is Peter
Hindsight. I’m an archaeologist.
Archaeologists are like detectives.
We look for things from the past and
then try to see a picture of what hap
pened a long time ago.
So welcome to York which used to
be one of the largest, richest and most
famous cities in Britain hundreds of
years ago. People in the 10th century knew it as the
capital of the North of England. It was a famous trad
ing post – people from all over Britain used to come
here to buy and sell things. Thousands of men and
women used to live there. They were Vikings; the peo
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ple who came from Norway and Denmark and settled
in Britain in the years after 800 AD.
AD (Anno Domini) – our era

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Viking York has now disappeared. Most of the
city’s buildings were made of wood and archaeologists
have found some of them deep below the streets and
buildings of the modern city. You can also see the ruins
of an ancient castle here. We have found some graves
too. When Vikings died, they were buried with the
things that were very dear to them. In this grave we
found a skeleton of a rich woman who died more than a
thousand years ago. Can you see these treasures: coins,
silver and gold? This woman was very rich.
a) to come to stay and live;
b) to stop living;
c) to put a dead body into the earth;
d) very old;
e) going far down;
f) someone whose job is to find out about the past.

Вы
ш

b) Use the rules on page 240–241 to
explain words hundreds and thousands.
5. How much have you learnt about ancient
York? Check your partners’ memory.

1.
2.
3.
4.

What does Peter do?
When was York famous?
Who were the Vikings?
Why did Viking York dis
appear?
5. Where did the archaeologists
find the ancient houses?
6. What else did they find?

York, the UK
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6. a) Use the new words from the lesson to complete
the statements.

ш

ко

ла

1. ... look for old things buried in the ground and use
them to tell us about the past.
2. They find wooden buildings ... under the streets
of modern York.
3. ... York was rich and famous in the 11th century.
4. When Vikings … their relatives used to ... their
dead with ... of gold and silver.
5. Archaeologists find lots of treasures in Viking ... .
6. There was a ... of a rich man in one of the graves.
7. ... came from Scandinavia and ... in the North of
Britain.

ая

b) Do you think these statements are true? Discuss
them with your partner. Report to the class.

ш

7. Look at the pictures and say what happened to Rosie
and Nick.

b

Вы
ш
d
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c

эй

a

e
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LESSON 2. Monuments to the dead
Active vocabulary: a monument

ш

ко

ла

1. Look at the monuments in the photos. Do you know
what countries they were taken in?

b

d

Вы
ш

c

эй

ш

ая

a

2. a) Use the photos to predict what happened to Nick
and Rosie next.
 b) Listen to the conversation and say which photos do not match the conversation.

3.  a) Listen to the conversation
again. Are the sentences true or
false?

1. The pyramids are buildings
where the Ancient Egyptians
used to live.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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2. The pyramids were monuments built for the
kings.
3. People who looked for treasures in the pyramids
became rich.

ла

b) Would you like to travel to Ancient Egypt in the
time machine? Why?

ко

4. a) Read one of the texts (A, B or C) about Ancient
Egypt. Are there any facts in the text which are new
for you?

B

эй

ш

ая

ш

A
People in Ancient Egypt
used to believe in a magic ani
mal that had a man’s head and
the body of a lion – Sphinx.
The stone monument of the
Great Sphinx stands 20 metres
high, near the pyramids at
Giza. The Sphinx was built 4,500 years ago.

Вы
ш

Pharaohs were some
times buried inside stone
pyramids – huge construc
tions that were built by
people of Ancient Egypt.
These ancient graves were
so big that people could see
how great kings (pharaohs)
were. The biggest pyramid, the Great Pyramid, is
still standing in Giza, near Cairo, the modern ca
pital of Egypt.
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ко

ла

C
One of the youngest pharaohs in
Ancient Egypt was Tutankhamen (he
became king at the age of twelve –
about your age). King Tutankhamen
died at the age of 18 years old. He
was buried in a grave in the Valley of
the Kings, near the ancient city of
Thebes. This gold mask was found
among the treasures in Tutankhamen’s grave.

ш

b) Prepare to retell the facts from your text to your
group. Ask your teacher for the pronunciation of difficult words.

ая

c) Work in groups of three. Share the facts with your
friends.

эй

ш

5. Role-play a conversation between a tourist and a
travel agent. Use the phrases in the box to help you.

Вы
ш

Student A. You are a tourist. You’d like to travel
in time. You want the best tour. Decide if you like the
offer or not.
Student B. You are a travel agent and an Egypt
fan. Your trips to Ancient Egypt are the best. Do your
best to sell this trip. Use ex. 4 for information.
I’d like …
I want to know more
about …
I’d like to know about …

Do you know that …?
How can I help you?
We have a special trip
to …

Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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LESSON 3.

Rome wasn’t built
in a day

Active vocabulary: to found, to feed
Receptive grammar: the Past Simple Passive Tense

ко

ла

1. Which people are the most ancient: the Vikings, the
Ancient Egyptians or the Ancient Romans? What do
you know about each of them?

ш

2. a) Look at the pictures. Read the sentences and
match them with the pictures.

a

Вы
ш

c

эй

ш

ая

b

e
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d

f
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feed – fed – fed

find – found – found

found – founded – founded

ш

ко

ла

1. Rome was founded by two twins, Romulus and
Remus.
2. They were born into a very poor family.
3. Their parents had no money to feed them, so the
twins were left in the forest.
4. In the forest they were found by the wolf.
5. The brothers were fed by the wolf together with
her cubs.
6. Later they were found by a shepherd.
b) Check your memory. Answer the questions.

ая

Who was Rome founded by?
Why were the brothers left in the forest?
How were the twins fed?
Who found them later?

ш

1.
2.
3.
4.

Вы
ш

эй

3. a) Read the sentences next to the pictures.
Do they tell us about the present or the
past?
The Past Simple Passive

was / were + V3 (Participle 2)
Rome was founded by Romulus and Remus.

1. The Pantheon was built
more than twenty centuries
ago.
A
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B

ла

1. Thousands of tourists visit
the Pantheon each month.
2. The Pantheon is visited by
thousands of tourists each
month.

b) Answer the grammar questions on page 240.

ко

4. In the History lesson on Rome Rosie wrote a secret
note to her friend. Can you break the code?

ая

ш

was / the Pantheon / 27 BC / built / in / in Rome
rebuilt / the emperor / was / Hadrian / it / by
the Pantheon / used / is / today / as a church

Вы
ш

эй

ш

5. Read the text about the Roman Forum. Decide which
sentences tell us about the past of this area, and
which – about the present. What helps you to
decide?

The Roman Forum is sometimes known by its
Latin name – Forum Romanum and is also called
Forum Magnum or just the Forum. It is located
92
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ш

ко

ла

between two hills – Palatine and Capitoline – in the
city of Rome. It is the central area around which the
life of the Ancient Roman civilization developed.
The Forum was first settled in the 7th century BC.
It was used as a city centre and was thought to be the
centre of the Roman Republic and the Roman
Empire.
The Forum was rebuilt many times. It was fully
excavated only in the early 20th century. In Ancient
Rome new constructions were built over earlier
ruins, so now, in this open air museum, many cen
turies of history are shown together. As the old say
ing goes, Rome wasn’t built in a day.

ш

ая

6. Use the cards the teacher has given you. Make a
story about a memorial. Use the information to
answer the teacher’s questions.

Dinosaurs

эй

LESSON 4.

Вы
ш

Active vocabulary: to die out, alive, huge
1. a) Look at the timeline. When did dinosaurs live –
before the Egyptians or after the Vikings?
Ancient
Egypt

Ancient
Rome

3150BC –
31BC

10th century
BC –
5th century
AD

The Vikings

Late 8th –
early 11th
century AD

Modern
times
2010 – …

Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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 b) Listen to the poem. Follow in the book. What
does the poem tell us about dinosaurs?

Deep in the jungle,
Long long ago,
There lived a dino,
Dino no.

There lived a lizard,
Huge and slow,
Shy and ugly
Dino no.

ш

ая

ш

ко

1. The word dinosaur means ‘huge
fish’.
2. Dinosaurs lived on all conti
nents.
3. Dinosaurs died out because
there was nothing more to eat
on our planet.
4. Some dinosaurs had feathers.
5. People and dinosaurs lived at
the same time.

ла

2. a) What do you know about dinosaurs? Decide
whether the statements are true or false.

эй

b) Read the text and check your ideas.

Вы
ш

The word dinosaur comes from dinosauria, which
means ‘terrible lizards’. The oldest known dinosaur
skeletons were found in Argentina and Brazil. They
are about 230 million years old. Scientists believe
that these huge animals lived on all continents. At
the beginning of the age of dinosaurs, the continents
we know now were arranged together as one super
continent. During the years that dinosaurs lived on
the Earth, this supercontinent slowly broke apart.
Dinosaurs died out about 65 million years ago. There
are a lot of theories why this happened. A lot of sci
entists believe that they were killed by a huge mete
orite which fell down on the planet.
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ко

ла

Dinosaurs were of different colours and sizes.
Some of them even had feathers! There were also
kinds of dinosaurs that could fly. They are believed to
be the relatives of birds. Some kinds of these animals
fed on grass, others – on meat or fish.
Did people and dinosaurs live at the same time?
No. After dinosaurs died out, nearly 65 million years
passed before people appeared on the Earth.
However, some small animals were alive at the time
of dinosaurs. And some plants – for example, mosses –
were born in the time of dinosaurs.

ш

3.  Nick and Rosie travelled 70 million years back into
the past. Listen to what Rosie is telling her friend. Is
she telling the truth?

ш

b

Вы
ш

эй

a

ая

4. a) Look at the pictures. Make up a story about what
really happened to Nick and Rosie. Use the active
vocabulary of the lesson.

c

d

b) Compare your story with your partner’s.
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5. Interview your partner. Report their answers to the
group.

ла

1. Why do you think dinosaurs died out?
2. Would you like them to be alive today?
3. What other animals are dying out on the planet?
Why? What can we do about it?

Wonderful inventions
and world wonders

ш

ко

LESSON 5.

ая

Active vocabulary: to invent, invention
Receptive grammar: the Future Simple Passive

ш

1. People haven’t invented the time machine yet but
they have made many other inventions. What invention do you think is the most wonderful?

Вы
ш

эй

2.  a) Nick and Rosie went to the England of the past.
They met a girl there. Listen to their conversation
and guess what year they are in.
 b) Listen to the conversation again. Match the
halves of the sentences.

1) The telephone
2) The radio
3) The computer
a) will be invented by a Russian scientist.
b) was invented in 1876.
c) will be invented in America.
96
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c) Do the sentences in ex. 2b tell us about the past,
present or the future?
The Future Simple Passive

ла

will be + V3 (Participle 2)
It will be invented in the future.
d) Answer the grammar questions on page 240.

ко

3. Nick made more notes about different inventions for
the girl. Guess what he told her.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. Compact disk players / invented / in 1982 /
will be.
2. In 1938 / invented / the ballpoint pen / will
be.
3. The popup toaster / in 1926 / invented /
will be.
4. Will be / the computer floppy disk / in 1970 /
invented.
5. The vacuum cleaner / in 1901 / will be /
invented.

4. a) Why didn’t the girl believe that Nick and Rosie
came from the future?
Do you know anything about the Seven Wonders of
the World?
b) Read the texts about the Seven Wonders of the
World. Match the sentences with the pictures.
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C

D

ла

B

ш

ко

A

F

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

E

G
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1. The Temple of Artemis was built around 550
BC. It was located near the ancient city of Ephesus
(present day Turkey).
2. The Hanging Gardens of Babylon were built
in what is now Iraq around 600 BC for the Queen.

ла

3. The statue of Zeus was 40 feet high. It was
made of gold. It was located in Olympia, Greece.

ш

ко

4. The Colossus of Rhodes was a statue of the
Greek God Helios. It was built between 292 and
280 BC and it was over 30 metres high, making it
one of the tallest statues of the ancient world.

ая

5. The Lighthouse of Alexandria was built in
the 3rd century BC on the island of Pharos in
Egypt.

эй

ш

6. The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus was built
over the grave of King Mausolus between 353 and
350 BC. It was designed by Greek Architects and
was about 45 metres (135 feet)

Вы
ш

7. The Pyramids of Egypt were built around
2680 BC. Of all the ancient world wonders, only
the pyramids are standing.
c) How many of the ancient world wonders can still
be seen today?

5. a) Read about a future structure. Guess what structure it will be and where it will be built.

You will see this memorial in a huge city. It will be
built over the site where more than 2 500 people died
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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after a terrorist attack. The model of the final design
was first shown in 2004. The memorial is still being
built. Thousands of flowers are laid every day at the site.
 b) Listen and check your ideas about the name
and location of the memorial.

From the history
of Belarus

ко

ла

LESSON 6.

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. Look at the pictures. Who is the lady in the picture?
What do you know about her? What do you know
about this castle? Share your ideas with your partner.

Вы
ш

2. a) Look through the names in the box. Do you recognize any of them?

Frantsisk Skarina

Mikola Husousky

Mikalai Radziwill Chorny

Kshishtof Radziwill Sirotka

Semeon Polotsky

The White Lady

Mikalai Radziwill Rudy

Efrasinya Polotskaya

Stanislav Radziwill

Zhygimont August

The Black Lady
100
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 b) Listen to the legend. Say which names were
mentioned in it.
 c) Listen again. Note down as much information
as you can about the characters of the legend. Does
the legend tell you the truth?

ко

DIED IN THE 17TH CENTURY

ла

3. a) Read the article about a sensational finding.
Choose the best headline for it.

Treasure of a princess

DEEP IN THE PAST

ш

HISTORY COMING ALIVE
BURIED IN NESVIZH

AN ANCIENT GRAVE

ая

A SKELETON IN THE RUINS

ш

FOUND BY ARCHAEOLOGISTS

Вы
ш

эй

Archaeologists in Nesvizh have found a large
grave from the 17th century. They believe that an
important person of that time was buried in it because
in the ruins they found a skeleton of a rich woman.
Many stories about Barbara Radziwill come
from that area, and everyone is asking the same
question: might this be the grave of the famous
Belarusian Princess? A gold ring was found in the
grave among other treasures. The same ring can be
seen on Barbara’s finger in her famous portrait.
The archaeologists have to work slowly and
carefully, so it may be months before they know
the answer. Will the truth ever be found out?
Maria Brylska
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b) Do you believe Barbara was buried in this grave?
Why? Why not?
4. Play the History game in two teams. The team which
gives full answers to all the questions wins the game.

ко

ш

Why did York disappear?

ла

What do archaeologists do?

ая

What do you know about the Great Sphinx?

эй

ш

What do you know about the history of Rome?

Вы
ш

Name at least three world wonders and say all
you know about them.

Where and with whom did Barbara Radziwill live?

Why did Barbara die?

102
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ла

Who were the Vikings?

ш

ко

What things did people use to put in Vikings’ graves?

ая

What do you know about King Tutankhamen?

эй

ш

What do you know about dinosaurs?

Вы
ш

Name three important inventions and say all
what you know about them.

Who was Zhygimont?

What did Zhygimont do after Barbara’s death?

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU WIN!
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ла
ко
ш

LESSON 1.

My town

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: a skyscraper, high-rise, an exhibition centre, a fitness centre, a town hall, a car park,
a river bank, a bank

эй

1. Play the word game in two teams. Name as many
buildings you can see in a town as you can remember.

Вы
ш

2. a) What places from the list below can you find in the
picture?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

104

a castle
a monument
a post office
a library
a department store
a bridge
a newsagent’s
a car park;

j)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

a church;
an exhibition centre;
a fitness centre;
a railway station;
a town hall;
a hospital;
a river bank;
a chemist’s
(= a pharmacy)
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ая

ш

ко

ла

Exhibition
centre

ш

 b) Listen to Helen talking about her town and
check yourselves.

tall (about a building) (h…)
a very tall building in a city (s…)
a big building where the town council sits (t… h…)
a place where people enjoy looking at different
collections of paintings, coins, etc. (e… c…)
a place where people can do sports (f… c…)
a side of the river (r… b…)
a place where people can leave their cars (c… p…)
a place where people keep their money (b…)

Вы
ш

1)
2)
3)
4)

эй

3. a) Read Helen’s description and find the words that
mean the following:

5)
6)
7)
8)

– Where do the fish keep their money?
– In the river bank.
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

The town I live in is not very big but it is beauti
ful and very old. It is in the north of Wales and it
was built more than a thousand years ago by
Saxons. There are a lot of ancient buildings in the
centre of the town such as the town hall and the
church. Near the church are the ruins of the thir
teenth century castle. You can buy local newspa
pers at the newsagent’s which is next to the castle.
The exhibition centre which is opposite the castle
has a wonderful collection of coins, jewellery and
pottery which date back to the 1st century BC and
belonged to the Celts who had lived here before the
Romans.
There is a deep river that runs through the town.
There’s a bridge across the river which is also in the
centre of the town. If you go straight ahead along the
river bank you will see some nice shops, a car park
and a big department store where you can find every
thing you need. Next to the department store there’s
a fitness centre, it is the place where my friends and
I spend most of our free time for we just love sports.
At the chemist’s, which is next to the fitness centre
you can buy any medicine you need. It is the biggest
pharmacy in my town. On the opposite bank of the
river there’s a railway station where you can get
trains to Cardiff.
The church looks out on a big round square with
the monument to our national poet. The town also has
a library and a post office which are to the west of the
town centre. The houses are to the east, south east
and south west of the centre of the town. There are no
skyscrapers or other modern high rise buildings in
my town that’s why it looks like a place from an old
fairy tale.
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b) How well do you know the text? Use the picture of
the town to answer your partner’s questions. Ask
your partner where

ла

Student A.
the city is, the ruins of the 13th century castle
are, the exhibition centre is, the car park is, the post
office is, the fitness centre is, the ancient buildings
are, the chemist’s is;

ш

ко

Student B.
the newsagent’s is, the railway station is, the
bridge is, the church is, the monument is, the depart
ment store is, the library is, the houses are.

ая

Where is / are the …?
4. Interview your partner.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

– Which cities are famous for their skyscrapers?
Are there any high rise buildings in the place where
you live?
– Is your town hall old or modern?
– Is there a fitness centre in the place where you
live? What about an exhibition centre?
– Do you often go for a walk along the river bank?
How often do you go to the bank?

LESSON 2.

A city on the map

Active vocabulary: a place of interest, picturesque,
worth visiting, to be situated, to be mentioned, to suffer, to survive
1. Where is Minsk on the map of Belarus? How many
regions are there in Belarus? Where are all the other
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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regional centres situated?
Use the diagram to describe
their position on the map.

… in the NorthEast of …

ла

2. a) Look at the photo of the
town hall. Do you know what Belarusian city it is?
What do you know about it?

ко

b) Read about Vitebsk. Which facts do you find most
surprising?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

Vitebsk is worth visiting
because it is one of the most
romantic and beautiful cities in
Belarus. It is situated in the
North East of Belarus in a pic
turesque place on the banks of
three rivers: the Neman, the
Vitba and the Luchesa River.
Vitebsk was first mentioned in
chronicles in 1021, but there is a
legend about Princess Olga of
Town Hall (1775)
Kiev who founded it in 974.
Vitebsk has a long history. It was an important
fortress of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (GDL) in
the 16th and 17th centuries. It became part of Russia
in 1772.
Vitebsk suffered a lot in the World War II. It was
left in ruins by the fascists and very few people sur
vived from about 170,000 of population.
After the war Vitebsk was reconstructed and
today it is an important city of the Republic of
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эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Belarus with lots of factories and plants, schools and
universities, hospitals, monuments, exhibition and
fitness centres, theatres and museums. More than
350,000 people live and work here.
Today there are 10 bridges over the river in
Vitebsk. Kosmonavtov Street is the central street in
Vitebsk and most of cafes, department stores and
high rise buildings are there.
Mark Chagall, the world famous artist, was born
in Vitebsk. He loved his home town dearly and often
painted it in his works.
A famous Russian painter Iliya Repin lived and
worked near Vitebsk during some years in the end of
the 19th century. Some of his works are at the
Vitebsk art museum.
There are many places of interest in Vitebsk.
Among them – the Vitebsk Art Museum, Chagall’s
Museum and the Green Theatre – the place where
Slaviansky Bazar festival is held. Go down the streets
of Vitebsk and feel the atmosphere of this city – the
jewel in the crown of Belarus.

Вы
ш

was built – was rebuilt,
was constructed –was reconstructed

c) In pairs, guess the meaning of the words in bold.
Explain the meaning of prefix re- in the box.

3. Look through the leaflet again. Are the statements
below True or False?

1. The population of Vitebsk is smaller than the pop
ulation of Minsk.
2. Vitebsk is situated in the South East of Belarus.
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ш

ко

ла

3. Vitebsk is older than Minsk.
4. Vitebsk is the birthplace of
a famous Russian painter.
5. As a part of Russia Vitebsk
suffered a lot from wars
with the GDL.
6. Vitebsk was left in ruins
Vitebsk.
after World War I and no
Early 12th-century church
one survived.
was rebuilt in 1992.
7. There are no places of
interest in Vitebsk.
8. Vitebsk is worth visiting because it is one of the
most beautiful cities of Belarus.

ая

4. a) You are planning spring holidays. Work in pairs.
Exchange information on the cities of Belarus.

эй

ш

Student A. Use the card the teacher has given you
to speak about your city.
Student B. Listen to your partner and fill in the
table. Change roles.

Вы
ш

b) Discuss the questions below in groups of four.

– Where are Grodno and Gomel situated? Are they
close to or far away from each other?
– Did they suffer a lot in
the World War II? Did many
of the old buildings survive?
– Are they picturesque
places?
– Are they worth visi
ting? Why?
– What other places of
interest are there in Belarus?
Green Theatre, Vitebsk
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LESSON 3. A photo album of Minsk
Active vocabulary: a cathedral, a hotel, a sight, a visitor, underground, attractive, hospitable, hard-working, convenient

ла

1. Ask and answer.

ая

ш

ко

• Where is your city / town / village situated? Is it a
picturesque place?
• When was it founded or when was it first men
tioned? Did it suffer a lot in the World War II?
• What places of interest are there in your city /
town / village? Have many of the old buildings
have survived?
• Is it attractive? Is it worth visiting?

ш

2. a) Look at the photos Nick’s uncle, Mr. Rambler has
made for his album on Minsk. What sights can you see?

эй

b) Match the photos with the notes on the back of the
photos.

Вы
ш

A. The Holy Spirit Cathedral

Nemiga street
The oldest church
in Minsk. 1613
The Yellow Church

saw its first visitors in 1968
1

B. The Minsk Hotel

2
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C. The Troitskoye Suburb

Svoboda Square
1642
3

ко
ш

ая

Nezavisimost Square
was built in 1910
another name: The Red
Church
4

ла

D. The Church of Piotr
and Pavel

Вы
ш

эй

ш

E. The Church of Simon
and Alena

one of the oldest parts of
Minsk – the 19th century
narrow streets, small
squares
a suburb in the centre
5

c) Which of the sights above could be a symbol
of Minsk? What is the symbol of Minsk, in your
opinion?

3.  a) Listen to Mr. Rambler dictating an article for his
photo album to his secretary. Check your ideas.
 b) Match the words with the definitions:
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cathedral
hotel
sight

ла

visitor

ко

underground

ш

hospitable

ая

hardworking

эй

ш

convenient
attractive

a) doing a lot of work
b) friendly and welcoming to
visitors
c) someone who goes to a place
to look at it
d) a building where you pay to
have a room to sleep in and
where you can often eat meals
e) a railway system in which
electric trains travel
f) a very large, usually stone
building, which is the largest
and most important church of
an area
g) an old, important or interest
ing building or area, a place of
interest
h) interesting and nice to look at
i) situated near you, easy to get
to, easy to use

Вы
ш

c) Check your memory. Do you remember what
sights Mr. Rambler thinks are the symbols of Minsk
for these people: children, young people, old people,
parents with children, tourists, businessmen?

4. Read Mr. Rambler’s article. Fill in the missing words.

Have you ever been to Minsk? If you haven’t, you
must visit the capital of Belarus. It’s an ... (1), clean
and green city that stands on the river Svisloch.
Minsk is situated in the centre of the Republic. It is
the largest city of Belarus with the population of
about two million. And it is one of the oldest cities
too. There is no historical record of the date when
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Minsk was founded but it was first mentioned as
Mensk in 1067. There are many beautiful sights in
Minsk – parks and gardens, churches and ... (2),
museums and exhibition centres, sports palaces and
fitness centres, cinemas and theatres, ...(3) and night
clubs, monuments and department stores, the famous
building of the National Library and the picturesque
river banks.
What are the symbols of Minsk? Belarusian boys
and girls would say that they are Cheluskintsi Park,
Gorky Park and the Circus. Mums with babies will
choose the Botanical Garden. Veterans will name the
Pobeda (Victory) monument in Pobeda Square.
Students will say that Minsk is famous for its cafes
and discos, computer and night clubs and, of course,
for its universities. Businessmen are sure that mod
ern high rise buildings of banks and offices are the
symbols of the capital. ... (4) from Germany or Poland
think that Minsk can be proud of its Opera and Ballet
theatre. For some ... (5) Belarusians the true symbols
of Minsk are the factories of the capital. People from
other Belarusian towns and villages are sure that the
Minsk ... (6) is the best symbol of Minsk. It is so com
fortable to travel in and so ... (7) – it can take you to
many places of interest of the city.
Come to Minsk to see with your own eyes the ... (8)
of this beautiful city. You will understand that the ...
(9) and kind people of Minsk are the true symbol of
the capital. Welcome to Minsk!
5. Have you been to any of the places of interest mentioned in the text? Do you agree that Belarusian people are hard-working, kind and hospitable? What are
the symbols of your city / town / village?
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LESSON 4.

Home, sweet home

Active vocabulary: a garage, a cottage, a roof, a chimney, a fence, a balcony, two-storeyed, a block of flats

ла

1. a) Match the halves of the proverbs about home.

like home.

Home is home

home is best.

There is no place

than roast meat abroad.

ш

though it be never so homely.

ая

Dry bread at home is better

ко

East or West

ш

b) In pairs find equivalents of the proverbs in your
language.

эй

c) Which of the proverbs do you like best?

Вы
ш

2. a) Look at the pictures. Are these houses in the town
or in the village?

a

b

c
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 b) Listen to children’s descriptions of their houses.
Match the descriptions with the pictures in ex.2a.

ш

ко

ла

A. We live in a big block of
flats in the centre of the city. Our
flat is big and comfortable.
Everything is close – there’s a
supermarket, a bank and a fitness
centre. There’s a playground and
a car park in the yard. Living here
is very convenient.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

B. I live in a lovely cottage in a
little peaceful village about 20 min
utes’ drive from Bath. It’s where
I grew up and all my friends are here.
My house looks really nice with
a white chimney on its red roof and
a colourful front garden. There’s a green fence
around my house.

C. My house is in a quiet neigh
bourhood in the suburbs of the city.
It is a twostoreyed house with a
garage and a balcony. When my
friends come to my house, they often
describe it as a dream house, but to
me it’s just home, sweet home.
c) Point to and name the elements of the pictures
which are described with the words in bold.
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3. a) Put the words in bold into three groups. Follow the
pattern.






roof

chimney

two storeyed

ко

c) Interview your partner.

ла

 b) Listen and check. Then – listen again and
repeat.

ш

ая

ш

– Is your house a cottage or a two storeyed buil
ding?
– Has your house got a garage and a balcony? Is
there a fence around your house?
– What colour is the roof of your house? Is there a
chimney on the roof?

Вы
ш

эй

4. This is a part of the letter Sarah wrote to her penfriend. She spilt some water on it and you can’t read
some words.
Complete the letter. Use the picture for help.
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Dear Sandra,
In your last letter you asked me to tell you about
the place I live in. As you know I live in a small quiet
village in Somerset. Many tourists visit my village
because of its famous castle. You won’t find any
skyscrapers or high rise buildings in my village.
There are a lot of nice old cottages here with beauti
ful gardens. My family live in a lovely (1) house
with a red roof and a little (2) on it. As you enter
through the old oak gate in the (3) you find yourself
in a colourful front garden. Once a year we have an
Open Gardens Day in our village, and a lot of people
always come to our garden to have a look at the
beautiful roses my mother grows. To the left of the
house there’s a two car (4). My father usually col
lects me from school on the way home form work.
On the first floor there’s a (5), and when the
weather is sunny we like to have a cup of tea there.
It’s very relaxing to live in the country and the air
is so lovely and crisp here …

5. a) Write a letter to Sarah. Describe your house and
your neighbourhood. Use ex. 2b and 4 for help.
b) Play a guessing game. The teacher will read some of
your letters to the class. Try to guess whose letter it is.

LESSON 5.

Town or village?

1. a) In teams brainstorm the new words from the unit.
b) Which of these words can be used to speak about
towns, which – about villages?
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c) Compare the two pictures. Use the words in the
box to help you.

ла

quiet, boring, modern, noisy, big, old, dirty,
exciting, unhealthy, safe, clean, dangerous, beau
tiful, attractive, charming, uncomfortable,
healthy

Вы
ш

эй

ш

b

ая

ш

ко

a

2.  a) Copy the table into your exercise
S1
S2
book. Listen to the children disS3
S4
cussing life in the country and in the
city. Student 1 writes down the advantages of living in the country, Student 2 – the advantages of living in the city, Student 3 – the
disadvantages of living in the country, Student 4 –
the disadvantages of living in the city.
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b) Work in groups of four – Students 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Share your information and complete the whole
table. Add more advantages and disadvantages.
3.  Look through the phrases below. Listen again and
say which of them are used in the conversations.

ла

1. That’s absolutely right.

ко

2. Sure! That’s exactly what I think!
4. True, but…

ш

3. Yes, but…

6. Yes, but on the other hand…

5. Also…

ая

7. From my point of view…

8. As a result…

эй

ш

9. On the one hand…, on the other hand…
10. For example…

Вы
ш

11. Personally I think/ don’t think…
12. First of all…
13. Secondly…

14. I see what you mean…
15. Another thing is that …

16. In my opinion…
17. I think I agree with you.
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4. Read people’s opinions about living in the city and
living in the village. Who do you agree with? Prove
your point of view. Use ex. 3 for help.

Life in the country
is safe.

ла

Life in the country
is boring.

ко

Life in the city is fascinating.

People in the city suffer from noise and pollution.

ая

ш

5. Read the recommendations below. Are they good
rules for discussion? Do you agree with them? Can
you add anything to the list?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. Never interrupt. 2. Never listen to others.
What you are saying is most important. 3. Be polite.
Attack the problem, not the person. 4. Don’t shout.
5. Push others if they don’t listen to you. 6. Make
notes. 7. Ask questions. 8. Listen with an open mind.
9. Focus on the problem.
6. Work in groups of four. Have a discussion. Where is
life better: in the country or in the city? Use your
notes, ex.3 and 5 for help.

LESSON 6.

Ideal town

1. In groups of four make a list of your 7 favourite
words from this unit. Exchange your lists with another group. Make up a story with all the words the other
group has given you.
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ко

ла

2. a) Read the boy’s description of his dream-town and
find four mistakes in the picture.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

The town of my dreams is quite small but it is not
far from a big city, so my family can go to the city at
weekends to do some shopping or to see a performance
at the theatre.
There are a lot of nice cottages in my town with
lovely bright roofs and chimneys on them. There is no
underground in our town and you can walk anywhere
you need. There are no skyscrapers or other modern
high rise buildings there, the tallest buildings are the
town hall and the bank. The most famous local sight
is the ruins of the ancient castle. It was built in the
12th century and ruined in the 13th century, but
some of the ancient walls have survived. They are sit
uated in a very picturesque place.
There’s a river running through my town. There
are no factories in my dream town and the air is very
fresh. The streets are wide, that is why we have no
problems with traffic jams. There are very few car
parks as people mostly keep their cars in garages.
There are a lot of things to do and sights to see in our
town. There’s a cinema, a fitness centre and an exhibi
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ла

tion centre as well as nice cafes by the river. It is lovely
there with trees and flowers planted along the river
bank. People from outside my town come here at week
ends to enjoy boat trips and local food. You can see that
our town is very convenient for living. Also, the people
of my town are very hospitable and hard working. My
town is very attractive and worth visiting.
Welcome to the town of my dreams!

ко

b) Work in pairs. Find sentences in the boy’s description which speak about

the buildings

ш

the size of the town

ая

what makes the town attractive

ш

what makes it comfortable for living

эй

3. a) Match the nouns and the adjectives from the text.

Вы
ш

1. food
2. town
3. city
4. roofs
5. buildings
6. cottages
7. castle
8. air
9. streets
10. place
11. people

а) wide
b) nice
c) modern, high rise
d) ancient
e) fresh
f) small, attractive
g) local
h) lovely, bright
i) big
j) hard working, hospitable
k) picturesque

b) Which of the adjectives in the box can you use to
describe life in an ideal town?
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fantastic enjoyable lovely horrible quiet
comfortable super easy difficult

ла

4. a) You are going to make a presentation of your ideal
town. Note down your ideas using the points from
ex. 2b. You can do it in the form of an outline or a
mind-map.

ко

b) Work in pairs. Compare your notes. Choose the
points you agree on.

ш

c) Work in pairs. Draw a map of your ideal town. Get
ready to describe it to your classmates.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

d) Listen to your classmates and decide if their
towns are worth visiting.
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ла
ко

Plans and timetables

ш

LESSON 1.

эй

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: a journey, to leave, to arrive, to take
(about the time of a journey), to catch, to miss, a
flight, a ticket, to check in, luggage, on time
Active grammar: talking about future: the Present
Simple Tense and the Present Continuous Tense
1. Ask and answer the questions.
leave

Вы
ш

• What forms of transport do
you know?
• Which is your favourite form
of transport?
• Have you ever travelled by
arrive
ship?
• When was the last time you travelled by train / car /
plane?
• When did you leave? When did you arrive? How
long did the journey take?
• Was it a good journey? Why? Why not?
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2.  a) Mr. Rambler is at a London airport. Nick has
come to see him off. Listen to the conversation, follow in the book. Where is he travelling?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

– Excuse me, ma’am. I’m leav
ing for Sydney in half an hour, but
I don’t know where my gate is.
– Can I see your tickets, please?
– I’m not going to fly to Sydney.
a
I’ve come to see my uncle off.
– Here is my ticket.
– Well, you are flying with
British Airways, sir. Your flight
is on time, it leaves at 12.45. It’s
only 11.15 now. You have
b
enough time to catch your plane.
– What a relief! I thought I was
going to miss it.
– Don’t worry, sir. Go to the
checkin. It’s over there.
– Thanks a lot.
– Your luggage, uncle! You’ve left
c
your suitcase!
– Thanks, Nick. Oh, one more
question. When do we arrive in
Sydney?
– In 21 hours, sir. Have a safe
flight.
– Thank you very much.
d
How long did the journey take? –
It took ten hours.
How long did it take you to get to Moscow? –
It took me ten hours to get to Moscow.
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b) Match the words in bold with the pictures.
c) Match the words with their definitions.

a journey

ла

a flight

ко

to catch

ш

to leave

ая

to arrive
to miss

эй

to see off

ш

to take

Вы
ш

to check in
a ticket

luggage

a) not to do something that is
planned
b) the act of travelling from one
place to another
c) to travel or be able to travel on a
plane, train, bus, etc.
d) an act or the process of flying
e) to need a period of time to do
something
f) to go away from
g) to get to a place at the end of a
journey
h) the bags, suitcases that you take
with you when you are travel
ling
i) a card given to someone showing
that they have paid for some
thing
j) to report that you have arrived
at an airport or hotel
k) to go somewhere with (someone)
in order to say goodbye to them

3. Interview your partner.

a) When do you leave home?
b) When do you arrive at school? Do you always
arrive on time?
c) How long does it take you to get to school?
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d) Do you have to catch a bus to get to school? Do you
ever miss your bus to school?
4. a) Read the two sentences from the conversation at
the airport. Answer the questions on page 243.

ла

I’m leaving for Sydney in half an hour.

ко

Your flight leaves at 12.45

ш

b) Use the verbs in the box in either the Present
Simple Tense or in the Present Continuous Tense to
write about Mr. Rambler’s future journey.

ая

Example: Mr. Rambler is going on a journey to
Sydney in about an hour.

эй

His flight … at 12.45.
He … for Sydney in an hour and a half.
Mr. Rambler … with British Airways.
His flight … in Sydney in 21 hours.

Вы
ш

1.
2.
3.
4.

ш

leave, go, leave, travel, arrive

arrive at school
arrive in Canberra

About future: in half an hour
in 21 hours

on time = neither early nor late

5. Ask your partner.

– Have you ever missed a bus or a train?
– Have you ever travelled by plane? Was the tick
et expensive? Did it take you long to check in?
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– Where did you go? When did your flight leave?
When did you arrive? How long did your journey
take?
– Did you have a lot of luggage (suitcases)? Did
you have a good flight?

London landmarks

ла

LESSON 2.

ко

Active vocabulary: a tour, a landmark, public, to be
surrounded by, a coach

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. a) Compare different ways of travelling. Use the
adjectives in the boxes.

b) Which do you think is the best way to make a tour
around London? Why do you think so?
2. Nick wants to take a tour of London. He’s talking to
Rosie on the phone.
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 a) Listen to their conversation and say why Rosie
isn’t in London now.

a coach –
a comfortable bus for
longdistance travel

ла

 b) Listen again and say how many sights Nick is
going to see.

Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament

Вы
ш

эй

ш

The Tower of London

ая

ш

ко

3. a) Look quickly through the descriptions of the most
famous London landmarks and match them with the
photos.

Hyde Park

Piccadilly Circus
130

St Paul’s Cathedral

Madame Tussaud’s Museum
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ла

Trafalgar Square
with Nelson’s Column

Westminster Abbey

ш

Buckingham Palace

ая

ш

ко

Tower Bridge

эй

A. The most famous bridge over the River
Thames. There is a museum inside.

Вы
ш

B. A large church where the coronations of many
kings and queens took place.
C. A cathedral built by the famous architect Sir
Christopher Wren, where an earlier cathedral used to
be before the Great Fire of London in 1666.
D. Now a museum, it used to be a prison
(тюрьма), the Royal residence and a treasure house
(сокровищница).
E. The official London home of the Queen. The
Palace with 600 rooms is open to the public in sum
mer, when the Queen is on holiday.
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F. A popular London park with Speaker’s Corner
where you can say anything you like to the public.

ла

G. London’s most famous square with a column
named after Admiral Nelson who won the battle of
Trafalgar. The square is surrounded by many famous
buildings (The National Gallery, The National
Portrait Gallery).

ко

H. This famous museum is found in Marylbone
Road, near Baker Street. The wax figures of famous
people are all life size. Open daily.

ш

ая

ш

I. The Palace of Westminster, as the Houses of
Parliament are officially known, stands beside
Westminster Abbey, by the Thames. The clock tower,
98 m high, is known throughout the world as Big Ben.
Big Ben is in fact the tower bell, which weighs 14
tonnes.

Вы
ш

эй

J. One of the most famous London landmarks – a
square surrounded by souvenir shops and places to
eat, from where Piccadilly runs to Hyde Park Corner.
The square is actually round.
b) Read the texts. Find the place which

 is in fact a palace,
 is full of shops and restau
rants,
 is always open to the pub
lic,
 is good for speaking to the
public,
 has a monument in the centre,
 is important for the Royal family,
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is a rebuilt cathedral,
has a museum inside,
used to be a dangerous place,
is open to tourists when the Queen is away.

ла

c) Use the rules on pages 241–242 to explain the use
of articles with the most famous London sights.

ко

4. a) Read Nick’s diary for tomorrow. Use the diary and the
verbs from the box to write about his plans.

ая

09.00 – Nick …
10.00 – 13.00 – Nick … on … around London.
13.00 – Nick …
14.00 – Nick …
17.00 – Nick …

ш

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ш

go (2), have (2), visit

Вы
ш

эй

09.00 – breakfast
10.00 – bus tour
13.00 - lunch
14.00 – Tussaud’s
17.00 – Sherlock Holmes’ Museum

b) Do you think the tour Nick has planned is long
enough?

5. Work in pairs. Prepare to go on a tour around
London. Discuss what sights you would like to see
and why. Make a shortlist of places of interest to see
in one day. Compare with another pair.
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LESSON 3. London sightseeing tour
Active vocabulary: to get on/off, a window seat, an
aisle seat, to book (a ticket), a passenger, a guide,
a guided tour

ла

1. a) Play in teams. Name as many London landmarks
as you know.

ко

b) Which of them are the most interesting to visit?
Individually, rank the landmarks.

ш

sight = place of interest = landmark

ая

c) Make a survey. Find out which London landmark is
No 1 for your group.

ш

2. Nick is reading a leaflet advertising a sightseeing
tour round London.

эй

a) Look through the leaflet and find out what information you can get from it.

Вы
ш

1) working times; 2) contact phones; 3) where to
buy tickets; 4) prices.
THE ORIGINAL SIGHTSEEING TOUR

ENGLISH LIVE GUIDES AND EIGHT DIFFERENT
LANGUAGE COMMENTARIES
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Commentaire en Francais
Commento in Italiano
Deutsche Ansage
Nederlands commentaar
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"






Svensk Guidning
Commentario Espanol
(Japanese hieroglyphs)
Комментарий на русском языке

Welcome to the tour information
•
•
•
•

ая

ш

ко

ла

‘Hop on Hop off’ service
four tours for the price of one
English live commentary
Daily departures from every stop
Summer: 09.00–19.00 every six mi
nutes; Winter: 10.00 – 17.00 every
15 minutes
• Fast entry tickets to the best London
Attractions

ш

Where to buy tickets information

эй

• On the bus
• From any London Tourist Information

Вы
ш

Centre
• From your hotel
• From any Tour Agent
Tel: 0207 877 1722

b) What languages are the commentaries in? Work in
pairs. Use the flags and the information in the leaflet
to answer the questions. Choose the languages from
the box.

Japanese
French
German
Italian
Spanish Polish Russian Dutch Swedish
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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3.  a) Nick calls the Original Sightseeing Tour. He
wants to know the details of the tour around London.
Listen to his conversation with the operator. What
details does he want to know?

ла

 b) Listen and follow in the book. Guess the meaning of the words in bold. What do the underlined sentences tell us about: past, present or future?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

O: The Original Sightseeing Tour. How can I help you?
N: My name’s Nick. I’m going to take a tour of London
with my aunt. The leaflet says it’s ‘a hop on hop
off tour’. Does that mean I can get off the bus, visit
Madame Tussaud’s Museum and get on the bus
again? You see we’re going to Madame Tussaud’s
at 2 o’clock tomorrow. We’ve got tickets.
O: You’re absolutely right. You can get on and off the
bus at any stop.
N: I’d like to book a window seat. I hate aisle seats.
You can’t see anything from them.
O: Sorry, Nick. You can’t book any seats on our tours.
Your bus will be a double decker, so if you want to
see everything really well, go to the top deck.
N: OK, I’ll sit on the top deck. Could you answer some
questions for my aunt? Are the
passenger seats comfortable?
O: Don’t worry, Nick. Your aunt will
be comfortable enough.
N: Are there any seat belts?
O: No, there aren’t. But our buses are
safe enough.
N: The leaflet says it’s a guided tour.
Do guides speak only English or all
those languages listed in the
leaflet?
136
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ко

ла

O: Our guides speak English, but
you can listen to commentaries
in other languages if you want.
N: One last question. When do
you start working?
O: The first bus leaves at 9 o’clock
in the morning tomorrow.
N: Thank you very much.
O: I’m sure you’ll enjoy the tour, Nick. Good bye.
N: Bye.
4. a) Interview your classmate. Take notes.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

– Have you ever been on a guided tour? Where did
you go? Did you book the ticket or did you just buy it?
– Did you travel by coach? Where did you get on the
bus / coach? Where did you get off the bus / coach?
– How many passengers were there on the bus?
Were the passenger seats comfortable? Were there
any seat belts?
– Did you take a window seat or an aisle seat? Was
the tour exciting and enjoyable? Did the guide tell
you a lot of interesting things? Would you like to go
on a guided tour again?
b) Write a paragraph about your classmate’s guided
tour.

LESSON 4.

Plans for Australia

Active vocabulary: local, a business trip, to stay
Active grammar: speaking about future – the Present
Simple Tense, the Present Continuous Tense, the
Future Simple Tense and ‘to be going to + infinitive’
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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1. Interview your partner.

ш

ко

ла

• Do you go to school by bus?
Where do you get on the bus
and where do you get off?
• Has your family got a car?
How many passengers does
it take?
• Are there seat belts for the
driver and the passengers in the car?
• Do you always fasten your seat belt when you trav
el by car?
• When you travel by bus, train or plane, do you pre
fer window seats or aisle seats?

ая

2. a) Read the underlined sentences from
Nick’s conversation in Lesson 3, ex. 3b.
Answer the questions on page 243.

эй

ш

b) Match the replies with the mini-conversations.
There is one more reply than you need:

Вы
ш

– Do you know where you are going for
the holiday?
– Yes, I’ve already got the tickets and…
A. I’ll visit her tomorrow.

– Do you know that Rita is in hospital? She
gets very few visitors.
– No, I didn’t know. In that case …
B. I’ll go to Greece or Italy.
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– There’s a great film on at
the cinema, you know?
– Yes, I do.
C. Then I’ll go and see it
tomorrow.

ко

ла

– There’s a great film on at
the cinema tonight, you know?
– Really?
D. I’ll give you some.

ая

ш

– I haven’t got enough money
for the ticket.
– Don’t worry, …
E. I’m going to see it
tomorrow.
F. I’m going to Greece.

эй

ш

3. It is Monday. Mr. Rambler is on a plane flying to
Sydney.
 a) Listen to a conversation on the plane. How long
is he going to stay in Australia?

Вы
ш

 b) Listen again. Which one word from the box is
not included into the conversation?

aisle seat, local, arrive, journey, catch a plane,
leave, flight, miss a plane, on time, check in, lug
gage, guided tour, business trip, be surrounded,
book a hotel, stay with, ticket, landmark, public,
passenger, seat belt

4. a) What is the difference between these two sentences from the conversation? Answer the questions
on page 244.
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A. Are you going on a business
trip too?
B. I’m going back in a week.

ла

b) Read the tapescript of the conversation. Which
sentences with future structures tell us that the
speaker

ш

ко

1) has decided to do something before the conver
sation (has an intention)? 2) decides to do something
during the conversation? 3) has a fixed plan for a de
finite time in the future? 4) tells us about a
timetable? 5) tells us about a future fact? 6) makes an
offer? 7) makes a prediction about the future?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

5. a) Complete the questions with what, when, where, who.
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ш

ая

ш

ко
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1. … will the local time be in Sydney when the flight
arrives there?
2. … is flying to Sydney?
3. … is going on a business trip to Australia?
4. … does his flight to Canberra leave from Sydney?
5. … does he have to do before his flight to
Canberra?
6. … is meeting Mr. Rambler in Canberra?
7. … is Mr. Rambler staying in Australia?
8. … are they going to do in Australia?
9. … will Mr. Rambler be surrounded by in
Australia?
10. … is he going to book tickets to Uluru?
11. … is Uluru?
12. … is Mr. Rambler going back home?
13. … does his plane leave?
14. … is he flying with?

эй

 b) Listen to the conversation to answer the questions in ex. 5a. Make notes.

Вы
ш

c) In pairs ask and answer the questions in ex. 5a. Do
you think Mr. Rambler will have a good time in
Australia? Why? / Why not?

LESSON 5.

Canberra — Australian
capital

Active vocabulary: a government, a parliament
1. Canberra is the capital of Australia. What do you
think ‘Canberra’ means in the local language? Is it
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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a) a friendly place?
b) a lovely place?
c) a meeting place?
d) a public place?
2. a) Look through the article on Canberra from a
tourist site and check your guess.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Canberra is halfway between Sydney and
Melbourne – two largest cities of Australia. The city
of Canberra has been the capital of the country since
1927. It is the home of the Government, the city where
you can visit the Government House, the Parliament
House, the Old Parliament House and many Nationals –
the National Library, the National Museum of
Australia, the Australian National Botanic Gardens
and others. It is difficult to travel round the Nationals
because there isn’t enough public transport.
But it’s not at all bad in the ‘berra’. The name is
believed to mean ‘a meeting place’ in the local language.
It is surrounded by green hills making it a great place
for bushwalking, cycling and skiing. The National
Parks of the Canberra region are worth visiting.
Architect Walter Burley Griffin planned an ideal
city of the future. The population of the capital is
over 300,000 people who live in an area with around
12 million trees. Famous author of travel books Bill
Bryson first arrived in Canberra in the late 1990s and
said that it looked like a very large park with a city
hidden in it. There is a lot to see and do in Canberra.
The National Zoo
It is a fun zoo for all ages with many species of
animals which has the largest collection of big cats.
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The National Capital Exhibition
It tells the story of Canberra from the start of
Aboriginal times until the present.
The Parliament House

ко

ла

It was opened in 1988 and a flag on top of the
building can be seen from almost any place in the
city. It is in 3 kilometres from the city centre and
you can go on a guided tour of the Parliament
House when Parliament is not sitting.

ш

The Australian National Botanic Gardens

ш

ая

The Gardens are over two kilometres to the
west of the city centre. They have the best collec
tion of Australian flora in the world. You can go
on a guided tour of the gardens.
The National Library

Вы
ш

эй

The building looks both modernist and classic
at the same time. Its collection is huge and the
local cafe is one of the best public places in the ca
pital.
The Australian Institute of Sport

It was opened in 1981 and has trained most of
Australia’s greatest athletes since then. There are
some fun and interesting tours with famous
sportsmen as tour guides.
b) Read the article carefully and say if the statements
below are true or false.
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ая

ш

ко

ла

1. Canberra
lies
between
Sydney and Melbourne.
2. Canberra has always been
the capital of Australia.
3. It is easy to travel in the ca
pital.
4. The area around the capital
is good for summer and win
ter sports.
5. Canberra and the area around The National Museum
the capital are very green.
building is a landmark
6. Canberra is a city with a which matches its beautiful surroundings.
huge population.
7. There is only one national
building in Canberra – the National Library.

ш

c) Read the information about Canberra landmarks.
Where would you like to go and why?

эй

3.  a) Listen to Mr. Rambler asking about the details of
a Hop-on Hop-off bus tour of Canberra. Fill in the
missing information.

Вы
ш

– Hopon Hopoff Tours. How
can I help you?
– I’d like to know more about
my tour of Canberra.
– When are you going on a tour?
– … . When does the first bus
The National Library
leave?
of Australia
– It leaves quite early, at … in
the morning. You should be on time, sir.
– Where does it leave from?
– From … . Northbourne Avenue.
– What attractions do I visit?
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The National Botanical Gardens

Bush walking in Australia

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

– The National Library, the National Portrait
Gallery, the National Gallery of Australia, … , … , the
National Museum of Australia and some others.
– Do I visit … ?
– I’m afraid you don’t, sir. You can go there by
yourself, if you like.
– Is it … ?
– Yes, it is. Your guide will be speaking English,
sir.
– Ok. When do I arrive back at the city centre?
– You know, you can … . So you can see as much or
as little of the city as you like.
– I’m going to see as much as I can. Thank you.
– You’re welcome. I hope you’ll enjoy your tour.
b) Explain the use of grammar in the underlined sentences.
c) Role-play the conversation with your
classmate.

4. a) Change the statements in ex. 2b to make them true
for Minsk. Imagine Mr. Rambler is on a business trip
in Belarus. Use ex. 3a to role-play a similar conversation about Minsk.
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b) Compare Canberra and Minsk:

ла

1. What does ‘Minsk’ mean in the local language?
2. What famous landmarks can you see on a guided
tour of Minsk? 3. Are the Parliament House and the
Government House open to the public in your coun
try? 4. What do Minsk and Canberra have in common?

Too busy to meet?

Active vocabulary: busy

ко

LESSON 6.

ая

ш

1.  a) Listen to the conversation. Follow in the book.
Why can’t Mr. Rambler go bushwalking on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

– Hi, Andrew. Would you like to go bushwalking
tomorrow?
– Sorry, Mel. I’m afraid, I can’t. I’m going on a
guided tour of Canberra tomorrow.
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– How about Wednesday or Thursday?
– I’d love to, but I’m doing some sightseeing.
We’re going to Uluru on Wednesday.
– When are you coming back?
– My flight arrives at 8 o’clock on Thursday.
– You’re a very busy man. What are you doing on
Friday?
– Let me see. Friday, Friday. I’m not doing any
thing on Friday. OK, I’ll go with you on Friday.
– Great! I’ll meet you at the airport on Thursday
and we’ll talk about it.

ая

ш

b) How does Mr. Rambler say ‘No’ to his friend (2
examples)? How does he explain that he can’t go
with him (2 examples)? How does he agree to go with
his friend?
2. Play the ‘Busy Travellers’ game.

эй

ш

a) Imagine you’re a busy traveller. Below is your
diary for next week. Copy it into your notebook.
MORNING

EVENING

Вы
ш

MONDAY

AFTERNOON

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY
SUNDAY

b) Fill it in with six different appointments from the
list below. Use your own ideas if you like.
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эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

guided tour of London
guided tour of Minsk
guided tour of Canberra
the National Library of Canberra
the Houses of Parliament in London
journey to Australia
business trip to London
business trip to Minsk
the Government House in Canberra
coach trip to local landmarks
flight to Uluru
Buckingham Palace
dinner with a friend
Australian National Botanic Gardens
the National Library in Minsk
shopping
St. Paul’s Cathedral
local museum
the Parliament House in Canberra
football match of the local team

Вы
ш

c) Choose three times in the week when you would
like to meet and do something interesting with the
other ‘travellers’. Go round the classroom. Find out
who is free at these times. Invite those who are free
to meet with you. Use ex. 1a for help. Tell the class
what you are doing and who you are doing it with.
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ко

Down under

ш

LESSON 1.

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: scared, to get seasick (airsick)
Active grammar: if-clauses and when-clauses to speak
about the future

эй

1. Is it better to travel by plane or by ship? Why do you
think so? Are you scared of travelling by air? Do you
get seasick travelling by sea? Do you get homesick
when you are away from home?

Вы
ш

2.  a) Listen and say why the boy wants to go to
Australia but his mother doesn’t.
b) Match the beginnings and the endings of the sentences.

1. If you go by sea,
2. If you go to Australia by ship,
3. If you go to Australia for Christmas,
4. When you travel by plane,
5. When I go to Australia,
6. If you don’t stop talking about Australia,
7. If I travel to Australia,
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8. If you travel by plane,
9. If you go to Australia by ship,
10. If you don’t spend Christmas at home,

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

a) you’ll never go there.
b) they usually X ray your luggage.
c) I’ll see all the marsupials.
d) it’ll take you no more than 15 hours.
e) you’ll get seasick.
f) it’ll take you about four weeks.
g) it’ll be summer there.
h) I’ll go on a guided tour.
i) it takes you weeks and weeks.
j) you’ll get homesick.

 c) Listen and check yourselves. Why is the lesson
called ‘Down Under’?
3. Read the sentences in ex.2 and answer
the questions on pages 245–246.
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4. a) Read the sentences in the speech bubbles. Which
of them are true for you?

When people travel, they
usually make many new friends.

ла

If you travel by plane,
you get airsick.

ко

If she doesn’t speak English with her
British friends, she will never be good at it.

ая

ш

When I do my English homework
regularly, I get more good marks.

ш

If I don’t go to school tomorrow,
I’ll miss my English class.

эй

b) Which of them tell us about the present, which –
about the future? Complete the rule in the box:

Вы
ш

In if- and when-clauses we use … to speak about the
future.

5. a) Complete the sentences below making them true
for yourself.

a) When I travel by plane …
b) If I travel to Australia , …
c) If I go …
b) Share with your classmate. Compare your ideas.
Do you have a lot in common?
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c) Ask your partner:

ш

ко

ла

How long will it take you if you travel to … by …?

ая

Answer your partner’s questions.

ш

6. Read Nick’s message to his Dad. Does Rosie know
about the plans of the family for the Christmas holidays?

эй

Dear Dad!

Вы
ш

Everybody says that if we (not / go) to
Australia for the Christmas, we (miss) a lot of fun.
The journey isn’t too long. Uncle Andrew says that
if you (travel) to Sydney by ship, it (take) you
about 4 weeks. If Rosie or Mum (get) seasick, they
(take) some medicine. When I (see) Rosie, I (tell)
her more about our plans.
Nick.

7. Role-play a conversation on travelling to Australia.
Use the cards below.
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A1

Mother/Father:

ла

You get seasick when you travel by sea – you
can’t go by ship.
You would like to go by plane – it is faster and
more comfortable.
A2

Son/Daughter:

ая

ш

ко

You’re scared of flying – you would like to go
to Australia by ship. It is more interesting and
enjoyable.
You want to learn something on the life of the
local Australian people – you’re doing a project on
that next year.
You want to buy a boomerang in Australia.

ш

Mother/Father:

B1

Вы
ш

эй

You can’t travel by ship – you get seasick, but
you can’t go by plane either – you’re scared of
flying.
You would like to go by train, most of the way.
Son/Daughter:

B2

You hate trains. You don’t feel comfortable on
the train. You’d like to travel by ship (more enjoy
able) or by plane (faster).
You want to learn more about the wildlife of
Australia, because in the future you’d like to be
a biologist.
You want to bring some coral back with you.
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LESSON 2.Terra Australis incognita
Active vocabulary: a land, flat, a rock, holy, the sky,
a star, a coast, landscape, central

ко

ла

1. Write down five things you think
about when you hear the word
‘Australia’. Compare your list with
your classmates’.

ш

2. a) Read Mr. Rambler’s answers to
questions about Australia. Find out
how many things from your list are
mentioned in his answers.

эй

ш

ая

– If you look at the map of the world, you’ll see
that Australia is the biggest island in the world and
its smallest continent. It’s only a little smaller than
the USA and it is bigger than Western Europe. By the
way, it’s 30 times bigger than Great Britain.
A

Вы
ш

– It is one of the oldest lands in the world. Although
there are some mountains along the east coast and some
along the west coast, the centre of the country is very
flat. You can drive for hundreds of kilometres through
the great deserts of Western Australia along roads that
never seem to go up or down.
B

– The landscape isn’t boring at all, because in this
great flat land there are some wonderful places.
Although rain never falls and the land is very dry, the
deserts are beautiful – red, orange and brown. There
are great salt lakes, interesting plants and animals.
And there are strange rocks that stand out of the flat
desert floor. The most famous of these is the largest
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piece of rock in the world – Ayers Rock. It is a very spe
cial place in central Australia: the rock is red, it is 335
metres high and you can see it from many kilometres
away. Native Australians call it Uluru and believe it is
holy – there is magic there.
C

ко

ла

– They can’t live in the deserts, on rocks or in salt
lakes. In fact most of them live in the cities of the east
coast. There are only about 19 million people in
Australia and it’s a very big country. You won’t
believe it, but there are ten sheep in Australia for
each person who lives there.
D

эй

ш

ая

ш

– Before Cook all world maps used to have words
Terra Australis Incognita (Southern Unknown Land)
on them where Australia and Antarctica are now.
Captain James Cook discovered Australia in 1770,
but the first European visitors were the Dutch. They
settled there in 1616. Later, in 1788, the first British
settlement appeared in Australia – Britain sent some
criminals there.
E

Вы
ш

– It was much earlier. On old rocks in Australia
you can see the so called X ray paintings of people
and animals. They were left by the first Native
Australians. Some of the paintings are about 40,000
years old.
F
– The local wildlife, of course. But what surprised
me most when I came there first, was the sky. If you
look at the sky above Australia you’ll see that it is
absolutely different. The stars that you see are dif
ferent. On the flag of Australia there is the Southern
Cross – a group of stars you won’t see if you look at
the sky in Britain, for example.
G
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b) You have read the traveller’s
answers. What do you think the
reporter’s questions were? Work
in pairs to write 7 questions to
match each of the answers.

ла

 c) Listen to the conversation. Check yourselves.
Guess the meaning of the words in bold.

ко

3. Match the words with their definitions:

a land

ш

flat

ая

a rock

Вы
ш

эй

ш

a coast
holy

a) without mountains, not rounded,
having little or no height (высота)
b) a country; the surface of the Earth
(пoверхность Земли) that is not
covered by water
c) the dry part of the Earth's sur
face, or any large piece of this,
material mountains are formed
from
d) related to God, morally good
e) the land next to or close to the sea
f) the area above the tallest struc
tures on the Earth, in which
clouds, the sun, etc. can be seen
g) something far away in space
which is usually seen from the
Earth as a point of light in the sky
at night
h) a large area of countryside or a
picture of the countryside
i) in, at, from or near the centre or
most important part (of some
thing)

central
the sky
a star

landscape
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Australian
coast

ш

ко

sky above Uluru –
Ayers Rock

ш

ая

flat desert – typical Australian
landscape

Вы
ш

эй

4. Match the paragraphs (ex. 2a) and the titles below.
There can be more than one paragraph for one title.
Then find key words and phrases in the paragraph
for each title.

HISTORY

POPULATION

AREA

LANDSCAPE

SPECIAL THINGS

5. Work in pairs. Take turns to answer the questions.

• Is your country flat or are there any rocks in Belarus?
Do you know any countries that are flat? Do you know
any countries where there are a lot of rocks?
• Why do people live mostly along the coast in
Australia? Why don’t they settle in the central
part of the continent?
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ш

ко

ла

• Why do you think the Native Australians believe
that Uluru is holy? What other holy places do you
know?
• When did the first Europeans settle in Australia?
Where and when did people first settle in your
country? What parts of the country do they mostly
live in?
• When can you see millions of stars in the sky? Why
do you think you can see starry sky on the
Australian flag? What other countries have got
stars on their flags?
• Australia is a land of strange animals and millions
of sheep. What kind of land is your country?

ая

6. a) Use the card the teacher has given you to speak
about another country.

ш

b) Describe your country to the group. Don’t give the
name of the country. Let your classmates guess.

Passport to Australia

эй

LESSON 3.

Вы
ш

Active vocabulary: a state, a territory, climate, mild, to
divide, mining, production, wheat, wool, cattle, minerals, oil, marine
1. Do the puzzle: If you throw a piece of blue rock into
the Red Sea, what will happen?
2. a) Study the map. Can you see the Red Sea on the
map? What seas surround Australia? What big cities
can you see on the map? What is Australian landscape like?
 b) Listen to the museum guide speaking about
Australia. Is this country a good place to live in?
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ш
ая
ш
эй

Вы
ш

3.  a) Listen to the words from the box. Which of them
are easy to understand? Why?

state, territory, climate, mild, divide, mining,
production, wheat, wool, cattle, minerals, oil,
marine (fishing)
b) Guess the meaning of the other words from the
dictionary examples below:

1. Cattle are large farm animals kept for their milk
or meat – cows and bulls.
cattle (n. plural) The cattle are eating grass.
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ая

ш

ко

ла

2. In Europe people mostly
eat wheat bread, which is
light in colour.
3. Wool is hair which grows
from the bodies of sheep
and some other animals, or
material made from this.
cattle in Australia
Clothes made from wool
are very warm and really good for winter wear.
4. Mild climate is never extreme – with cool winters
and warm summers.
5. Belarus is famous for salt mining.
6. Whales and dolphins are marine animals.
7. Belarus is divided into six regions.
8. Oil is transported in tankers to America and
Europe from such countries as Iran and Kuwait.

ш

4. a) Read the statements on Australia. Work in pairs
and decide which four of them are false.

эй

There are two states and six territories
in Australia.

Вы
ш

Each state has its own government and its
own capital city.
Canberra is the capital city of the country.

Australia is famous for gold mining, wheat
growing, sheep and cattle farming, production
of oil, minerals, wool, meat and sugar and
marine fishing.
The climate of Australia is hot and
wet in the South, hot and dry in the
North and mild in the centre.
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The country is not popular with
tourists, because the landscape is boring
and there is no wildlife.
 b) Listen to the text about Australia again and
check yourselves.

ш

ая

ш

ко

Name: Australia, Down Under
Area:
Population:
Capital city:
Parts:
Climate:
Landscape:
Famous for:
History:
Other information:

ла

5. Fill in the passport to Australia. Use the information
from lessons 1–3.

эй

6. Work in pairs. Speak about Belarus. Use the questions below for help.

Вы
ш

• Is your country divided into territories and
states?
• Where is the central gov
ernment of your country?
• Is the climate of your
country mild?
• How many languages do
people of your country
speak?
• What is your country fa
mous for?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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7. Work in two teams. Prepare 5 questions for a quiz on
Australia. Close the books. Ask and answer the
questions. Which team is the best?

Croc-files

ко

Active vocabulary: gorgeous, cute
Active grammar: Conditional I

ла

LESSON 4.

1. Which animal do you think is the symbol of
Australia? Discuss with your classmate.

ш

2.  a) Listen to Steve Irwin – a famous Australian.
What do you think Steve’s job is?

ая

b) Match the pictures with the lines from
the interview.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. This baby will only get out
of its mummy’s pouch if it
feels safe.

a

2. Australian wild horses –
brumbies – are gorgeous!

b

3. Then there is the dingo –
the Australian wild dog.
c

d
162

4. Tasmanian wolves disap
peared in the 20th century.
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5. It will only let go off some
thing if it breaks down.
e

ко
f

ш

Give me another tourist.
The last one was yummy!

ла

6. Now they go hunting.

ая

7. There are 50 species of
kangaroos in Australia.

ш

g

a) behaving badly, not following the
rules
b) very pretty
c) very beautiful

Вы
ш

gorgeous

эй

3. a) Read the definitions of three words which
describe Australian animals. Match them with the
adjectives in the left column.

cute

naughty

b) Work in pairs. Say what other animals are cute,
naughty or gorgeous.

4. a) Read sentences 1 and 5 from the interview.
Translate them into your own language. Read the
rule in the box below. Do you use the same verb
forms in each part of the sentence in your language?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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Conditional I →

if + Present Simple, will + simple Infinitive
will + simple Infinitive if + Present Simple

b) What is the difference between the first
and second lines in the chart above?

ко

If I see a Tasmanian devil,
If car production goes up,
If he goes on a business trip,

ла

5. a) Match the right and left columns.

ш

he’ll stay at a hotel.
I’ll get scared.
the price of oil will go up too.

ая

b) Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. Mind the comma.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

1. Australia / central / if / see / you’ll / travel /
Ayers Rock / you / to
2. won’t / Tasmanian / go / see / wolves / you / if /
Tasmania / to / you
3. don’t / crocodiles / crocodiles / the number / peo
ple / if / hunt / of / grow / will
c) Open the brackets using Conditional I.

1. If you (arrive) late, you (miss) your flight. 2. If
the weather (not/change), the plane (be) on time.
3. You (catch) your coach if you (leave) now. 4. If pas
sengers (not / fasten) their seatbelts, we (not / start)
the tour. 5. (get) you homesick if you (stay) far away
from home? 6. (help) you me, if you ( not be / busy)?
7. I (not / eat) local food if I (go) on a business trip to
China.
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6. Do you know your classmates well?
a) Do a questionnaire from Steve and his wife Terry.
Write answers to the questions below as if you are
your partner. Follow the example to write full answers.

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF

ая

ш

ко

ла

… you see a huge crocodile from your boat?
… a naughty dingo starts eating your lunch?
… someone gives you a cute koala baby as a
present?
… you you see a Tasmanian devil in front of you?
… you see a gorgeous Australian wild horse?
… you get lost in a dry Australian desert?
… someone invites you to go to Australia on holi
days?

Вы
ш

эй

ш

If I see a huge crocodile
from my boat, I’ll get
What will you do if you
scared.
see a huge crocodile
from your boat?
b) Check your guesses. Ask your partner and tick
your correct predictions. Count how many correct
predictions you have. Who knows their classmates
best? Report to the class.

LESSON 5.

To buy or not to buy?

Active vocabulary: shore, beach
1.  a) Listen to the tongue-twister. Follow in the book.
What sounds are repeated?
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She sells sea shells on the shore of
the Seychelles, and the shells that
she sells are seashells, I’m sure.
seashells

ла

 b) Listen and repeat. Practise saying the tonguetwister as fast as you can. Mind your sounds!

ко

c) All the words in the list except three have the []
sound. Find the odd words out.

ая

ш

national
shark
unfinished
special
sheep
fishing
station
shell
machine
chocolate
suffer
sure
Asia
ocean
show T shirt
shower dishes sweatshirt
shoe mushroom
should
ship shorts Russian beach

эй

ш

2. a) There are two words missing in the rules for animal lovers – always and never. Fill in either always or
never. Check with your partner.

Вы
ш

… buy things like ivory, bone
souvenirs, tortoiseshell, feathers
or shells;
… buy something that the local
people produce without using ani
mals;
… take a piece of coral reef
home with you;
… touch coral reefs;
… visit small private Zoos;
… make animals suffer;
… go on a photo safari;
… leave litter on the beach after
a picnic.
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tortoiseshell

feather
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ла

coral reef

ivory

ко

b) Check with the tips for animal lovers from a nature
magazine.

ш

SOUVENIRS

эй

ш

ая

Don’t buy things like ivory,
bone, tortoiseshell, feathers or
shells. Animals die to make such
souvenirs. If you want a souvenir,
buy something that the local people make without
using animals.
ATTRACTIONS

Вы
ш

Try not to go to circuses and other
places where animals are shown to
the public, because animals suffer
for the entertainment of tourists.
Some Zoos aren’t very good either.
Animals often live in very small dirty cages so it’s a
good idea not to visit small private zoos.
CORAL REEFS
If you go diving, don’t take a piece of coral reef
home with you. Coral reefs are alive and lots of animals
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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live there. Touching coral reefs is bad and dangerous
for them as reefs take many years to grow. Coral reefs
look so much prettier alive and underwater! If you want
to remember your holiday, buy an underwater camera.
LITTER

ая

ш

ко

ла

On a sunny day it’s great to
have a picnic on the beach. But
remember never to leave litter on
the beach or in the forest. Plastic
litter kills more than one million
sea birds and 100,000 sea ani
litter on the beach
mals only in the UK every year.
On many beaches you’ll have to
pay a lot of money now if you leave litter.

ш

c) How do animals suffer because of tourists?
Answer the questions below. Use the tips for animal
lovers. Explain your answers.

you go to a small private Zoo or circus?
buy souvenirs made from animals?
you leave litter on the beach?
you touch a coral reef?

Вы
ш

•
•
•
•

эй

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF

3. Let’s go to the Australian Bush Market.
a) Choose something from the list below. Get ready
to advertise your goods. Use the adjectives in the
box to describe the items you have.

50 postcards with Australian sights
6 books on the history of Australia
100 birds of paradise feathers
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gorgeous
cute
naughty
special

ла

pretty
beautiful

fantastic

ш

ко

15 woollen scarves
300 seashells
25 pieces of coral reefs
33 shark’s teeth necklaces
3 talking cockatoos
5 CDs with local music
5 tortoiseshell boxes
7 Aboriginal paintings
9 crocodile belts
37 toy koala bears
10 upside down world maps
2 baby kangaroos
6 rocks with X ray paintings

ая

b) Go around the classroom and exchange your
things with as many people as you can. Make notes.
Remember: your time is limited.

ш

Example: What will you give me if I give you three
woollen scarves? My scarves are gorgeous!

Вы
ш

эй

If you like what your partner is offering you, say:
“It’s a deal!” If you don’t like what your classmate is
offering you, say: “ No deal!”
c) Your time is over. Count how many things and
what kind of things you have got.
d) Who’s the greenest?

LESSON 6. Travelling from point A
to point B
1. What do letters A and B stand for in the title of the
lesson? Look at the maps of Australia and Belarus
(Unit 8, lesson 3). Do you think they have got anyПравообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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thing in common? What are the differences between
the two countries?
2. a) Put the landmarks below in two columns –
Australia and Belarus:

ко

ла

Belovezhskaya Pushcha, Ayers Rock (Uluru),
Novogrudok, Polotsk, Mir and Nesvizh castles, the
Braslav Lakes, Great Bareer Reef, Grodno, Canberra,
Raoubichi, Dudutki, Naroch region.
b) In pairs, tell each other what you know about these
places.

ш

c) Have you been to any of these places? Would you
like to go there again? Why?

ш

ая

3. a) Look through the pages from the Travel Guide on
Belarus. Which of the places of interest is the furthest away from Minsk? Which of them is the closest
to where you live?

Вы
ш

эй

b) Prepare to tell your classmates about one of the
places.

A bird’s eye view
of Belarus
170

National Park “Braslav
Lakes” (250 km from Minsk) is
one of the most attractive places
in Belarus. The area of the lakes
is 183 sq. km. One of them –
Lake South Volos – is about
40 m deep. The lakes are sur
rounded with beautiful land
scapes. The Braslav Lakes have
more than 800 species of plants,
20 of them are disappearing and
they are in the Red Book. There
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

are more than 30 species of fish in the lakes. 45 of the
birds are in the Red Book too – they are in danger.
Such animals as badgers, brown bears, elks, wild
boars and deer live in the forests around the lakes.
The centre of the National Park is Braslav – one of
the most ancient towns in Belarus. It was first men
tioned in the early 11th century.
Sport Complex “Raoubichi” (22 km from Minsk).
This sports complex in the central part of Belarus was
built for ski competitions. Now it is a popular place
for festivals and weekend holidays – tourists can stay
in comfortable three star hotels and lovely little cot
tages. There is a forest and a lake there and in winter
you can ski jump and ride on sledges. Right here
there is a historical monument – a Cross Mount
Roman Catholic church with a museum of local cos
tume from all regions of Belarus.
Dudutki (40 km from Minsk) is
an open air museum. This is a
museum of handicrafts which was
founded in 1993. Here the past and
present are brought together and
you can feel the atmosphere of the
19th century and discover the
secrets of ancient handicrafts. It
makes Dudutky one of the centres
Dudutki
of cultural life in Belarus.
Grodno (275 km from Minsk). Grodno was first
mentioned in 1128 A.D. It is one of the oldest cities in
Belarus. It was founded in the 11th century on the
picturesque banks of the Neman River. Monuments
of all periods of history have survived in Grodno: the
Church of St. Boris and Gleb (the only 12th century
church in Belarus); the Old Castle (a monument of the
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

16th century); the New Castle (the
18th century); catholic churches of
the 17 18th centuries. The Old Town
is one of the most interesting sights
of Grodno.
Lake Naroch. (170 km from
Minsk). The Narochansky land is
famous for Lake Naroch, a pearl of
the Belarusian nature, and the most
Grodno
picturesque Blue Lakes. The beauty
of Lake Naroch, its wonderful forests, golden beach
es and mild climate bring thousands of tourists to the
lake's shores. One third of the area of the park is cov
ered with forests. There are 42 lakes here. The
Naroch land has the largest number of pine forests in
the country. The area is famous for its mineral
waters, too. The Blue Lakes have made this land real
ly famous.

эй

c) Go round the classroom, telling your classmates
about your place of interest.

Вы
ш

d) Work in pairs. Answer the questions:” If you travel round Belarus, where will you go? Why?”
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ла
ко

Let’s read in English

ш

LESSON 1.

ш

ая

Active vocabulary: a grown-up, a teenager, to borrow,
to return, by heart, a cover
Active grammar: could for expressing ability and possibility in the past
1. Ask and answer.

эй

Do you read a lot?
What are your favourite books?
Do you ever read in English?
Have you read any books by Roald Dahl?

Вы
ш

•
•
•
•

2.  a) Listen to the adapted version of an extract from
Matilda by Roald Dahl. Follow in the book.
b) Which age group does Matilda belong to:

babies (0–1)?

young children (1–7)?

older children (8–12)?

teenagers (13–19)?

grown ups?
What books does she read?
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

Matilda’s brother was a perfectly normal boy but
his sister, as I said, was different. By the age of one
and a half she could speak perfectly well and she
knew as many words as most grown ups. The parents
called her a noisy chatter box and used to tell her that
small girls should be seen and not heard.
By the time she was three, Matilda had taught
herself to read by studying newspapers and maga
zines that lay around the house. At the age of four,
she could read fast and well and she naturally began
looking for books. The only book in the house was
something called Easy Cooking. When Matilda had
read it from cover to cover and had learnt all the
recipes by heart, she decided she wanted something
more interesting.
“Daddy”, she said, “do you think you could buy me
a book?”
“A book?” he said. “What d’ you want the book
for?”
“To read, Daddy.”
“What’s wrong with the telly? We’ve got a lovely
telly and now you come asking for a book! You’re get
ting naughty, my girl!”
Nearly every weekday after
noon Matilda was left alone in the
house. Her brother (5 years older
than her) went to school. Her father
went to work and her mother went
out playing bingo in a town 8 miles
away. So, Matilda could do any
thing she liked. On the day when
her father had refused to buy her a
The cover of Roald book, Matilda set off all by herself
to the public library in the village.
Dahl’s book
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ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

ла

When she arrived, she introduced herself to the
librarian, Mrs. Phelps. She asked if she could sit
awhile and read a book.
“Would you like me to help you find a nice one
with lots of pictures in it?”
“No, thank you,” Matilda said. “I’m sure I can
find a book myself.”
From then on, every afternoon, as soon as her
mother had left for bingo, Matilda would go down to
the library. The walk took her only ten minutes and
then she could sit in a cosy corner for two hours read
ing one book after another.
“I’m wondering what to read next,” she said one
day. “I’ve finished all the children’s books.”
“You mean you’ve looked at the pictures?”
“Yes, but I’ve read the books as well.”
Mrs. Phelps was surprised. “Exactly how old are
you, Matilda? she asked.
“Four years and three months,” Matilda said.
“What sort of book would you like to read next?”
she asked.
Matilda said, “I would like a really good one that
grown ups read. A famous one. I don’t know any
names.”
“Try this,” Mrs. Phelps said at last. “It’s very
famous and very good. If it’s too long for you, just let me
know and I’ll find something shorter and a bit easier.”
c) What book do you think the librarian gave
Matilda? Check your guess on page 195. Have you
ever read any books by this author? Were they
amusing / exciting / touching / boring / interesting?
d) Look through the underlined phrases. Guess their
meaning.
Правообладатель "Вышэйшая школа"
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3. a) Read the sentences in bold. Answer the
questions on page 248.
b) Complete the sentences below. Make
them true for you.

ла

Present: can – can’t
Past: could – couldn’t

ш

ко

1. I could speak perfectly well at the age of … .
2. By the age of … I could read fast and well.
3. When I was a little boy / girl I could / couldn’t go
… because …

эй

ш

ая

4.  a) Listen to the end of the first chapter from Matilda.
What do we say to mean ‘to take out books from the
library’ and ‘to take books back to the library’?

Вы
ш

 b) Listen again. Do you agree that with a good
book you can stay at home and travel all over the
world at the same time? Can you give examples of
such books?
c) Answer the questions.

Who do you think reads more: teenagers or
grown ups? How often do you go to a public library?
What books do you usually borrow? How many? Do
you always return books in time (early enough)? Do
you always read books from cover to cover? Do you
176
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like learning things by heart? Would you like to read
Matilda by Roald Dahl? There is a film made by the
book. Would you like to see this film?

LESSON 2.

Prodigy children

ко

ла

Active vocabulary: to use, to recite (poems), an age,
to be able (to do something)
Active grammar: to be able (to do something) and can /
could for ability

ш

1. a) What could you do when you were six? Ask your
classmate.

ая

Example: Could you recite poems at the age of six? –
Yes, I could. / No, I couldn’t.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

recite poems, read, draw pictures, tell the time,
use a mobile phone, play football, go shopping,
swim, play a musical instrument, cook, count to a
hundred, take photos, ride a bike, climb trees, use
a computer, use a calculator, say the alphabet,
write your own name, sing songs, get dressed,
borrow books from a public library

– Could you

when you were six? I could.

– No, I couldn’t. But I could
of six.

at the age
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– I can swim. I’d like to be able to
when I’m 18.
– So would I.
 b) Listen and check. Study the grammar information.

ко

ла

I can swim = I’m able to swim.
I could swim = I was able to swim.
___ and ___ are used to speak about ability in the present.
___ and ___ are used to speak about ability in the past.
For other tenses and forms we use ‘to be able to’.

ш

 c) Listen and repeat. Role-play the conversation in
ex. 1a.

ая

d) Change the information in the boxes. Role-play
the conversation again.

эй

ш

2. What would you like to be able to do in the future?
Choose five things. Write five sentences. Compare
with your partner. Do you have anything in common?

Вы
ш

Speak French, ride a horse, climb mountains, write
poems, read Matilda from cover to cover, play chess,
paint pictures, build skyscrapers, play the guitar, do
yoga, sing in a group, fly a plane, travel round the
world, design clothes, give clever advice, write com
puter programmes, find a treasure, make an inven
tion, make a long journey, work in the government, go
on a guided tour of London, stay in the most expensive
hotels, settle down close to a beach, learn a long poem
by heart, write books, become famous.

3.  a) Listen to some facts about William James Sidis – a
prodigy child. Which fact do you find the most exciting?
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A prodigy – someone with a very great ability
which usually shows itself when that person is a
young child.

ла

b) Is it always possible to use can / could instead of
be able to or be able to instead of can /
could in the these sentences? Why?

ш

ко

1. Billy’s parents wanted him to be able
to love learning. 2. Young William could
read the New York Times at 18 months.
3. At the age of five he was able to name the
day of the week for any given historical
date.

ая

4. Interview your partner. Use the chart and
the box.

эй

No, I can’t.

ш

CAN YOU …?

Вы
ш

Do you know someone
who can?
↓
Would you like to be able
to?
↓
Why?/ Why not?

Yes, I can.
How well?

↓
At what age could you…?
↓
How did you learn?
↓
Did you find it easy or
difficult?

CAN YOU ... recite poems in English, sing songs
in English, write stories in English, drive a car,
play the piano, dance the tango, speak Belarusian,
use the Internet, learn other languages?
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LESSON 3.

My English class

ла

Active vocabulary: a dictionary, a composition, aloud,
to translate, a project, to attend
Grammar revision: have to for necessity, must for
rules, should for advice
1. Interview your partner:

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

ко

• When did you start learning
English?
• When were you able to say the
English alphabet / to read / to
write?
• How many English classes a week
do you have this year?
• Can you speak a little English now?
• When do you think you’ll be able to
speak English really well?
• If you don’t know a word, do you a)
ask your teacher, b) use the Internet or c) use a dic
tionary?
2.  a) Listen to Marta from Poland, Hans from Germany
and Irina from Russia talking about their English
classes. Who had the best English classes?
b) Who (M for Marta, H for Hans and I for Irina)

wasn’t able to ask a question?
had a very good teacher?
had fantastic English classes?
was too scared to speak?
did projects?
was able to speak well at school?
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ш

ко

ла

had a very strict teacher?
learnt to speak English as a teenager?
learnt to speak English in Britain?
learnt how to use dictionaries?
had quiz shows?
had horrible English classes?
used to learn songs by heart?
had two classes of English a week?
translated from English to their own language?
loved English at school?
had difficult grammar tests?
started learning English at the age of eleven?
didn’t want to attend English classes?
used to learn English only at school?
wrote compositions at school?
recited poems in their English classes?
was good at talking?
read aloud a lot in their English classes?
 c) Listen and check yourselves.

эй

3. a) What do you usually have to do in your English
class? Use the box to ask your partner.

Вы
ш

attend all classes, learn and recite poems, learn songs
by heart, write compositions, do difficult tests, read
aloud, translate, read newspapers, learn grammar
rules, use a dictionary, take part in quiz shows, do
projects, ask and answer questions in English, write
exercises, play language games, read English books,
listen to English people speaking, think carefully
b) Write what you had to do in your last English
class. Did you enjoy it? Why?

We had to…

I liked … because …
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4. a) Use the table to write sentences with must or
mustn’t .

YES











эй

ш

ая

ш

1. You must … all classes.
2. … English classes.
3. ... naughty and noisy.
4. … in school books.
5. … for lessons on time.
6. … daybook to school.
7. … homework.
8. … to the school library.

ко

ла

Attend all classes
Miss English classes
Be naughty and noisy
Write in school books
Arrive for lessons on time
Bring your daybook to school
Do homework
Return books to the school library

NO

Вы
ш

b) From the list above choose the rules that work in
your school. Compare with your partner.
5. a) What do you think teachers, parents and children
should do or shouldn’t do? Work with your partner. Use
the ideas in the list to give advice.

help with the housework, give tests, give a lot of
homework, watch too much television, do home
work regularly, have longer holidays, listen to
their parents, behave badly in class, help with
homework, give better marks, give more pocket
money, get more free time
b) Compare with another pair.
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6. a) Look through exercises 3, 4 and 5.
Answer the grammar questions on page 250.
b) Complete each sentence with one of
the modal verbs from ex. 3, 4 or 5.

ш

ко

ла

1. I … get up at 6 every weekday, because
my school begins at 8 and it takes me 30
minutes to get to school.
2. I think he … get up earlier. He’s never
on time, always late.
3. You … leave now! You can’t miss your
English class today – you’ve got a test!

ая

7. a) Divide the word snake below into 21 questions.
Check with your classmates and teacher.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

doyouhaveaconvenienttimetablewhatareyour
favouritesubjectsareyouinterestedinlearninglangua
gesisiteasyordifficultforyoutolearnEnglishhaveyoug
otagooddictionarydoyoulikewritingcompositionsisit
easyforyoutotranslatefromRussianintoEnglishand
backhowoftendoyoudoprojectsinEnglishareyourEng
lishlessonsenjoyablewhatdoyouhavetodoinyourEngl
ishlessonshowoftendoyougetgoodmarksinEnglishdo
youmakemanymistakesinyourtestsdoyoumakemista
keswhilespeakingEnglishisEnglishboringorinteresti
ngforyouareyoumostlyactiveorquietinyourEnglishc
lassdoyouattendallyourEnglishclassesordoyoumi
sssomeofthemdoyoualwaysbehavewellinEnglish
classesareyousometimestootalkativeareyouoften
punishedforbeingnaughtywhatisanidealteacher
likeareyouahard workingstudent?
b) Use the questions above to interview your partner.
Report their answers to the group.
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LESSON 4.

Word-building

ла

Active vocabulary: again, without, regularly, helpful,
helpless, careful, careless, useless, useful
Word-building: verb prefix re-; noun suffix -ness and
adjective suffixes -ly, -less and -ful
1. Ask your classmate.

ш

ая

ш

ко

• Have you got a good dictionary or do
you have to borrow one from your
school library or friends?
• Is it an English Russian dictionary or
an explanatory dictionary?
• How big is the dictionary?
• How often do you use it?
• Do you do your homework with or without a dic
tionary?

Вы
ш

эй

without adv, prep
not having or doing something
E.g. Billy came to class without his school books.
2. a) Read the dictionary entries. Find equivalents of
the words in your language.

friendly adj
someone who has a nice character, is like a friend;
a place in which people behave in a friendly way to
each other
E.g. She had a very friendly and kind teacher. The
atmosphere in the class was very friendly.
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again adv
one more time, once more
E.g. Can you say that again?
I didn’t hear you.

ла

helpful adj
about someone who gives useful help or is always
ready to help people
E.g. Nick is a very helpful child. He does a lot of
housework.
I wanted to find information about the town and
the guidebook was very helpful.

ш

ая

return v
give back or come back
E.g. He returned two books he borrowed from me
last year.

Вы
ш

эй

helpless adj
about someone who needs help or unable to do
something for themselves.
E.g. If you want to make a good translation, you
must have a big dictionary. You’ll be helpless with
out it.
careful adj
about someone who does something with care and
tries not to make mistakes
E.g. You must be very careful if you want to make a
good translation of this poem. Read every word
before you translate.
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careless adj
about someone who doesn’t think before doing
something, does something without care
E.g. Your composition is full of mistakes. You
shouldn’t be so careless!

ко

ла

carelessness n
state or condition of being careless
E.g. He is famous for his carelessness – he makes so
many silly mistakes!

ш

ая

ш

useless adj
about something or someone that is not helpful to
you
E.g. This dictionary is absolutely useless! It has no
words on computers.

Вы
ш

эй

useful adj
about things or people that are
helpful to you because you can use
them to do or get something
E.g. This book is full of useful infor
mation. I think I’ll borrow it.

b) Choose the correct answers to the questions below.

1. What does the adjective suffix ly mean?
a) like someone; b) having something; c) without
something; d) able to do something.
2. What does the noun suffix ness mean?
a) a person; b) condition or state; c) a science of;
d) result.
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3. What does the adjective suffix ful mean?
a) without something; b) having something;
c) able to do something; d) like someone.
4. What does the adjective suffix less mean?
a) having something; b) without something;
c) able to do something; d) like someone.

ко

ла

5. What does the verb prefix re mean?
a) together; b) too much; c) again or back;
d) before.

ш

3. a) Add suffixes or prefixes to the following words
and put the words into 5 different groups: re(return); -ness (carelessness); -less (useless); -ful
(careful); -ly (friendly)

эй

ш

ая

read, father, man, beauty, write, happy, build,
sad, visit, home, fit, clever, busy, woman, appear,
helpless, kind, construct, late, do, end, sleep,
hope, friend, think, age, child, love
 b) Listen and check yourselves.

Вы
ш

4. a) Read one more dictionary entry. What part of
speech is the word? Try to say the word and the sentence in the example. Repeat after the teacher.

regularly adv
many times and often at the same times, for exam
ple, every week
E.g. Our English club meets regularly once a
month.
b) Put the words into two groups according to the
stress pattern:     or    .
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appearance, compliment, championship, competi
tive, professional, badminton, businessman,
interesting, carelessness

5. a) Complete the questions with
the words from this lesson.

regularly – adverb;
friendly – adjective
ly = ly

ла

 c) Listen and repeat.

ая

ш

ко

1. Do you do your homework … or from time to
time? 2. Do you always … the books you have borrowed
from the public library in time? 3. Are your class
mates …? 4. Are you … or … while doing tests?
5. When you are at school, what is the most … thing
for you? 6. Could you live … a computer? 7. Who is the
most … person in your class? 8. What are you … with
out? 9. What book would you like to read … and …?

эй

ш

b) Use the questions to ask your partner. Report the
most interesting answers to the class.

Вы
ш

LESSON 5. A test or a challenge?
Active vocabulary: to study, a challenge, important,
during, until, in case, before, after
1. Do a mini-test. Give short answers to the questions
below.

a) Which of the words and phrases in bold in ex. 2
means ‘if’?
b) Which of them matches this pattern: ____ TEST ?
c) Which of them matches this pattern: TEST ____ ?
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d) Which of them matches this pattern: TEST ?
e) Which of them matches this pattern:

TEST ?

2. Interview your partner.

ко

ла

• Do you hate tests or do you think a test is a chal
lenge?
• What is your favourite type of test: multiple choice,
true / false, short answers or essay (composition)?
• How do you study before the test?

ая

ш

to study
to learn about a subject at school or by reading books
E.g. I can’t come out tonight, I have to study – there’s a
test tomorrow.

Вы
ш

эй

ш

• How do you behave during the test?
• What do you do in case you can’t answer a ques
tion?
• Do you do the test until the last minute or do you
leave some time to find and correct the mistakes?
• What do you do after the test?
• Are the marks you get for tests important or unim
portant?
a challenge
smth difficult that must be done well and that tests what
you’re really able to do
E.g. I think the final test will be a bigger challenge than
the last one.

3. a) Read tips (advice) for students. One of the recommendations is not correct. Decide which one.
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HOW TO STUDY FOR TESTS
Before the test

ая

ш

ко
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1. Find out which material
the test will cover and what
type of test it will be.
2. Study at a time when you
are energetic and not hungry or sleepy.
3. Don’t wait until the last minute! Short daily
sessions are better than having a sleepless night
before the test.
4. Repeat, repeat and repeat! Read and reread
your notes and the most important parts of the
textbook.
5. While studying, cover up your notes and
retell them out loud.

ш

During the test

Вы
ш

эй

1. Read the instructions carefully. Ask the
teacher if you are unsure about anything.
2. Answer the most difficult questions first.
3. Keep busy! If you can’t answer a question,
return to it later. The answer may come to you
while you are working on another part of the test.
4. When you are doing a multiple choice test,
first decide which of the answers are absolutely
wrong. Then, take a guess. Your first guess is
more likely to be correct. So, you shouldn’t return
and change your answer later. Do it only in case
you are sure it is wrong.
5. On an essay test, take a moment to plan your
writing. Write down the most important things
you want to write about.
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6. Keep it tidy! If your teacher is not able to
read your writing, you might get a bad mark.
7. Don’t do unimportant things such as rewrit
ing test questions.
8. Leave time at the end to look over your work.
Did you answer every question? Did you find and
correct mistakes? It is easy to make careless mis
takes while taking a test.

ко

After the test

ая

ш

1. Read the teacher’s comments carefully.
Learn from your mistakes.
2. Keep tests. They will be useful while study
ing for end of year tests.

ш

b) Discuss your ideas with your partner. Which of the
tips do you think are the most helpful and useful?
Are there any useless tips?

эй

4. a) Find someone who

Вы
ш

always studies before the test;
likes to study for a test with a friend or a group;
always reads the instructions carefully;
likes multiple choice tests most;
likes true / false tests most;
likes short answers test most;
studies only on the last night before the test;
likes writing compositions
reads teacher’s comments carefully after the
test;
has never been able to get the highest mark for
the test;
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is never happy until they get the highest mark
for the test;
always keeps tests for studying later;
is never careless during the test;
is often careless during the test;
could do tests very well earlier but can’t do them
well now;
never does unimportant things during the test

ко

b) Report to the class.

English in my life

ш

LESSON 6.

1. a) Listen to the poem. What is it about?

ая

Absent or Present
by Bernard Young

Вы
ш

эй

ш

Dear teacher,
my body’s arrived,
it sits at a table
a pen in its hand
as if it is able
to think and to act
perhaps write down the answer
to the question you’ve asked
but don’t let that fool you.
My mind is elsewhere.
My thoughts far away.
So, apologies, teacher,
I’m not here today.

 b) Listen to the poem again. Follow in the book. Do
you ever feel like that in your English class?
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c) When is it easier for you to understand English:
while reading or while listening? Is it easier for you
to speak or write in English?
2. a) Work in pairs to do the quiz.

1 What is the world’s most widely spoken language:

4

ла

ко

Вы
ш

6

эй

ш

5

ш

3

ая

2

a) Spanish; b) Mandarin Chinese; c) Russian; d)
English?
How many people speak English in total: a) one
out every five people on the planet; b) one out of
every ten people on the planet; c) one out of every
three people on the planet?
What percentage Internet is in English: a) more
than 50%; b) more than 80%; c) 100%?
How many words does an average native speaker
know: a) between 5,000 and 8,000; b) between
8,000 and 12,000; c) between 12,000 and 20,000?
How many words does an average native speaker
use in everyday life: a) between 1,200 and 2,000;
b) between 4,000 and 6,000; c) between 8,000 and
10,000?
How many words do you need to communicate in
most situations: a) 500–1,000; b) 1,500–2,000;
c) 3,000–5,000?

 b) Listen to the radio programme about English
and check yourselves.
c) Go back to the end of your book. Count how many
new words you have learnt this year. How many
words have you learnt since you started learning
English? Can you understand English well? Are you
able to speak and write in English?

3. Play the Abilities game.
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a) Choose a letter. You each have one
minute to complete the sentences
with an action that begins with
this letter. The sentences must be
true for you.
b) Get one point for each grammati
cally correct sentence. Your class
mates will also judge whether or
not the sentences are true for you.
c) If no one else in the group has the
same sentence, you get two points.
d) After everyone in the group has
read out their sentences, choose
another letter and play again. The
winner is the person with the most
points after all rounds.

Вы
ш

At the age of six or seven
I could…
...

As a teenager I can …
...

When I’m a grown up, I’ll be able to …
...

Example: (R – recite) At the age of six or seven
I could recite little poems.

4. Read what people say about English. What do you
agree with? Discuss with your partner. Share and
compare with other pairs.
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A. English is very difficult to learn. English
grammar is terrible and English spelling is a problem
for me. B. Though English is not a very easy lan
guage, I like it a lot. It’s like a challenge for me. I like
the history of the UK and I also like British music. I
find the lyrics of songs in the Internet and then sing
along with the music. C. English is very useful in life.
It’s very helpful when you travel – it makes travel
ling more enjoyable. You can read local newspapers
and menus at restaurants. If you learn English really
well, you’ll be able to understand books and films in
English. You’ll be able to read Harry Potter or Lord
of the Rings in English!!! D. English doubles your
chances in life. If you learn it, your boss will send you
to an English speaking country on a business trip and
you will get more money in your job. E. It’s important
to know English very well. You can use the Internet
then and chat with people from other countries. And
English is a world language. Everyone must know it.
F. If you learn English at school, you’ll have good test
results and be able to go to University. G. English has
always been my favourite subject at school. It’s so
enjoyable to be able to speak English with your class
mates and your teacher, to listen to songs, recite
poems, watch the news in English! I think, I’ll learn
French or German later.

5. Write a composition ‘English in my life!’ Use your
imagination and as many new words and ideas from
this unit as you can.

Answer for ex. 2c: The librarian gave her a book by
Charles Dickens.
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Tapescripts
UNIT 1
LESSON 1, EX. 2

Вы
ш

эй

ш
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Girl 1: I think the girl is really good looking. Look at
her hair. Long curly and fair. She looks like
Cinderella.
Boy: Yeah! She’s got fair hair and brown eyes. That’s
really beautiful. And she’s got a nice smile. She
looks very friendly and active. She’s fun!
Girl 2: She also looks sun tanned. The picture is real
ly good. And I think the boy is rather good look
ing, too. He’s got straight dark hair and big green
eyes, pale skin…
Girl 1: And his freckles. He’s got freckles all over his
face! I love freckles! He looks so romantic. Isn’t he
sweet?
Boy: He needs glasses. If he wears glasses, he’ll look
like Harry Potter.
Girl 2: Oh, no. He’s a bit too fat. And he looks quiet.
Boy: By the way. I’ve got some freckles, too.
Girl 1: Really? Where? I haven’t seen any on your
face.
Boy: Here. Look. One on the nose and some over
here…
LESSON 2, EX. 3a
These adjectives are often used to describe some
one’s appearance. Beautiful means having beauty in
it. This is the strongest adjective in the list. Lovely is
beautiful, too. But this adjective can also describe
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someone’s character. A lovely girl often means
friendly and kind. Goodlooking just means looking
good. And handsome is the same as good looking, but
used to describe a man, not a woman. For example you
can say: He’s got a handsome face. Pretty is about
girls or women. It also means that the girl is nice
looking, but without being very beautiful. You
know… pretty. And ugly is opposite to beautiful,
something you wouldn’t like to look at.

ко

LESSON 2, EX. 5b

Вы
ш

эй

ш
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I think the girl in this picture looks really pretty.
She’s got a lovely smile and beautiful eyes. You can
see that her eyes are smiling too. Her hair is straight
and shiny. The girls, in fact, look like sisters, but her
hair is a bit longer and darker.
I can’t say that this man is young, but he is really
handsome. He is tall and fit. He’s got a large nose and
light blue eyes. And he’s wearing glasses. He looks
like a famous designer or a photographer.
In my opinion all these people look great, but I
can’t take my eyes off one photograph. The boy here
looks just like my son! He’s a lovely little boy and he’s
going to be a very handsome young man. Look at him!
Girls like him already! He’s got short fair hair and he
looks a bit pale. But I believe he’s got lovely freckles
in summer. My son does.
LESSON 3, EX. 4b
I used to play outside
But now I am reading inside
I used to be a flower
But now I am a garden
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I used to look sweet
But now I look handsome
I used to be nothing
But now I am a Man
LESSON 4, EX. 2b

Вы
ш

эй
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Interviewer: Today in our studio we have a great
singer and a handsome man – Kris Allen – the
American Idol 2008. Hi, Kris! Thank you for
coming.
Kris Allen: Happy to be here.
Interviewer: We’ve got 100 questions from teens all
over the world. Are you ready? Question one. How
did you feel when you were chosen the best?
Kris Allen: Well… It was really exciting, and I couldn’t
believe it at the same time. It was probably the
best moment of the year for me.
Interviewer: Has the show changed your life?
Kris Allen: Yes! Absolutely! My life used to be very
different. I used to sleep more. I didn’t use to
travel so much. I used to enjoy different things. I
was a different person. And I didn’t use to have so
many interviews.
Interviewer: Ha ha! Did you use to look different too?
Kris Allen: Yeah! My skin looked much paler and, you
won’t believe it, I had shoulder length fair hair.
Interviewer: Wow. Are you saying you looked like
Legolas?
Kris Allen: I wasn’t that fit. I didn’t use to do any
sports. Now I have to, you know.
Interviewer: Ha ha! Did you use to sing different
songs?
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Kris Allen: Actually, I didn’t use to sing at all. When
I was thirteen I taught myself how to play the gui
tar and I play the piano, the viola, and the ukulele.
Interviewer: What’s the kukulele?
Kris Allen: Ukulele. A musical instrument. Looks
like a small guitar.

ко

Look at you! Your hair looks fantastic!
You look so handsome, Brian!
Mmm. You look lovely!
I like your glasses.
Nice shoes!

ш

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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LESSON 6, EX. 2c

ш

LESSON 1, EX. 2a
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UNIT 2

Вы
ш
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I’ve been to many shops. I love window shopping,
but very often I buy things myself. I’ve been to the
supermarket many times. We usually buy something
to eat there. I’ve been to our sweet shop once.
I bought two kilos of sweets there. It was fantastic!
I haven’t been there since Christmas. We’ve got a
large department store not far from here, and I’ve
been there too. I haven’t bought any clothes for half a
year, which is terrible. Not far from our house
there’s a bakery. They sell delicious bread. I also used
to buy newspapers, but now my dad buys them on his
way to work. So I, probably, haven’t bought anything
at the newsagent’s for ages. I haven't been to the pet
shop since September, when we bought my Princess.
I think pet shop is my favourite.
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– What a lovely checked shirt the boy is wearing!
Look! And his white trainers are very smart.
– Are they? I don’t really like his trainers. They
look slightly old fashioned. And his shorts are too
baggy, I think. I hope he’s wearing a belt. But the T
shirt he’s wearing is nice. And his skateboard is fan
tastic! I’d like to have one myself...
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LESSON 3, EX. 3a
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Grandma (G), Nick (N) and Rosie (R) are speaking.
G: Hello, children!
N: It’s Granny! Where have you been?
R: Wow! How many bags you’ve got!
G: I’ve been doing my shopping. And I’ve bought
some party clothes for you.
R: Great! Can we please, please have a look, Granny?
G: Of course, dear. My grandchildren should always
look smart. This dress is for you, Rosie.
R: Oh, granny. Blue is my favourite … colour. Oh.
G: Come on! Try it on, Rosie.
R: Well, maybe later, gran. It’s too beautiful.
G: Nick, go and try these trousers, and the shirt, and
the tie on. You are old enough to wear a tie. And
I’ll take you to buy some new shoes tomorrow!
N: Oh, no granny, I really can’t. All these clothes are
fantastic, but they are too expensive.
....
N: Ha Ha Ha!
R: It’s not funny, Nicholas!
G: Look at you! You both look lovely! You look like a
businessman, Nick. So handsome!
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N: Businessmen don’t wear checked trousers these
days.
G: I think you must wear these to your Christmas
party at school, too.
R: I think this dress is a bit too short for a school
party, gran. But I really like it!
N: And I look too pale in this shirt and I’m so messy.
I just think I’m not good enough to wear it. It’s
too smart, and too expensive, and too traditional.
R: I don’t think I’m thin enough to wear this lovely
dress.
G: Well, children, I think I’m too old fashioned to
buy clothes for you.
N+R: Oh.

Вы
ш
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Rosie: Wow! What a dress! I’ve been looking for it for
years!
Shopassistant: Can I help you?
Rosie: Yes, I’d like to try this dress on, please.
Shopassistant: Sure. The changing room is over
there.
Rosie: So, what do you think of it, Mum? Don’t you
think it’s nice?
Mum: Well, Rosie, it is. But I think you need a bigger
size. It looks a bit too tight.
Rosie: Have you got this dress in a bigger size? M,
probably.
Shopassistant: Yes, here you are.
Rosie: OK. Is this one better? What do you think,
Nickie? Does it look good?
Nick: Don’t ask me. I’m not really good at choosing
clothes.
Rosie: Oh, what a bore you are!
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Mum: It’s not bad. But I don’t like the colour very much.
You look a bit pale in it. Try this green one on.
Nick: Wow! You look like Fiona from Shreck!
Rosie: Thank you.
Mum: That’s lovely! It looks really good on you.
I think we’ll buy it. How much is it?
Shopassistant: 19.99 .
Mum: Oh, well. It’s cheap enough.
Nick: Brilliant! Now, let’s go and buy something
for me.
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UNIT 3
LESSON 2, EX. 3a
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1. She is really pretty. And fit. She’s got big brown
eyes and her legs are short enough. She sleeps
most of the day and her skin looks green in the
daylight. She looks a bit like Godzilla. Don’t be
surprised, my best friend is my pet iguana.
2. Some people say he’s too serious. He’s not really
talkative, but when you ask him about Science he
can talk non stop for hours. He’s hard working
and helpful. He is a little shy with new people,
I mean he doesn’t talk much and is a bit nervous
but whenever I need help he’s always there for me.
3. My Gran is my best friend. She’s the most kind
hearted person I know. She really loves me and my
two younger brothers. And she’s never angry with
us, even if we are naughty or misbehave. My Gran
is very modern, too. She’s really honest. If my
mum or dad don’t want to tell us something, she
always will. And she won’t hide or change any
information. We get on really well together.
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4. Sarah is slightly nosy. She’s very interested in
what’s happening around. She knows all the news
about people around and shares it with me. We are
best friends because we have a lot in common and
she’s fun!
5. Brendon is very active. He enjoys all outdoor
activities. He goes hiking, fishing, skateboarding
and snowboarding. He has even tried diving in
Egypt. He is not a couch potato at all.
LESSON 3, EX. 2a
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Well, I’ve got quite a few friends. First of all this
is Susan. She is my best friend forever. We’ve known
each other for five years, but our mums have been
friends since they were little. We have a lot in com
mon. We’ve been both collecting anything we can
find about the Beckham family, we’ve been doing
shopping together. We have to, you see, as we’ve been
wearing the same clothes to school on Fridays since
we became friends. Susan is a true friend she’s always
there for me and we’ve never ever fallen out.
Then it’s my sister Christine. We’ve been shar
ing one room for 8 years and though we used to fight
a lot, today we get on relly well. We are very differ
ent and don’t have a lot in common. Oh. Right.
We’ve been going to the same dance club since last
summer.
We are also very good friends with Brendon.
We’ve been going to Sunday drama school for a year.
This autumn we’ve become the king and the queen of
Halloween. We’ve been to the same summer camp
twice, too.
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Q: So, how long have you known each other?
P: For ever!
M: It seems like ages!
P: Well, it’s not that long. We just met before sum
mer started.
Q: And where did you meet?
M: It was the end of the year party at my classmate’s
place. Pete is actually her younger brother.
Everyone was so happy, looking forward to sum
mer holidays.
P: Wait, wait a minute! You were happy, but I was
feeling bad, because I’d just said goodbye to all my
friends who had stayed back in Cardiff.
Q: So, what were you doing at the party?
P: Well, there were a lot of my sister’s classmates and
I didn’t know anyone. Nobody wanted to talk to
me because I looked much younger.
M: And I was talking to Carrie, Pete’s sister, about
our holiday plans when I saw Pete. I asked her who
he was. She introduced us.
P: Yes and we spent the whole evening talking.
Q: And why did you become friends?
M: Well, Pete is very amusing and active. And we dis
covered that we had the same interests.
P: Yes, Carrie, Maria and I started meeting almost
every day. Carrie didn’t like tennis, but Maria and
I did. So we spent a lot of time playing tennis…
Q: Has this friendship changed anything in your life?
P: I hadn’t had a best friend before we met. Besides,
the friends I used to have were only boys.
M: The same with me. I used to be friends only with
girls. The boys in our class are so boring…
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– Do you do anything special to keep fit?
– Mm… exercises. That’s all I do.
– And what sort of exercises?
– In the summer, like now, I jog at 8 in the morning.
– How far do you go jogging?
– I usually jog to Welton Park which is not far
from my house.
– How often do you go jogging?
– Every day in the summer. I also go cycling to
Welton Park once a week.
– And you’ve said something about games, what
sort of games do you play?
– Sometimes I play in a badminton team on
Saturdays at our school playground. I used to do gym
nastics but not any more. I decided to give it up after
my trip to India, now I prefer yoga. I also do karate
and I love roller skating!
– You’re really sporty!
– Not quite, you know. I’d like to take up athletics,
too, but I’m afraid I’ll have to give up school to do it.
– What kind of sport is not for you?
– Weightlifting. I know some girls do it, but it’s
definitely not for me.
– And do you think that really keeps you fit?
– I think so, yes, because I eat a lot.
– That leads to the question: what’s more impor
tant for you: what you eat or the exercise you do?
Your diet or keeping fit?
– I don’t diet, no, I eat a lot. I enjoy my food.
I think it’s exercise that keeps me fit and healthy.
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Want, East, West, more, East, West.
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I: Why do you skate?
N: Skating is a form of exercise and it’s fun to do.
J: It’s a great way to meet new people.
D: Yes, I really enjoy skating, it’s fun and it’s also a
really good feeling when you can do a new trick.
I: What kind of people skate?
N: Skate boarders are people who are very active,
independent and talented. We hate doing nothing.
D: Yeah, we are not couch potatoes.
J: We are often people who are not very good at other
things. And you shouldn’t be afraid of doing dif
ferent tricks. Some of the things we do are not for
everybody.
I: What do your parents think about your hobby?
D: My mum doesn’t like it very much. She thinks
skating is rather dangerous.
J: My parents think it’s great! I spend a lot of time
outside with other kids, but not in winter when I
have to go to a special club to skate. Then it’s real
ly expensive.
I: How long do you think you’ll skate for?
D: I think I’ll be skating for a long time. I like doing
tricks in the air.
J: I’ve been skating for 3 years already and I’ll keep
skating until I can’t.
N: Well, not as long as Joey and Dean, but maybe
that’s because I’m older.
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1. He’s one of the most unusual sportsmen, who lost
many fans because of his difficult character. But
he’s got a gift. He’s really talented. The one who
turned the Ferrari team from sleeping giants to
the no.1 Formula One team. He’s been seven time
Formula One world drivers’ champion. He’s got
real appetite for winning.
2. She started gymnastics in 1990 at age 4.
Originally, she trained in Russia but, she was
invited to train in Belarus. At the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games she was second in All Around
competition. But what I really like about her is
what a strong little person she is. I remember once
when I was watching the Berlin Masters Inna’s
music for the ball routine had been lost, she had to
do it without music, with only the fans clapping
along to help her... The worst thing that could
happen to a gymnast. But she was good, really
professional. And I’m a big fan of hers.
3. She is a two time Olympic Gold Medalist, she was
named World Sportswoman of the Year in 2007
and 2009. At the age of 27 she’s set twenty seven
world records. She has been a nine time major
champion (Olympic, World outdoor and indoor
champion and European outdoor and indoor cham
pion). As a result, many believe she’s the greatest
athlete of all time. And the funny thing is, she
wasn’t even going to become an athlete. She used
to do gymnastics.
4. His parents named him after former US president
Ronald Reagan because he was his father's
favourite actor, and not for political reasons. He
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started playing when he was only 3 and at the age
of 10 he already played in a professional team.
When he was 18 after the match with Manchester
United, United's players spoke enthusiastically of
the young talent that they had just played
against, saying they would rather have him in
their team than play against him in the future.
Today he’s one of the top footballers of all time.
You have to watch him play to see how good he is.
Really smart.
5. When 13 year old boy put on a pair of boxing
gloves for the very first time, nobody could have
imagined that he would become one of the greatest
heavyweight champions of all time. Vitaly started
his career as a kickboxer – he became a six time
Kickboxing World Champion. It was not before
later when he discovered his love for boxing and
quite fast he was very good at it too. His profes
sional record since then is unbelievable: 38 fights,
36 wins with 35 Knockouts! He is the fourth boxer
alongside Muhammad Ali, Evander Holyfield and
Lennox Lewis to win a heavyweight belt three
times.
LESSON 6, EX. 2a
– Hey, Yan! What’s up!
– Hi, Nick! I’ve got great news! Belarus has won!
The whole world is coming to Belarus!
– What are you talking about?
– The World Ice Hockey Championship! It’s going
to take place right here! In Minsk!
– Wow. You sound excited! I never knew you liked
hockey so much! You must talk to Rosie. She’s a fan.
Is ice hockey popular in Belarus?
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– Yes! Very! I know 3 boys who play in hockey
teams. And that’s only in my class.
– I didn’t know that. Here in Britain we prefer
football, I mean. People do play hockey, but there are
many other kinds of sport that are more popular.
Take rugby, cricket, or golf, for example. Are they
popular in Belarus?
– Well, not really. I actually don’t know how to
play rugby or cricket. But football has lots of fans.
Every boy can play it. And lots of people go skiing or
skating in winter.
– I guess we just don’t have enough snow to ski.
Many people do go walking, though.
– Walking? You call it sport? I walk every day.
I’m a great athlete!
– Not funny! I’d like to take up walking or jogging
myself. It really helps you to keep fit.
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LESSON 2, EX. 2

N: Look, Rosie! What’s this?
R: Oh, it looks unusual. Is it a washing machine?
N: No, no! Don’t press the button!
N: Where are we?
R: It’s not England. Do you see these people? They
look different! Their skin is sun tanned.
N: Oh, Rosie. Look at these buildings. These are py
ramids!
R: Pyramids?
N: Yes. We read about them in the history lessons.
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Pyramids are graves where Egyptians buried their
kings!
R: You mean pharaohs?
N: Pharaohs. How exciting! You know, Rosie, it’s not
a washing machine – it’s a time machine. And we
are not in England.
R: Is it ancient Egypt?
N: I think so. Look at these pyramids. It took 100,000
men over 20 years to build them. As far as I
remember over two million heavy blocks of stones
were used.
R: Let’s get inside and find out what is in these pyra
mids. Maybe we’ll find a treasure.
N: You must be very careful. The Egyptians believed
that there’s life after they die and pharaohs were
buried with the things they wanted to take to the
next world. But there are usually lots of secrets in
pyramids and people who look for treasures there
always die.
R: Oh, no. Why don’t we go home, Nickie? RIGHT
NOW!!!
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LESSON 4, EX.3

… When we went out of the time machine we saw
lots of dinosaurs. They were all huge animals of dif
ferent colours. They looked very dangerous and they
looked hungry too. Nick is very afraid of dinosaurs.
When he saw them he shouted: “Rosie, please, let’s go
back!” But I wanted to get closer to the dinosaurs.
They all could fly and they had feathers. Then we saw
people. They were flying dinosaurs. I wanted to fly a
dinosaur too…
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G: So, you are saying you are from the future?
N: Yes, don’t you believe us?
G: Well, I don’t know. But you look strange. Will
England be different in the future?
R: Of course, a lot of things will be invented, like the
telephone, for example.
G: Oh, come on. It was invented four years ago.
N: Well… computers will be invented in America.
Radio will be invented by some Italian scientist.
R: No, by some Russian scientist!
G: All right, all right. What’s radio?
R: It’s a special box, you can listen to music and news
programmes from it.
G: Hmm.., and what will happen to London? Will it
change?
N: Oh, I’ve got bad news for you. It’ll be burnt in the
great fire.
G: Why? Again?
R: What do you mean again?
G: It was burnt in the great fire 234 years ago!
N and R: What else would you like to know about the
future?
G: Will the 8th wonder of the world be built?
R: The 8th wonder? I don’t even know that there are
seven others.
G: Oh, come on. You are not from the future. You are
from the ancient past if don’t know such simple
things.
LESSON 5, EX. 5b
You will see this memorial in New York City. It
will be built over the site of the World Trade Centre,
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where more than 2,500 people died after a terrorist
attack in 2001. The model of the final design was
first shown in 2004. The memorial is still being built.
Thousands of flowers are laid every day at the site.
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Many, many years ago in the 10th century there
lived a beautiful Belarusian princess of royal blood
Barbara Radziwill. She lived in a castle in Nesvizh
with her two brothers, Mikalai Radziwill Chorny and
Mikalai Radziwill Rudy. Her parents died when she
was a little girl and her brothers took care of her.
One day a ball was held in the castle. Zhygimont,
the king of Poland, was invited to the ball. Zhygimont
was tall and very handsome with dark hair and blue
eyes. When he saw Barbara, he fell in love at first
sight. Though Barbara’s brothers and Zhygimont’s
mother, Bona Sfortsa, were against their love, they
still continued to see each other and then married
secretly.
When Bona Sfortsta found out about their mar
riage, she was very angry and decided to kill Barbara.
She gave her a poisoned ring. Soon Barbara fell seri
ously ill and doctors couldn’t help her. In a month she
died. She was buried in Belarus but her grave was
never found.
Zhygimont couldn’t forget Barbara. He found a
magician and asked him to help him see Barbara
again. The Magician agreed but said that Zhygimont
couldn’t touch the ghost of Barbara. At night, when
Zhygimont saw Barbara, he couldn’t keep his word.
He ran up to Barbara and tried to touch her. Barbara
disappeared. Zhygimont couldn’t live without
Barbara and died. Since that time the castle of
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Nesvizh has been visited by the ghost of the beautiful
woman. People call it the Black Lady.
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Have you ever been to Minsk? If you haven’t, you
must visit the capital of Belarus. It’s an attractive,
clean and green city that stands on the river Svisloch.
Minsk is situated in the centre of the Republic. It is
the largest city of Belarus with the population of
about two million. And it is one of the oldest cities
too. There is no historical record for the date when
Minsk was founded but it was first mentioned as
Mensk in 1067. There are many beautiful sights in
Minsk – parks and gardens, churches and cathedrals,
museums and exhibition centres, sports palaces and
fitness centres, cinemas and theatres, hotels and
night clubs, monuments and department stores, the
famous building of the National Library and the pic
turesque river banks.
What are the symbols of Minsk? Belarusian boys
and girls would say that they are Cheluskintsi Park,
Gorky Park and the Circus. Mums with babies will
choose the Botanical Garden. Veterans will name the
Pobeda (Victory) monument in Pobeda Square.
Students will say that Minsk is famous for its cafes
and discos, computer and night clubs and, of course,
for its universities. Businessmen are sure that mod
ern high rise buildings of banks and offices are the
symbols of the capital. Visitors from Germany or
Poland think that Minsk can be proud of its Opera
and Ballet theatre. For some hard working
Belarusians the true symbols of Minsk are the facto
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LESSON 3, EX. 3b

f) a very large, usually stone
building, which is the
largest and most important
church of an area
d) a building where you pay to
have a room to sleep in and
where you can often eat
meals
g) an old, important or inter
esting building or area, a
place of interest
c) someone who goes to a place
to look at it
e) a railway system in which
electric trains travel
b) friendly and welcoming to
visitors
a) doing a lot of work
i) situated near you, easy to
get to, easy to use
h) interesting and nice to look at
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ries of the capital. People from other Belarusian
towns and villages are sure that the Minsk under
ground is the best symbol of Minsk. It is so comfort
able to travel in and so convenient – it can take you to
many places of interest of the city.
Come to Minsk to see with your own eyes the
sights of this beautiful city. You will understand that
the hospitable and kind people of Minsk are the true
symbol of the capital. Welcome to Minsk!
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2. hotel

4. visitor

5. underground
6. hospitable

7. hard working
8. convenient
9. attractive
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1 syllable: roof, fence; 2 syllables: chimney, cot
tage, garage; 3 syllables: balcony, two storeyed.
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A: Well, I grew up in a small village in Dorset. I feel
really lucky to live there, because it’s a nice, quiet
place, with beautiful nature, and everything is
easy to do: the sea is only ten mintes away, the
people are friendly and kind hearted.
B: True, but don’t you think that life in the village is
too quiet and too easy? From my point of view life
in the city is much more interesting and exciting.
First of all there are a lot of theatres and museums,
also you can have a great time in a fitness centre or
at the cinema. Secondly, you are free to choose: you
choose what school to go to, which film and where
to watch, where to spend your free time. You can
meet all sorts of interesting people in the city,
while in a small village you’ve known everybody for
ages and there isn’t much chance of meeting some
body new, who can make your life more exciting.
Another thing is that some people are too nosy
sometimes.
A: I see what you mean... But don’t you think that life
in the city is more dangerous? The streets are
always full of people, cars and buses, and in gen
eral modern cities are very dirty and noisy, and
personally I think that life in a modern city, even
in the suburbs is very unhealthy.
B: I think you are right. Life in the country is much
healthier. But still I can’t imagine my life with
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out huge supermarkets, skyscrapers, and ...
without Monica, who lives next door in my dirty
unhealthy city.
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– Hi, Rose.
– Hi, Nicky. Where are you?
– In London, of course. I’ve just seen Uncle
Andrew off. He must be flying over Europe now. You
know he is arriving in Sydney in 21 hours!
– Wow!
– Anyway, I’m going to make a bus tour.
– What bus tour?
– A sightseeing tour around London.
– And I have to stay at home. Terrible!
– Come on, Rosie. I’ll tell you about the tour when
I come back.
– Tell me about it now. What are you going to see?
– Lots of things: the Tower of London and Tower
Bridge.
– Are you going to go to the Tower Bridge
Museum?
– I don’t know. Only if I have time. Is it far from
the Tower?
– No, it’s very close. OK, what else will you see?
– Buckingham Palace and the Houses of
Parliament – two palaces in one day.
– Say ‘Hello’ from me to Big Ben.
– I will. The leaflet says I’ll see St Paul’s and
Piccadilly Circus, Nelson’s Column and Westminster
Abbey.
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– Sorry, what did you say?
– St Paul’s Cathedral – a very large and beautiful
cathedral in the centre of London. Then – Piccadilly
Circus – a famous square. After that – Nelson’s
Column in Trafalgar Square and finally – Westminster
Abbey.
– Will you go to Madame Tussaud’s?
– Madame Tussaud’s Museum? Of course I will.
Shall I take a photo of your favourite Mel Gibson?
– Please do. And of Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Sylvester Stallone too.
– Rosie, they are too old for you!
– You idiot!
– Oh, and I’ll also go to Hyde Park and there at
Speaker’s Corner I’ll tell everyone about your love for
the oldies.
– You’ll be sorry when you come back, Nick
McGregor.
– You are not at all dangerous with your broken
leg, Rosie. Bye.
LESSON 4, EX. 3
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Flight attendant: Yours is the aisle seat, sir. Make
yourself comfortable.
Mr. Rambler: Thank you. What will the local time be
in Sydney, when the flight arrives there?
Flight attendant: It will be Tuesday 20.45, sir.
Mr. Rambler: Tuesday evening! What a long jour
ney! Hi, my name’s Andrew. Andrew Rambler.
Passenger: Nice to meet you, Andrew. My name’s
Steve Cook. Are you flying to Sydney?
Mr. Rambler: Actually, not. In Sydney I have to
catch a plane to Canberra. It leaves an hour after
this flight arrives in Sydney. I’m afraid I can miss
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my plane to Canberra if our flight is not on time. I
have to check in first and take care of my luggage,
you know.
Passenger: Don’t worry, I’ll help you. I’m flying to
Canberra, too.
Mr. Rambler: Great!
Passenger: Is it your first trip to Australia?
Mr. Rambler: Yes and I’m very, very excited! My old
friend is meeting me in Canberra. We’re going to
take a guided tour to Uluru. And as it’s a business
trip too, I’m going to write about Australian ani
mals in danger – koalas, ostriches.
Passenger: Not about kangaroos, of course. You’ll be
surrounded by them in Australia. Some people
think there are too many kangaroos in the country
now. Have you booked a hotel yet?
Mr. Rambler: No, I haven’t. I’m staying with my
Australian friend.
Passenger: Have you booked tickets to Uluru yet?
Mr. Rambler: No, I haven’t. But I think we’ll book
them when I arrive. Is it worth seeing?
Passenger: Yes, it is. It’s the most famous
Australian landmark. It’s good that it’s open to
the public.
Mr. Rambler: Are you going on a business trip too?
Passenger: Yes, I am. I’m going back in a week. I’m
flying from Sydney again.
Mr. Rambler: So am I. When does your plane leave?
Passenger: Next Monday, at 10 o’clock in the mor
ning.
Mr. Rambler: So is mine! What a coincidence! We’re
flying back on the same plane!
Flight attendant: Fasten your seat belts, please.
We’re flying through a turbulence zone.
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– Hopon Hopoff Tours. How can I help you?
– I’d like to know more about my tour of Canberra.
– When are you going on a tour?
– Tomorrow. When does the first bus leave?
– It leaves quite early, sir, at 9.30 in the morning.
You should be on time, sir.
– Where does it leave from?
– From the city centre. Northbourne Avenue.
– What attractions do I visit?
– The National Library, the National Portrait
Gallery, the National Gallery of Australia, the
Parliament House, the Old Parliament House, the
National Museum of Australia and some others.
– Do I visit the Government House?
– I’m afraid you don’t, sir. You can go there by
yourself, if you like.
– Is it a guided tour?
– Yes, it is. Your guide will be speaking English, sir.
– Ok. When do I arrive back at the city centre?
– You know, you can get on or get off the bus at
any stop. So you can see as much or as little of the city
as you like.
– I’m going to see as much as I can. Thank you.
– You’re welcome. I hope you’ll enjoy your tour.

UNIT 8

LESSON 1, EX. 2a
At home:
– Mum, if you go to Australia by ship, how long
does it take?
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– I don’t really know. I think it takes weeks and
weeks if you go there by sea. Why?
– You see, when I go to Australia, I’ll see all the
unusual animals – kangaroos, koalas. They are called
marsupials, you know, they have little bags on their
bodies for their babies. We’re doing a project on
Australia next year. I’ll call it Down Under.
– Marsupials. If you don’t stop talking about
Australia, you’ll never go there. And remember, if you
go to Australia for Christmas, it’ll be summer there.
– I don’t mind. If I travel to Australia, I’ll go on a
guided tour to see all the landmarks. I’d like to go to
Australia by plane. It’s faster than by ship.
– When you travel by plane, they usually X ray your
luggage so they will certainly see how untidy you are.
– Very funny… If we go by ship, you’ll get seasick.
– That isn’t funny at all.
– Sorry, Mum. It was a silly joke. If you don’t
spend Christmas at home, you’ll get homesick.
– Of course, I will. And you?
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Later, at the travel agent’s:
– Excuse me, how long will it take us if we go to
Australia by ship?
– If you go to Australia by ship, it’ll take you…
Let me check…It’ll take you about four weeks to get
there by ship.
– Oh, dear. That’s too long, I’m afraid. And if we
fly there?
– If you travel by plane, it’ll take you no more
than 15 hours.
– I’m scared of flying, I hate planes. I’ve never
flown by plane, you know.
– I don’t think you should worry. Planes are safer
than cars…
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A. What is the area of Australia? B.Are there any
mountains in Australia? C.What is the landscape
like? D. What parts of Australia do people live in?
E.When did Europeans first learn about Australia?
F. When did first people appear in Australia?
G. What is special about Australia?
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There are six states in Australia and two territo
ries. Canberra is the capital of the country. Each
Australian state has its own government, and its own
capital city.
Australia has three different climates. In the
North the weather is tropical – hot and wet. In the
centre, the climate is very dry, and the land is mainly
desert. In the South, it is mild – with cool winters and
warm summers.
The area of the continent is about 8,000,000
square kilometres, but deserts take 2,000,000 square
kilometres in central Australia. Mountains run from
the north to the south of the east coast. They divide
the green, wet coast of eastern Australia from the
hot, dry lands in the centre.
Australia is famous for gold mining, wheat and
fruit growing, sheep and cattle farming and the pro
duction of minerals, oil wool, meat and sugar. The con
tinent of Australia is surrounded by oceans and seas. So
the country is known for its marine fishing. Australian
wildlife and the beautiful landscape of the country
bring millions of tourists and millions of dollars too.
Most people in Australia speak English. Many people
from Asia, America and Europe have come to the conti
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nent to settle there. Australia is a very hospitable coun
try and the people of Australia are open and friendly.
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– So, Steve, what are the symbols of the Austra
lian animal world?
– The first Europeans who came to the continent
couldn’t believe what they saw. Now, of course, we all
know about the kangaroo and the koala. There are 50
species of kangaroos in the country. They range from
the rabbit size rat kangaroo to the five foot tall red
kangaroo. Now look at this koala bear! This baby will
only get out of its mummy’s pouch if it feels safe.
Isn’t it cute?!
– What other Australian animals can be interest
ing for animal lovers?
– There are lots of them. Australian wild horses –
brumbies – are gorgeous! Then there is the dingo –
the Australian wild dog.
– Is there anything special about other lands sur
rounding Australia?
– Off the coast of Australia there is an island –
Tasmania – which is famous for its unique wildlife.
Tasmanian wolves disappeared in the 20th century.
Tasmanian devils – meat eating animals still run
wild. Look at this little devil. Isn’t it naughty? It will
only let go off something when the thing breaks down.
– Why is your programme called ‘Croc files’?
– My wife Terry and I – we show crocodiles a lot.
I know crocodiles well and I’m not scared of them.
– Are any animals in danger in this region?
– For a long time, Australians happily killed their
special animals and did not think of the future. They
also brought European animals into the country. The
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numbers of rabbits, rats and foxes grew, while the
numbers of kangaroos, koala bears and crocodiles
fell. Some animals, like the Tasmanian wolf, all died.
Now the numbers of some local animals are growing
again. In the 1960s, there were only 7,000 crocodiles
in Australia. Today there are 50,000 of them and now
they go hunting. Every year they eat several tourists.
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UNIT 9
LESSON 1, EX. 4a
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“Did you know,” Mrs. Phelps said, “that public
libraries like this allow you to borrow books and take
them home?”
“I didn’t know that”, Matilda said. “Could I do it?”
“Of course,” Mrs. Phelps said. “When you have
chosen the book you want, bring it to me so I can make
a note of it and its’ yours. For two weeks. You can
take more than one if you wish.”
From then on, Matilda would visit the library only
once a week in order to take out new books and return
the old ones. The books transported her into new
worlds and introduced her to amazing people who
lived exciting lives. She travelled all over the world
while sitting in her little room in an English village.
LESSON 2, EX. 1a
– Could you speak French when you were six?
I could.
– No, I couldn’t. But I could swim at the age of six.
– I can swim. I’d like te be able to drive a car when
I’m 18.
– So would I.
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LESSON 2, EX. 3a
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William James Sidis was born to Russian Jewish
immigrants on April 1, 1898, in New York City. His
father was a polyglot and his son would become one
too at a young age. Billy’s parents wanted him to be
able to love learning. They never punished him and
helped him to learn new facts, new subjects and new
languages. Young William could read the New York
Times at 18 months, learnt Latin at the age of two,
Greek – at three, had written four books and knew
ten languages (English, Latin, Greek, Russian,
Hebrew, French, German, Turkish, Armenian and
Vendergood – his own invention) before his eighth
birthday. At the age of five he was able to name the
day of the week for any given historical date with the
help of a formula invented by him. He gave a lecture
at the University of Harvard at the age of 11. His IQ
was between 250 and 300 (usually it is between 85 and
115). He became a university student at the age of
twelve and graduated before he was sixteen.

Вы
ш

LESSON 3, EX. 2

1. Marta Sokolowska, Poland
I’m a person who used to learn English only at
school. I started learning it at the age of 11, when
I was in the fifth form, that wasn’t much, only two
hours a week. I don’t know how it happened but in the
class of 30 people I was able to learn good English.
I must say I had a very good teacher. He liked me
because I had a kind of gift for English and I showed
some interest in what he used to say. I was good at
talking and after four years of learning the language
at school I was able to speak freely while other people
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name? would always answer ‘I’m boy’.
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2. Hans Heinrichs, Germany.
My English classes were horrible. We just read
aloud and translated from English into German. We
had to learn our grammar rules book by heart from
cover to cover. We regularly had very difficult gram
mar tests . Our teacher was very strict and she punished
us for each mistake. I didn’t want to attend English
classes but I had to. And when I had to speak I was too
scared to say a word. I wasn’t able to ask a simple ques
tion. I learnt to speak English only at the age of sixteen
or seventeen – when I was a teenager. I travelled to
Britain then to visit my aunt. It was a wonderful time!
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3. Irina Novikova, Russia.
Our English classes were fantastic! We had quiz
shows, did projects, recited poems, learnt songs by
heart, learnt how to use dictionaries and wrote inter
esting compositions about school, friendship, the
music we liked. I loved English when I was at school.
Actually, English was my favourite subject.

Вы
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LESSON 4, EX. 3b

Re: return, reread, rewrite,rebuild, revisit, reap
pear, reconstruct, redo, rethink.
ness: carelessness, happiness, sadness, fitness,
cleverness, business, helplessness, kindness, lateness.
less: fatherless, manless, homeless, endless,
sleepless, hopeless, friendless, ageless, childless,
loveless.
ful: beautiful, hopeful.
ly (adjective suffix): fatherly, manly, womanly,
kindly, lovely.
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LESSON 4, EX. 4c
1) appearance, competitive, professional,
2) compliment, championship, badminton, busi
nessman, interesting, carelessness
LESSON 6, EX. 2b
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In the twenty first century English is one of the
most widely spoken languages on Earth. About 837
million people speak Mandarin Chinese, about 370
million people speak English, 300 million – Spanish
and 170 million people – Russian. English was first
spoken in the fifth century AD also known as the Old
English period. We are now in the Modern English
period which started in the 16th century, when
William Shakespeare lived. Today every one out of
five people on the planet can speak English. More
than 80 % of home pages in the Internet are in
English. The number of words in English has grown
from 50,000 or 60,000 words in Old English to about
a million today. Shakespeare used more than 30,000
words in his works! An average person knows from
12,000 to 20,000 English words. But in everyday
speech a native speaker uses around a tenth of his
vocabulary – 1,200 to 2,000 words. Though, only
between 1,500 and 2,000 words should be enough in
most situations. The more you know – the better,
because you can control the words you use, but you
can’t control the other person. Because of this you
need to learn more words to understand well than you
need to speak well.
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Grammar reference
UNIT 1
1. Êîíñòðóêöèÿ used to + èíôèíèòèâ
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Конструкция used to + infinitive используется
для описания действий, которые происходили ре
гулярно в прошлом, но более не происходят:
People used to think that the earth was not round. –
Раньше люди думали, что земля не круглая.
The singer doesn’t sing as he used to any more. –
Этот певец не поёт теперь, как пел раньше.
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Кроме того, эта конструкция используется для
описания состояния, существовавшего в прошлом,
но более не существующего:
There used to be a cinema in the town but now
there isn’t. – Раньше в городе был кинотеатр, а сей
час нет.
I didn’t use to like him. – Раньше он мне не нра
вился.
+

I used to drink 6 cups of coffee a day.
We used to eat loads of junk food.

–

I didn’t use to do any exercise. She didn’t
use to say compliments.

?

Did you use to have longer hair? Did he use
to spend summer in the city?

Questions for ex. 2c (lesson 3), ex. 4b (lesson 4)
1. Когда мы используем структуру used to +
infinitive?
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2. К какому времени относятся предложения с
used to?
3. Как образуются отрицательные и вопроси
тельные предложения?
4. Как переводятся предложения с used to?
5. Что нужно вписать в таблицу вместо цифр 1,
2 и 3?

2. Óñèëåíèå ñòåïåíè ñðàâíåíèÿ

ш
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Для того чтобы подчеркнуть, что один объект в
большей степени обладает каким либо качеством,
чем другой, необходимо непосредственно перед
прилагательным в сравнительной степени поста
вить определённое наречие.

Вы
ш

эй

Усиление прилагательных в сравнительной
степени
1. Для обозначения небольшой степени превос
ходства используются следующие наречия: a bit, a
little, slightly, a little bit:
The trip will take us a little bit longer because of
the rain. – Из за дождя путешествие займёт у нас
немного больше времени.
Mike was slightly more tired than usual. – Майк
был немного больше уставшим, чем обычно.
2. Для выражения крайней степени превосход
ства обычно используется наречие much (не many):
This book is much better than that one. – Эта кни
га значительно лучше той.
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Разговорными заменителями much являются
far и a lot.
In this shop products are a lot cheaper. –
В этом магазине продукты гораздо более дешёвые.
The journey is far more exciting than you
described. – Это путешествие гораздо более волную
щее, чем ты описывал.
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Усиление прилагательных в превосходной
степени
Для усиления прилагательных в превосходной
степени употребляется наречие by far:
This is by far the most picturesque landscape in
the country. – Этот пейзаж – наиживописнейший в
нашей стране.

UNIT 2

ш

1. ×èñëî èì¸í ñóùåñòâèòåëüíûõ
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Существительные в английском языке делятся
на две группы: исчисляемые (countable) и неисчис
ляемые (uncountable). Исчисляемые существи
тельные употребляются как в единственном (singu
lar), так и во множественном (plural) числе. Неис
числяемые существительные имеют форму либо
единственного, либо множественного числа.
1. Употребляются в единственном числе:
a) большинство абстрактных существительных:
friendship, literature, music, knowledge;
б) cуществительные, обозначающие вещества и
материалы: water, milk, cotton, silk и т.д.;
в) существительные, имеющие форму множест
венного: gymnastics, athletics;
г) существительные advice, money, hair.
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2. Употребляются только во множественном
числе существительные, подразумевающие мно
жественность или обозначающие парные предме
ты: clothes, trousers, jeans, shorts и т.д.
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2. Íàðå÷èÿ too è enough
Наречие enough переводится как «достаточно».
В основном оно ставится перед существительными:
enough bread, enough books (достаточно хлеба,
достаточно книг), а также после прилагательных:
good enough, cold enough (достаточно хороший,
достаточно холодный):
There is enough milk for tea. – Молока к чаю до
статочно.
The chairs are comfortable enough. – Эти стулья
достаточно удобны.
Enough в отрицательном предложении (not
enough) употребляется в значении «недостаточно»
и стоит перед существительными, но после прила
гательных и наречий:
There are not enough seats for everybody.– Для
всех мест недостаточно.
You are not walking fast enough. – Ты идёшь не
достаточно быстро.
Наречие too употребляется в значении «слиш
ком» перед прилагательными и наречиями:
It’s too hot in the room. – В комнате слишком
жарко.
I can’t go anywhere; I am too tired. – Я не могу
никуда идти; я слишком устал.

Too часто встречается перед местоимениями
many/much в значении «слишком много» и little
«слишком мало»:
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Let’s go to another cafe; there are too many people
here. – Давайте пойдём в другое кафе; здесь слиш
ком много народу.
I can’t discuss this problem; I know too little
about it. – Я не могу обсуждать эту проблему; я
знаю слишком мало.
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Questions for ex. 4b (lesson 3)
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1. Какое слово используются в значении «слиш
ком»?
2. Какое слово используются в значении «доста
точно»?
3. Как сказать, что чего то не хватает?
4. Какое место занимают наречия too и enough в
предложении?
3. For è since ñ the Present Perfect Tense

Вы
ш

эй
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В сочетании с Present Perfect и Present Pefect
Continuous for (в течение) и since (с тех пор как)
используются для того, чтобы сказать, как долго
что либо происходит.
Период времени, в течение которого происходи
ло действие, может быть выражен предлогом for:
FOR + four days, an hour, ten minutes, a week, a
month, six months, a long time и т.д.
Для обозначения начала действия используется
since:
SINCE+ Monday, 9 o’clock, 24th July, December,
1985, Wednesday, Christmas, the age of six, I got up
и т.д.
I’ve known her for a long time. – Я знаю её много лет.
I’ve known her since 1980. – Я знаю её с 1980
года.
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4. The Present Perfect Continuous Tense
The Present Perfect Continuous Tense образует
ся с помощью вспомогательного глагола to be в
форме Present Perfect ( have been, has been ) и при
частия настоящего времени смыслового глагола –
Present Participle (V ing).
?

ко

ш

–
has not been playing
= hasn’t been playing
have not been playing
= haven’t been playing
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He
She
It
I
We
You
They

he
Has she been playing?
it
I
we
Have you been playing?
they

ая

He
She has been playing
It
I
We
You have been playing
They

ла

+

The Present Perfect Continuous Tense употреб
ляется для выражения длительного действия, ко
торое началось в прошлом и продолжается в насто
ящем. The Present Perfect Continuous употребляет
ся со следующими обстоятельствами времени: for a
month, for a long time, since yesterday, since five
o’clock, all night, etc., а также в вопросах, начинаю
щихся с how long, since when. На русский язык та
кие конструкции обычно переводятся глаголом не
совершенного вида в настоящем времени:
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How long have you been learning English? – Как
давно ты изучаешь английский язык?
I’ve been looking for you for half an hour. –
Я ищу тебя целый час.
Tim is still watching television. He’s been watch
ing television all day. – Тим всё еще смотрит
телевизор. Он смотрит телевизор целый день.
The Present Perfect Continuous Tense употребля
ется также для выражения длительного действия,
которое началось в прошлом и закончилось непо
средственно перед моментом речи. Период времени, в
течение которого совершалось действие, может быть
как указан, так и не указан. В этих случаях Present
Perfect Continuous переводится на русский язык гла
голом несовершенного вида в прошедшем времени:
I feel tired as I have been working in the garden
for several hours. – Я чувствую себя усталым, так
как я работал в саду несколько часов.
It is still cold as it has been raining hard. – Все
ещё холодно, так как шёл сильный дождь.
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ВНИМАНИЕ! С глаголами, не употребляющи
мися во временах группы Continuous (know, like,
believe, be и т.д.), вместо Present Perfect Continuous
употребляется Present Perfect (Simple):
I have been here for two hours. – Я нахожусь
здесь уже два часа.
Present Perfect Continuous
и Present Perfect (Simple)

Present Perfect Continuous
Ann’s clothes are covered in paint. She has
been painting the ceiling.
• Главное в этом времени само действие. Нас не
интересует, закончилось оно или нет, важен сам
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процесс. В приведённом выше примере действие
(окраска потолка) могло быть закончено, а
могло и не быть, не это важно.
• Обычно используется в вопросе или ответе
на вопрос с How long (особенно с действием,
которое длится до сих пор):
How long have you been reading this book?
They’ve been playing tennis since 2 o’clock.

ко

Present Perfect ( Simple)
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The ceiling was white. Now it’s blue. She has
painted the ceiling.
• Здесь важно, что действие закончилось.
Нас больше интересует результат действия, а не
действие само по себе.
• Используется с вопросительными словами
How much, How many или How many times (за
конченное действие) или указывает на коли
чественный результат.
How many pages of that book have you read?
They’ve played tennis three times this week.

Вы
ш

Questions for ex.3c (lesson 4)

1. Как образуется the Present Perfect Continuous
Tense? 2. Как задать вопрос с этим временем? Как
построить отрицательное предложение? 3. Какие
слова обычно используются с этим временем?
4. Когда используется это время?
Questions for ex. 3b (Unit 3, lesson 3)
1. Как образуется the Present Perfect Tense?
2. Как образуется the Present Perfect Continuous
Tense? 3. В чём отличие the Present Perfect Conti
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nuous от the Present Perfect Tense? 4. Какие глаголы
не используются во временах группы Continuous?
Как вы думаете, почему?

UNIT 3
Ìåñòîèìåíèÿ either, neither, none
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Either означает «один из двух»:
Look at these two pullovers. I don’t like either of
them.
Neither означает «ни один из двух представлен
ных»:
I like neither of them. Neither of my brothers can
sing. (I’ve got 2 brothers.)
Как either, так и neither употребляется, когда
речь идёт о двух предметах. Если необходимо ука
зать большее количество, то употребляется any или
none:
You can have either of the two shirts. You can
have any of the three shirts. You can have none of the
three shirts.
–

about 2

either

neither

about more
than two

any

none

Вы
ш
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UNIT 4
Ãåðóíäèé

Герундий – это неличная форма глагола, соеди
няющая в себе свойства существительного и глаго
ла. В русском языке соответствующая форма отсут
ствует. Как и глагол, герундий имеет формы време
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ни и залога и может определяться наречием. Как и
существительное, герундий может выполнять в
предложении функцию подлежащего, части сос
тавного глагольного сказуемого и дополнения, а
также определяться притяжательным или указа
тельным местоимением: Learning English is fun.
Герундий образуется от основы глагола с помощью
cyффикса ing: to write – writing, to read – reading.
1. Герундий в функции подлежащего перево
дится на русский язык именем существительным:
Skating is a favourite sport with young people. – Ка
тание на коньках – любимый вид спорта молодёжи.
Walking or jogging can help you keep fit. – Ходь
ба или бег трусцой может помочь тебе быть в форме.
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2. Герундий как часть сказуемого:
An important part of learning English is watch
ing films and reading books in English.
3. Герундий в функции прямого дополнения пе
реводится неопределённой формой глагола, сущест
вительным или глаголом в личной форме (в функции
сказуемого) в составе придаточного предложения:
He regrets now leaving so early. – Сейчас он
сожалеет, что ушёл так рано.
Герундий употребляется в функции прямого
дополнения после глаголов to enjoy, to need, to
mind, to exuse и т.п.:
He likes inviting friends to his place. – Он любит
приглашать друзей к себе.
This problem needs careful thinking. – Эта проб
лема требует тщательного обдумывания.
После некоторых глаголов с предлогами и на
речиями, а также после некоторых словосочета
ний с предлогами употребляется только герун
дий. Например: to give up, to be afraid of, to be
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famous for, to be fond of, to be interested in, to think
of и др.:
You are thinking of going on holiday, aren’t you? –
Вы подумываете о том, чтобы отправиться в от
пуск, не правда ли?
Questions for ex.2d (lesson 2)
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1. Как образуется герундий? 2. Свойствами ка
ких частей речи он обладает? 3. После каких слов
используется герундий? 4. В каких предложениях
герундий выполняет роль подлежащего? 5. В каких
предложениях герундий выполняет роль сказуемо
го? 6. Как переводится герундий на русский язык?

ая

2. Êðàòêèå ñòðóêòóðû ñîãëàñèÿ / íåñîãëàñèÿ
So do I / Neither do I
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Для выражения согласия в английском языке ис
пользуются структуры so / neither + вспомогатель
ный глагол в нужном грамматическом времени +
подлежащее (обычно в виде личного местоимения).
So используется для выражения согласия с
утвердительным высказыванием:
I enjoy doing weightlifting. – So do I. / So does
she. – Мне нравится заниматься тяжёлой атлетикой. –
Мне тоже. / Ей тоже.
I’ve been to Paris twice. – So have I. – Я был в Па
риже дважды. – Я тоже.

Для выражения согласия с отрицательным вы
сказыванием используется neither:
I didn’t use to do sports as a child. – Neither did I. /
Neither did we. – В детстве мы не занимались спор
том. – Я тоже (не занимался). / Мы тоже (не зани
мались).
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She never drinks coffee in the morning. – Neither
do I. – Она никогда не пьёт кофе по утрам. – Я тоже
(не пью).

UNIT 5

ла

1. Ñòðàäàòåëüíûé çàëîã (Passive Voice)

ш

ая

ш

ко

Значение действительного (Active Voice) и стра
дательного (Passive Voice) залогов в английском
языке совпадает со значением соответствующих за
логов в русском языке. Глагол в действительном
залоге показывает, что действие совершает лицо
или предмет, выраженный подлежащим:
He often asks questions. – Он часто задаёт
вопросы.
I bought this book yesterday. – Я купил эту кни
гу вчера.

Вы
ш

эй

Глагол в страдательном залоге означает, что
действие направлено на предмет или лицо, выра
женное подлежащим:
He is often asked questions.– Ему часто задают
вопросы.
This book was bought yesterday. – Книга была
куплена вчера.
Страдательный залог образуется с помощью гла
гола to be в соответствующей форме + Past Participle
(Participle II или V3) смыслового глагола. Глагол в
страдательном залоге может сопровождаться ука
занием исполнителя действия с предлогом by:
This book was bought by me yesterday. – Книга
была куплена мной вчера.
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Present Simple Passive

Past Simple Passive

ла

am asked
is asked
are asked

I
he (she)
we (you, they)

was asked
were asked

ко

I (he, she)
we (you, they)

will be asked

ая

I (we)
he (she, you, they)

ш

Future Simple Passive

ш

Вопросы

Are piano lessons given here?

Past Simple

Were piano lessons given here?

Future Simple

Will piano lessons be given by
anyone?

Вы
ш

эй

Present Simple

Отрицания

Present Simple

Piano lessons are not given here.

Past Simple

Piano lessons were not given
here.

Future Simple

Piano lessons will not be given
by anyone.
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Questions for ex. 3b (lesson 3)
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1. Who built Pantheon? Who visits it every month?
Почему легко ответить на второй вопрос и трудно
на первый? 2. Почему к картинке B – два предло
жения, а к картинке A – одно? 3. Как называются
выделенные грамматические формы в подписи к
картинке B? 4. Как называется грамматическая
форма, использованная в подписи к картинке A?
5. Какова разница между the Present Simple
Passive и the Past Simple Passive? 6. Как образует
ся the Past Simple Passive? 7. Что для нас важнее в
предложении 1 к картинке B – Пантеон или турис
ты ? Что для нас важнее в предложении 2 к картин
ке B – Пантеон или туристы? 8. О чём говорит нам
предлог ‘by’ в предложении 2 к картинке B: о вре
мени выполнения действия или об исполнителе
действия?

ш

Questions for ex. 2d (lesson 5)

Вы
ш

эй

1. Какие из предложений содержат the Past
Simple Passive? 2. Какое предложение содержит
the Future Simple Passive? 3. Как образуется the
Future Simple Passive? 4. Чем отличается the
Future Simple Passive от the Past Simple Passive и
the Present Simple Passive? 5. Что важнее в предло
жениях – изобретение или изобретатель?
2. Ñóáñòàíòèâèðîâàííûå ÷èñëèòåëüíûå

Числительные hundred, thousand, million не
принимают окончание множественного числа s:
когда перед ними стоит числительное two, three и
т.д.: two hundred; twenty thousand; forty six mil
lion.
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UNIT 7

ла

Однако указанные числительные (hundred, thou
sand, million) принимают окончание s, когда они вы
ражают неопределённое количество сотен, тысяч,
миллионов. В этом случае они превращаются в суще
ствительные и после них употребляется существи
тельное с предлогом ‘of’: thousands of people, – тыся
чи людей, hundreds of students – сотни студентов.

1. Àðòèêëè (Articles)

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. Определённый артикль употребляется:
– с названиями театров, музеев, картинных га
лерей, кинотеатров, концертных залов, отелей,
уникальных произведений искусства, книг и газет:
The Tate Gallery, the Bolshoi Theatre, the
Hermitage, The Opera House, The Bible, the Mona
Liza, The Times, The Guardian (без артикля – газе
та Today и иностранные газеты и журналы
Komsomolskaya Pravda);
– с названиями большинства политических и
государственных учреждений: The Kremlin, The
House of Lords, the Houses of Parliament, the
Army;
– с названиями, в которых есть предлог ‘of’: The
University of London (сравни: London University);
– с названиями, состоящими из существитель
ного или прилагательного в сочетании с другим су
ществительным: The Empire State Building, The
White House;
– с названиями спортивных событий: The
Olympic Games, the World Cup.
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2. Артикль не употребляется:
– с названиями, состоящими из имени собствен
ного или сочетания имени собственного с другим су
ществительным: McDonald’s, St. Paul’s Cathedral,
Buckingham Palace, Cambridge University, Waterloo
Station;
– с названиями аэропортов, станций и мостов,
большинства улиц, проспектов, дорог, парков,
площадей: Tower Bridge, Heathrow, Trafalgar
Square, Fleet Street, Gorky Park;
– с назаниями видов спорта в большинстве слу
чаев: to play tennis;
– c названиями компаний: British Airways (ес
ли в названии присутствует слово ‘company’, ар
тикль возможен).
2. Âûðàæåíèå äåéñòâèé â áóäóùåì âðåìåíè

эй

ш

Способы выражения будущего времени:
1. Future Simple, если решение принимается во
время разговора:
I’ll do it later. – Я сделаю это потом.

Вы
ш

2. Конструкция be going to в значении «собира
ться»:
I am going to do it later. – Я собираюсь сделать
это позже.

3. Present Simple, если событие – часть какого
либо расписания:
What time does your plane leave? – Во сколько
вылетает ваш/твой самолёт?
4. Present Continuous, если речь идёт о действии,
запланированном на ближайшее будущее:
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Questions for ex. 4a (lesson 1)
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What are you doing this evening? – Какие у тебя
планы на сегодня? Что ты делаешь сегодня вечером?
We are going to the Zoo next Saturday. – В следу
ющую субботу мы идём в зоопарк.
I am leaving tomorrow morning. – Я уезжаю
завтра утром.

ш

ая

ш

ко

1. О чём говорится в предложениях – о прош
лом, настоящем или будущем? Какие выражения
подсказывают нам, что речь идёт о будущем? 2. По
чему путешественник уверен, что он уезжает через
какое то время? 3. Откуда работник аэропорта зна
ет, когда вылетает самолёт? 4. Какие предложения
говорят нам о фиксированном плане? Какие пред
ложения говорят нам о событии из расписания?
5. Какие времена используются в обоих случаях?
6. Какие времена используются в аналогичных си
туациях в родном языке?

эй

Questions for ex. 2 (lesson 4)

Вы
ш

1. О чём говорится в предложениях – о прош
лом, настоящем или будущем? 2. В каком из этих
предложений говорится: а) о расписании; б) о наме
рениях или о решении, принятом ещё до беседы;
в) о решении, принятом во время беседы; г) об обе
щании; д) о предсказании; е) о фиксированном пла
не? 3. Какие грамматические структуры использо
ваны в каждом случае? 4. Сформулируйте правила:
в каких случаях для описания будущих действий
или событий используется the Present Simple
Tense, в каких – the Present Continuous Tense, в
каких – ‘to be going to’ с инфинитивом, а в каких –
the Future Simple Tense (will + инфинитив).
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Questions for ex. 4a (lesson 4)
1. В каком из предложений говорится о настоя
щем, в каком – о будущем? 2. Что помогает понять,
что мы говорим о будущем?

ла

UNIT 8

ко

Ñëîæíîïîä÷èí¸ííûå ïðåäëîæåíèÿ
ñ ïðèäàòî÷íûìè âðåìåíè è óñëîâèÿ

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

ш

1. Придаточные предложения времени (adver
bial clauses of time) соединяются с главным предло
жением союзами when, as soon as, after, before,
until. Когда мы говорим о будущем, в главном
предложении сложноподчинённого предложения
используется будущее время. Придаточное предло
жение относится к будущему времени, но в англий
ском языке в нём используется настоящее простое
время (Present Simple):
When our guests arrive, we’ll eat. As soon as I
have some news, I’ll phone you. I'll do my work after
I have a bath. I’ll speak to you again before I leave.
We’ll stay here until the rain stops.
cоюз + Present Simple, will + инфинитив
(без частицы to)

2. Придаточные предложения условия могут
использоваться для выражения возможных усло
вий и вероятных результатов в будущем:
If they give me some money, I’ll buy this book.
You’ll get wet if you don’t take an umbrella.
Условие, содержащееся в условном придаточ
ном предложении, рассматривается говорящим
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как реально предполагаемый факт, относящийся к
будущему времени:
If the weather is nice, we’ll go for a walk. – Если
погода будет хорошая, мы пойдём на прогулку.
Как и в придаточных предложениях времени,
так и в придаточных условия для выражения буду
щего времени используется не будущее, а настоя
щее время.

ко

if + Present Simple, will + infinitive
(без частицы to)

ш

ая

ш

Условное придаточное предложение может сто
ять либо перед, либо после главного предложения.
Если условное придаточное предложение стоит пе
ред главным предложением, то после него ставится
запятая:
If I work hard, I’ll pass my exams. I’ll pass my
exams if I work hard.

Вы
ш

эй

ВНИМАНИЕ! If означает возможность того, что
что либо произойдёт; when выражает то, что, по мне
нию говорящего, должно обязательно произойти:
If I find your book, I’ll send it to you. – Если я
найду вашу книгу, я пошлю её вам.
When I get home, I’ll have a bath. – Когда я
приду домой, я приму ванну.
Questions for ex.3 (lesson 1)

1. О чём говорится в предложениях – о прош
лом, настоящем или будущем? 2. Из скольких час
тей состоят эти сложные предложения? 3. Какая из
частей является придаточным предложением усло
вия или времени? Какая – главным предложени
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ем? 4. Какой союз используется в придаточных
времени, какой – в придаточных условия? 5. Ка
кие глагольные формы используются в главных и
придаточных предложениях? 6. Какой знак препи
нания использован в предложениях?

ла

UNIT 9
ÌÎÄÀËÜÍÛÅ ÃËÀÃÎËÛ (MODALS)

ко

1. Ãëàãîë can (could)

эй

ш

ая

ш

Этот модальный глагол имеет две формы: сan
для настоящего времени и could для прошедшего.
Глагол сan употребляется для выражения возмож
ности или способности выполнить действие. В этом
значении сan переводится «мочь», «уметь». Для
передачи этого значения по отношению к будуще
му употребляется сочетание to be able (to):
She couldn’t speak English when she was ten. Now
she can speak English and French.
If she works hard, she’ll be able to speak more
than two languages in the future.

Вы
ш

2. Ñî÷åòàíèå to be able to

Сочетание to be able + инфинитив с частицей to
является синонимом модального глагола can (см.
пункт 1) для выражения возможности или способ
ности совершения действия во всех временах.

ВНИМАНИЕ! Глаголы can и could не требуют
вспомогательных глаголов при образовании отри
цательных и вопросительных форм. Они употреб
ляются без частицы to. Сочетание to be able to
требует использования вспомогательных глаголов
при образовании отрицательных и вопроситель
ных форм.
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PRESENT: can, be able to

?

Can he play the piano?
Is he able to play the piano?
Am I able …?
Are you able…?
Is he able…?
Are you able …?
Are they able …?

–

He can’t (can not) play the piano.
He isn’t able to play the piano.
I’m not able …
You aren’t able …
He isn’t able …
We aren’t able…
They aren’t able …

Вы
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+

He can play the piano.
He is able to play the piano.
I am able (I’m able) …
You are able(you’re able) …
He (she, it) is able (he’s able)…
We are able (we’re able) …
They are able (they’re able) …

PAST: could, be able to

+

He could speak English at the age of six.
He was able to speak English at the age of six.
He (she, it, I) was able to…
We (you, they) were able to…

?

Could he speak English at the age of six?
Was he able to speak English at the age of six?
Was he (she, it, I) able to …?
Were they (we, you) able to …?
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–

He couldn’t (could not) speak English at the
age of six.
He wasn’t able to play the piano at the age of
six
He (she, it, I) was not (wasn’t able) to …
We (you, they) were not (weren’t able) to
FUTURE: be able to

They (I, you, we, he, she, it) will be able (’ll be
able) to translate poems.

?

Will they (I, you, we, he, she, it) be able to
translate poems?

–

They (I, he, she, it, you, we) will not (won’t)
be able to translate poems.

ая

ш

ко

+

ш

Questions for ex. 3. (lessоn 1)

Вы
ш

эй

1. В каких из этих предложений говорится о
прошлом, в каких – о настоящем? 2. Какие модаль
ные глаголы использованы в предложениях?
3. В каких предложениях говорится о способности
(ability), в каких – о возможности (possibility) со
вершить действие? 4. Как образовать отрицатель
ную форму от could?
3. Ãëàãîë must

Глагол must:
1. Выражает долженствование, необходимость
произвести действие в настоящем или будущем
времени:
I must go. – Я должен идти.
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2. В отрицательном предложении передаёт зна
чение запрещения:
You mustn’t do it. – Нельзя этого делать.

ла

3. Употребляется для обозначения настоятель
ного совета, рекомендации:
You must come and see my new flat. – Ты должен
придти посмотреть нашу новую квартиру.

ш

ко

Глагол must не используется в прошедшем вре
мени. Значение необходимости по отношению к
прошлому передаётся глаголом had to (глагол have
to в форме прошедшего времени).
4. Ãëàãîë have to

эй

ш

ая

Модальный глагол have (to) употребляется для
выражения необходимости совершить действие в си
лу определённых обстоятельств. В этом случае have
(to) соответствует русскому «придется, пришлось»:
It was very dark and we had to stay at home. – Бы
ло очень темно, и нам пришлось остаться дома.

Вы
ш

Модальный глагол to have (to) образует отрица
тельную и вопросительную формы с помощью
вспомогательного глагола to do:
I don’t have to stay here. – Мне не нужно здесь
оставаться.
Did you have to stay here? – Тебе пришлось там
остаться?
5. Ãëàãîë should

Модальный глагол should в основном употреб
ляется для выражения совета, рекомендации:
You should see a doctor. – Вам следует показать
ся врачу.
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Отличие глагола should от must и have to состо
ит в том, что совет или пожелание, выраженное
should, не требует обязательного выполнения (вам
«следует» что то делать, а не вы «обязательно
должны» это сделать).

ла

Questions for ex. 6 (lesson 3)
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1. Какие модальные глаголы использованы в
упражнениях 3, 4 и 5? 2. Как они различаются по
форме? 3. Как задать вопрос с каждым из этих гла
голов? Как построить отрицание? 4. Как эти
глаголы различаются по значению? Какой из них
мы используем, когда говорим о правилах или за
конах? Какой глагол выражает необходимость или
вынужденность? С помощью какого глагола мы да
ём советы или рекомендации?
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appearance [prns] (n.) внешность, внешний вид
a bit [bt] (adv.) немного
blond [blnd] (n., adj) блондин; белокурый
character [kærkt] (n.) характер; персонаж
compliment [kmplmnt] (n.) комплимент
curly [kl] (adj.) вьющийся; кудрявый
fat [fæt] (adj.) толстый; жирный
fit [ft] (adj.) в хорошей форме; здоровый, бодрый
freckle [frekl] (n.) веснушка
goodlooking [ dl k ] (adj.) привлекательный, красивый
handsome [hænsm] (adj.) красивый (чаще о мужчине)
look [l k] (v.) выглядеть
look like [l k lak] (v.phr.) быть похожим (на)
lovely [l vl] (adj.) красивый, привлекательный; восхити
тельный
pale [pel] (adj.) бледный
ponytail [p n tel] (n.) причёска «конский хвост»
pretty [prt] (adj.) привлекательный; миловидный
shoulderlength [  ldle ] (adj.) длиной до плеч
skin [skn] (n.) кожа
slightly [slatl] (adv.) слегка, немного
straight [stret] (adj.) прямой, невьющийся
used to [just t] иметь обыкновение (делать чтол. раньше)
wavy [wev] (adj.) волнистый (о волосах)

UNIT 2

baggy [bæ ] (adj.) мешковатый
belt [belt] (n.) пояс, ремень
checked [tekt] (adj.) клетчатый (о ткани)
chemist’s [kemsts] (n.) аптека
department store [dptmnt st] (n.) универмаг
enough [n f] (adv.) достаточно, довольно
for [f] (prep.) в течение
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money [m n] (n.) деньги
model [mdl] (n.) модель, манекенщица
newsagent’s [njuz ednts] (n.) газетный киоск
oldfashioned [  ldfænd] (adj.) старомодный
shopping list [p lst] (n.) список покупок
since [sns] (prep.) с тех пор как
size [saz] (n.) размер
smart [smt] (adj.) нарядный
striped [strapt] (adj.) полосатый; в полоску (о ткани)
tie [ta] (n.) галстук
tight [tat] (adj.) тесный, узкий
trainers [trenz] (n.) кроссовки
try on [ tran] (v.) примерять

ш

UNIT 3

Вы
ш

эй
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advice [dvas] (n.) совет
be there for [e f] быть рядом, поддерживать
call (smb) names [klnemz] оскорблять, обзывать (кого л.)
couch potato [ ka t ptet ] (n.) лежебока
fall out [flat] (v.) ссориться (с кемл.)
friendship [frendp] (n.) дружба
get on [ etn] with (v.) ладить, дружить с (кемл.)
hardworking [hdwk ] (adj.) трудолюбивый
have smth in common [hæv s m n kmn] (v. phr.) иметь
что то общее
honest [nst] (adj.) честный
kindhearted [ kandhtd] (adj.) добрый
neither [na] (pron.) ни один (из двух)
nosy [n z] (adj.) любопытный
serious [srs] (adj.) серьёзный
share [e)] (v.) делить, делиться
shy [a] (adj.) застенчивый
talkative [tktv] (adj.) разговорчивый, болтливый

UNIT 4
athletics [æletks] (n.) лёгкая атлетика
boxing [bks ] (n.) бокс
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champion [tæmpn] (n.) чемпион
championship [tæmpnp] (n.) чемпионат
compete [kmpit] (v.) соревноваться
competition [ kmptn] (n.) соревнование
competitive [kmpettv] (adj.) соперничающий; соревную
щийся
give up [ v p] (v.) отказываться, прекращать
gymnastics [dmnæstks] (n.) гимнастика
jogging [d  ] (n.) бег трусцой
karate [krt] (n.) карате
keep fit [kipft] (v.) поддерживать хорошую физическую форму
lose [luz] (v.) терять, проигрывать
professional [prfenl] (adj.) профессиональный
record [rekd] (n.) рекорд
soccer [sk] (n.) футбол (амер.)
team [tim] (n.) команда
the Olympic games [lmpk emz] (n.) Олимпийские игры
weightlifting [ wetlft ] (n.) тяжёлая атлетика
win [wn] (v.) побеждать, выигрывать
yoga [j ] (n.) йога

эй

UNIT 5

Вы
ш

alive [lav] (adj.) живой
ancient [ennt] (adj.) древний
archaeologist [ kldst] (n.) археолог
bury [ber] (v.) погребать, хоронить
deep [dip] (adj) глубокий
die [da] (v) умирать
die out [daa t] (v) вымирать
feed [fid] (v) кормить, вскармливать
found [fa nd] (v) основывать
grave [ rev] (n) могила, погребение
huge [hjud] (adj) огромный
invent [nvent] (v) изобретать
invention [nvenn] (n) изобретение
monument [mnjmnt] (n) памятник, монумент
settle [setl] (v.) обосноваться; осесть, поселиться
skeleton [skeltn] (n) скелет
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treasure [tre] (n) сокровище
Viking [vak ] (n) викинг
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attractive [træktv] (adj) симпатичный, привлекательный
balcony [bælkn] (n) балкон
bank [bæ k] (n) банк
be mentioned [mennd] (v. phr.) быть упомянутым
be situated [st etd] (v. phr.) быть расположенным
block of flats [blkv flæts] (n. phr.) многоквартирный дом
car park [k pk] (n. phr.) автостоянка
cathedral [kidrl] (n) собор
chimney [tmn] (n) труба, дымоход
convenient [knvinnt] (adj.) удобный; близкий, находящий
ся под рукой
cottage [ktd] (n.) загородный дом, коттедж
exhibition centre [ eksbn sent] (n. phr.) выставочный центр
fence [fens] (n.) забор
fitness centre [ftnssent] (n.) фитнес центр
garage [ ær] (n.) гараж
hardworking [hd wk ] (adj.) трудолюбивый
highrise [haraz] (adj.) высотный
hospitable [hsptbl] (adj.) гостеприимный
hotel [h tel] (n.) гостиница, отель
picturesque [ pktresk] (adj.) живописный
place of interest [plesvntrst] (n. phr.) достопримечатель
ность
river bank [rivbæ k] (n. phr.) берег реки
roof [ruf] (n.) крыша
sight [sat] (n.) вид, зрелище; достопримечательность
skyscraper [ska skrep] (n.) небоскрёб
suffer [s f] (v.) страдать
survive [svav] (v.) выживать
town hall [ta nhl] (n. phr.) здание муниципалитета
twostoreyed [tustrd] (adj.) двухэтажный
underground [ nd ra nd] (n.) метро
visitor [vzt] (n.) посетитель
worth [w] (visiting) (adj.) стоящий, достойный (посещения)
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aisle seat [alsit] (n. phr.) место у прохода
arrive [rav] (v.) прибывать
be surrounded [srandd] (by) (v. phr.) быть окружённым
book [b k] (a ticket) (v.) зарезервировать, заказать (билет)
business trip [bznstrp] (n. phr.) командировка
busy [bz] (adj.) деятельный, занятой
catch [kæt] (v.) успеть, поймать
check in [tekn] (phr. v.) регистрироваться
coach [k t] (n.) автобус междугородного сообщения
flight [flat] (n.) полёт, перелёт, рейс
get on (off) [ etn (f)] (phr. v.) сесть (в автобус) выйти (из ав
тобуса)
government [ vnmnt] (n.) правительство
guide [ ad] (n.) гид, экскурсовод
guided tour [ addt ] (n. phr.) экскурсия
journey [dn] (n.) путешествие, поездка
landmark [lænd mk] (n.) заметный объект местности, ориен
тир; достопримечательность
leave [liv] (v.) покидать, уезжать, oставлять
local [l kl] (adj.) местный
luggage [l d] (n.) багаж
miss [ms] (v.) упустить, пропустить; не заметить; не услы
шать
time
[ntam] (n. phr.) вовремя
on
parliament [plmnt] (n.) парламент
passenger [pæsnd] (n.) пассажир
public [p blk] (adj.) публичный, общественный
stay [ste] (v.) оставаться; останавливаться
take [tek] (v.) занимать (время)
ticket [tkt] (n.) билет
tour [t ] (n.) путешествие, поездка, турне; тур, экскурсия
window seat [wnd st] (n. phr.) место у окна

UNIT 8
beach [bit] (n.) пляж
cattle [kætl] (n.) крупный рогатый скот
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central [sentrl] (adj.) центральный
climate [klamt] (n.) климат
coast [k st] (n.) морское побережье
cute [kjut] (adj.) привлекательный, притягательный, преле
стный
divide [dvad] (v.) разделять, делить
flat [flæt] (adj.) плоский
get seasick [ etsisk] (airsick) (v. phr.) страдать морской (воз
душной) болезнью
gorgeous [ ds] (adj.) великолепный, прекрасный
holy [hl] (adj.) священный
land [lænd] (n.) земля
landscape [lændskep] (n.) ландшафт, пейзаж
marine [mrin] (adj.) морской
mild [mald] (adj.) мягкий
mineral [mnrl] (n.) минерал
mining [man ] (n.) горная промышленность; разработка
месторождения; добыча полезных ископаемых
oil [l] (n.) нефть
production [prd kn] (n.) производство, получение; изготов
ление; добыча; выработка
rock [rk] (n.) скала
scared [sked] (adj.) испуганный
shore [] (n.) побережье; берег (моря, озера, океана, но не реки)
sky [ska] (n.) небо
star [st] (n.) звезда
state [stet] (n.) штат
territory [tertr] (n.) территория (административная еди
ница)
wheat [wit] (n.) пшеница
wool [w l] (n.) шерсть

UNIT 9

after [ft] (prep.) после, за (указывает на следование во вре
мени); через, спустя (указывает на промежуток време
ни)
again [ en] (adv.) опять, снова
age [ed] (n.) возраст
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aloud [la d] (adv.) вслух
attend [tend] (v.) посещать, присутствовать
be able [ebl] (v. phr.) быть способным, мочь, быть в состоя
нии (делать чтол.)
before [bf] (prep. adv.) перед, до; раньше
borrow [br] (v.) занимать, брать на время, заимствовать
by heart [baht] (adv.) наизусть
careful [kef l] (adj.) осторожный; старательный; внима
тельный, тщательный
careless [kels] (adj.) небрежный; невнимательный; неосто
рожный
challenge [tælnd] (n.) вызов; сложная задача, проблема,
испытание
composition [ kmpzn] (n.) сочинение
cover [k v] (n.) обложка, переплёт; одна сторона обложки;
обёртка
dictionary [dknr] (n.) словарь
during [dj r ] (prep.) во время, в течение
grownup [ r n p] (n.) взрослый (человек)
helpful [helpf l] (adj.) полезный
helpless [helpls] (adj.) беспомощный
important [mptnt] (adj.) важный
in case [nkes] (в случае) если
project [prdekt] (n.) проект
recite [rsat] (v.) декламировать, выступать, читать вслух
regularly [re j ll] (adv.) регулярно
return [rtn] (v.) возвращать
study [st d] (v.) заниматься, учиться, готовиться
teenager [tin ed] (n.) подросток
translate [trænslet] (v.) переводить
unimportant [ nmptnt] (adj.) неважный
until [ntl] (prep., conj.) до; (до тех пор) пока (не)
use [juz] (v.) использовать
useful [jusf l] (adj.) полезный, пригодный
useless [jusls] (adj.) бесполезный; никуда не годный
without [wa t] (prep.) без
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Aboriginal [ æbrdnl] исконный, коренной; местный, ту
земный
Antarctica [æntktk] Антарктика
Armenian [minn] армянский язык
Artemis [tms] Артемида, древнегреческая богиня охоты
Athens [ænz] Афины
Australia [strel] Австралия
Baker Street [bekstrit] Бейкер Стрит, улица, на которой
якобы жил Шерлок Холмс и где сейчас находится его
музей
Beijing [bed ] Пекин
Big Ben [b ben] «Биг Бен», башня здания парламента в Лондо
не, названная по имени колокола, установленного на ней
Bill Bryson [blbrasn] Бил Брайсон, автор юмористических
книг о путешествиях
British Airways [brtewez] «Бритиш Эруэйз», крупней
шая авиакомпания Великобритании
Buckingham Palace [b k m pæls] Букингемский дворец,
королевская резиденция в Лондоне
Cairo [kar ] Каир, столица Египта
Capitoline [kæpt lan] Капитолийский холм, один из семи
холмов, на которых стоит Рим
Celts [kelts] кельты, народ, заселявший территорию конти
нентальной Европы и Великобритании в древности от
1200 г. до н.э. до начала нашей эры
Cinderella [sndrel] Золушка
Davis Cup [devs k p] Кубок Дэвиса (командные соревнования
по теннису)
Denmark [denmk ] Дания
Dutch [d t] голландский
Egypt [idpt] Египет
Egyptians [dpnz ] египтяне
Ephesus [efss] Эфес, древний город на территории совре
менной Турции
Forum Magnum [frmmæ nm] Форум Магнум (Великий
Форум)
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Forum Romanum [frmr mnm] Форум Романум (Рим
ский Форум)
Giza [ iz] Гиза, название места в Древнем Египте, где были
построены пирамиды
Great Pyramid [ retprmd] пирамида Хеопса, Великая пи
рамида
Greece [ ris] Греция
Greek [ rik] греческий
Hadrian [hedrn] Адриан, римский император (76–138 н.э)
Hebrew [hibru] иврит
Helios [hels] Гелиос, древнегреческий бог Солнца
Hungary [h
r] Венгрия
Hyde Park [hadpk] Гайд Парк, парк в центре Лондона
Iraq [rk] Ирак, государство на Ближнем Востоке
Ireland [alnd] Ирландия
Italy [tl] Италия
James Cook [demzk k] Джеймс Кук (1728–1779), британ
ский мореплаватель и картограф
King Mausolus [k mezls] Царь Мавзол, правитель Карии
(377–353 до н.э.)
Latin [lætn] латынь, латинский язык
Lithuania [ lj en] Литва
Madame Tussaud’s Museum [mædmtsdzmjuzim] Музей
мадам Тюссо (лондонский музей восковых фигур)
Marylbone Road [mærlb n r d] Мэрилбоун Роуд, улица в
Лондоне, на которой находится Музей мадам Тюссо
Melbourne [melbn] Мельбурн, один из крупнейших городов
Австралии
Montreal [ mntrl] Монреаль, город в Канаде
Nelson’s Column [nelsnz klm] обелиск, посвящённый побе
де адмирала Нельсона в битве при Трафальгаре
New Zealand [njuzilnd] Новая Зеландия
Norway [nwe] Норвегия
Palatine [pæltan] Палатин, один из семи холмов, на кото
рых стоит Рим
Pantheon [pænn] Пантеон, «храм всех богов» в Древнем
Риме
Pharos [fers] Фарос, остров в Средиземном море, на кото
ром стоял маяк – одно из семи чудес света
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Piccadilly Circus [ pkdlsks] площадь Пиккадилли в Лон
доне
Remus [rims] Рем, один из братьев основателей Рима
Roald Dahl [r lddl] британский писатель Роалд Дал (1916 –
1990), автор таких детских книг, как «Чарли и Шоко
ладная фабрика», «Матильда» и др.
Romans [rmnz] древние римляне
Rome [r m] Рим
Romulus [rmj ls] Ромул, один из братьев основателей Рима
Saxons [sæksnz] саксы, германские племена, заселившие
Британию после V в. нашей эры
Scandinavia [skændnev] Скандинавия, регион в Северной
Европе, включающий Данию, Швецию, Норвегию и Фин
ляндию
Sherlock Holmes [lkh mz] Шерлок Холмс, вымышлен
ный Артуром Конан Дойлем сыщик
Sir Christopher Wren [skrstfren] архитектор Кристофер
Рен, автор собора cвятого Павла в Лондоне
Sphinx [sf ks] сфинкс, фантастическая статуя с телом льва и
головой человека
St. Nicholas [sntnkls ] святой Николай
St. Paul’s Cathedral [sntplzk idrl] собор святого Павла
Sweden [swidn] Швеция
Tasmania [tæzmen] Тасмания, остров у побережья Австра
лии
Terra Australis Incognita [terstrlznk nt] Земля Юж
ная Неведомая – древнее название ещё не открытых тог
да Австралии и Антарктиды
(The) Ayers Rock, Uluru [ez rk], [ ulru] Улуру, или
Айерс Рок, скала в центре Австралии
(The) Colossus of Rhodes [klssvr dz] Колосс родосский,
одно из семи чудес света
The Dnieper [dnip] река Днепр
The Grand Duchy of Lithuania [ rændd tvlj en] Ве
ликое Княжество Литовское; государство, существовав
шее в XIV–XVI вв. на территории современной Белару
си, Литвы, Украины и России
The Great Bareer Reef [ retbrrif] Большой Барьерный
риф
The Great Fire of London [ retfa(r)l ndn] Великий лон
донский пожар
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The Hanging Gardens of Babylon [hæ   dnzvbæbln]
висячие сады Семирамиды в Древнем Вавилоне
The Holy Spirit Cathedral [h lsprtkidrl] Святодухов
собор в Минске
The Houses of Parliament [ha szvplmnt ] здание Пар
ламента в Лондоне
The Lighthouse of Alexandria [lat ha svæl zndr] маяк
в Александрии, одно из семи чудес света
The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus [mslimt hælknæss]
Мавзолей в Галикарнасе, одно из семи чудес света
The Palace of Westminster [pælsvwest mnst] Вестмин
стерский дворец
The Roman Empire [r mnempa] Римская империя
The Seven Wonders of the World [ sevnw ndzvwld]
семь чудес света, наиболее прославленные достоприме
чательности
The Southern Cross [s n krs] Южный крест, созвездие
Южного полушария
The Statue of Zeus [stætjuvzjus] статуя Зевса, древнегре
ческого верховного бога
The Temple of Artemis [templvtms] храм Артемиды
The Thames [temz] река Темза
The Tower of London [ta rvl ndn] Тауэр, старинная кре
пость в Лондоне
The World War II [sekndwld w] вторая мировая война
Thebes [ibz] Фивы, древняя столица Египта
Tower Bridge [ta  brd] Тауэрский мост
Trafalgar Square [trfæl  skwe] Трафальгарская площадь в
Лондоне
Turkey [tk] Турция
Turkish [tk] турецкий
Tutankhamen [ t tnhmn] Тутанхамон, древнеегипетский
фараон
Valley of the Kings [vælvk z] Долина Царей, область в
Древнем Египте, где расположены захоронения фараонов
Wales [welz] Уэльс
Walter Burley Griffin [ wltbl rfn] Уолтер Бёрли Гриф
фин, архитектор
Westminster Abbey [west mnstæb] Вестминстерское аббат
ство
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AD (Anno Domini) – нашей эры
adj. (adjective) – прилагательное
adv. (adverb) – наречие
BC (Before Christ) – до нашей эры
сonj. (conjunction) – союз
GDL (Great Duchy of Lithuania) – Великое Княжество Литов
ское
IIHF (International Ice Hockey Federation) – Международная
федерация хоккея
IQ (intelligence quotient) – коэффициент умственного разви
тия
km (kilometres) – километры
m (metres) – метры
mln (million) – миллион
n (noun) – существительное
n. phr. (noun phrase) – номинативная фраза
NASCAR (National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing) –
Национальная ассоциация гонок серийных автомобилей
NBA – National Basketball Association – Национальная бас
кетбольная ассоциация
prep. (preposition) – предлог
smb (somebody) – кто либо
smth (something) – что либо
sq km (square kilometres) – квадратные километры
St (saint) – святой
UK (The United Kingdom) – Объединённое Королевство Ве
ликобритании
US (The United States) – Соединённые Штаты (Америки)
USA (The United States of America) – Соединённые Штаты
Америки, США
v. (verb) – глагол
v.phr ( verbal phrase) – глагольная фраза
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ability [blt] (n.) способ
ность
actually [ækt l] (adv.) фак
тически, на самом деле
allow [la ] (v.) разрешать,
позволять
also [ls ] (adv.) тоже, так
же
amazing [mez ] (adj.) изу
мительный, поразитель
ный, удивительный
among [m ] (prep.) между,
посреди; среди, из числа
apology [pld] (n.) изви
нение
attentively [tentvl] (adv.)
внимательно
away [we] (adv.) далеко;
прочь
awhile [wal] (adv.) на ко
роткое время, ненадолго

birdofparadise
[ bdvpærdas] (n.) рай
ская птица
blood [bl d] (n.) кровь
body [bd] (n.) тело
bone [b n] (n.) кость
break apart [brekpt] (v.
phr.) распадаться
brumby [br mb] (n.) необъ
езженная лошадь
bucket [b kt] (n.) ведро
bushwalking [b  wk ] (n.)
прогулки в австралий
ском буше; пробивание
дороги в зарослях
button [b t()n] (n.) кнопка
(прибора)

ш

A

B

ball [bl] (n.) бал; мяч
ballpoint pen [ blpnt pen]
(n.) шариковая ручка
be born [bn] (v. phr.) ро
диться
be held [held] (v. phr.) прово
диться
bell [bel] (n.) колокол
belong [bl ] (to) (v.) при
надлежать (к)

Ñ
carefully [kef l] (adv.) осто
рожно, внимательно
change [tend] (v.) менять,
изменять
changeable [tendbl] (adj.)
непостоянный, перемен
чивый
clock [klk] (n.) часы (на
стенные)
close [kl s] (adv.) близко
cloth [kl] (n.) ткань, кусок
ткани
coincidence [k nsdns] (n.)
совпадение
collect [klekt] (v.) забирать
(из школы)
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depend [dpend] (v.) зависеть
(от)
describe [dskrab] (v.) описы
вать
design [dzan] (v.) планиро
вать; проектировать; кон
струировать
develop [dvelp] (v.) разви
вать
devil [devl] (n.) дьявол
different [dfrnt] (adj.) раз
ный; другой
discover [dsk v] (v.) от
крывать, обнаруживать
dozen [d zn] (n.) дюжина;
множество

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

colourful [k lf()l] (adj.) яр
кий, красочный
come alive [k mlav] (v.
phr.) оживать
conclusion [knklun] (n.)
заключение
condition [kndn] (n.) усло
вие
construction [knstr kn] (n.)
конструкция, здание, со
оружение
continue [kntnju] (v.) про
должать
coronation [kr nen] (n.)
коронация
countryside [k ntrsad] (n.)
сельская местность
cover [k v] (v.) покрывать,
накрывать
crisp [krsp] (adj.) свежий,
бодрящий, морозный (о
воздухе, погоде и т.п.)
crown [kra n] (n., v.) корона;
короновать
cub [k b] (n.) детёныш (вол
ка, льва и т. п. )
curl [kl] (n.) локон, завиток

D

decide [dsad] решать
deep [dip] (adj.) глубокий
definitely [defntl] (adv.)
определённо
department [dptmnt] (n.)
отдел
departure [dpt] (n.) отбы
тие, отъезд
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E

entertainment [ enttenmnt]
(n.) развлечение
essay [ese] (n.) этюд, эскиз;
очерк, рассказ, эссе; рефе
рат
event [vent] (n.) событие
exactly [ zæk(t)l] (adv.)
точно
excavate [ekskvet] (v.) отка
пывать; извлекать
explanatory dictionary
[ksplæntrdknr] (n. phr.)
толковый (не переводной)
словарь
eyecatching [a kæt ] (adj.)
привлекательный

F
facility [fslt] (n.) соору
жение, приспособление
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halfway [ hfwe] (adv.) на
полпути
happen [hæpn] (v.) случаться
headline [hedlan] (n.) заголо
вок (газетный)
heavy [hev] (adj.) тяжёлый
hide [hd] (v.) (hid, hidden)
прятать
hill [hl] (n.) холм
hindsight [han(d) sat] (n.)
оценка прошедших собы
тий
homely [h ml] (adj.) до
машний, уютный
host [h st] (n.) хозяин; при
нимающая сторона
hunt [h nt] (v.) охотиться
hurling [hl ] (n.) ирланд
ский хоккей на траве

эй

G

ш

ая

factory [fæktr] (n.) фабри
ка, завод
fade [fed] (v.) вянуть
fairytale [fertel] (n.) сказка
fall ill [fll] (v. phr.) заболе
вать
fall in love [flnl v] (with)
(v. phr.) влюбиться (в)
feather [fe] (n.) перо
(птицы)
figure [f ] (n.) фигура;
внешний вид
finding [fand ] (n.) находка
fire [fa] (n.) огонь, костёр
focus [f ks] (v.) сосредото
чивать (внимание)
fool [ful] (v.) обманывать
foot [f t] (n.) (pl. feet)
фут (футы), мера длины
(= 30,48 см)
freely [fril] (adv.) свободно

Вы
ш

get lost [ etlst] (v. phr.) за
блудиться, потеряться
gift [ ft] (n.) подарок, дар
goal [  l] (n) цель
graduate [ ræd et] (v.) (from)
заканчивать (универси
тет)
greyhound [ re ha nd] (n.)
борзая (порода собак)
group [ rup] (n.) группа
guidebook [ adb k] (n.) пу
теводитель
gymnasium [dmnezm] (n.)
спортивный зал

I
icon [akn] (n.) икона; сим
вол, кумир
idol [adl] (n.) идол, кумир
imagination [ mædnen] (n.)
воображение
in order [nd] (n. phr.) (для
того) чтобы
include [nklud] (v.) вклю
чать в состав, содержать
introduce [ ntrdjus] (v.)
представлять, знакомить
introduction (n.) [ ntrd kn]
вступление
involve [nvlv] (v.) включать
в себя; подразумевать
ivory [avr] (n.) слоновая
кость
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J
jewel [dul] (n.) драгоцен
ный камень
jewellery [dulr] (n.) драго
ценности; ювелирные из
делия
judge [d d] (v.) судить

marry [mær] (v.) жениться,
выходить замуж
marsupial [msupl] (n.)
сумчатое животное
mind [mand] (n.) ум; разум;
умственные способности
mood [mud] (n.) настроение

ла

N

K

ко

nearby [ nba] (adv.) рядом,
поблизости
neighbourhood
[nebh d]
(n.) окрестности, округ,
район
number [n mb] (n.) количе
ство; номер

ш

keep one’s word [kipw nzwd]
(v. phr.) сдержать слово
kill [kl] (v.) убивать
king [k ] (n.) король

L

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

leaflet [liflt] (n.) листовка;
тонкая брошюра
let go off [let  f] (v. phr.)
отпустить
lifesize [lafsaz] (adj.) в нату
ральную величину (о порт
рете, статуе и т.п.)
light [lat] (n.) свет
like [lak] (adj., conj.) подоб
ный, похожий; как будто
list [lst] (v.) перечислять,
вносить в список
locate [l ket] (v.) располо
жить, разместить
look out on [l ka tn] (phr. v.)
выходить (окнами) на

M
make notes [mekn ts] (v.
phr.) делать пометки, вес
ти конспект
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O

oldie [ ld] (n.) старая песня,
театральная постановка,
старый кинофильм, сохра
нившие популярность
openair [  pne] (adj.) про
исходящий на открытом
воздухе
over [ v] (prep.) более
oversleep [  vslip] (v.) про
спать
owner [ n] (n.) владелец,
хозяин

P
part [pt] (n.) часть
participation [p tspen] (n.)
участие
pass [ps] (v.) проходить;
передавать
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reason [rizn] (n.) причина
reconstruct [ riknstr kt] (v.)
перестраивать; восстанав
ливать
refuse [rfjuz] (v.) отказаться
relative [reltv] (n.) род
ственник
relaxing [rlæks ] (adj.) рас
слабляющий, смягчаю
щий
report [rpt] (v.) сообщать,
рассказывать; доклады
вать
ring [r ] (n.) кольцо
roast [r st] (adj.) жареный
royal [rl] (adj.) королев
ский
rugby [r b] (n.) регби

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

pharaoh [fer ] (n.) фараон
piece [pis] (n.) произведение
(музыкальное)
playground [ple ra nd] (n.)
площадка для игр
pocket money [pkt m n]
(n.) карманные деньги
point [pnt] (n.) балл
poison [pzn] (v.) отравлять
popup toaster [pp pt st)]
(n. phr.) автоматический
электрический тостер
pottery [ptr] (n.) гончар
ные изделия; керамика
pouch [pa t] (n.) сумка
press [pres] (v.) нажимать,
надавливать
private [pravt] (adj.) част
ный
promising [prms ] (adj.)
многообещающий
proverb [prvb] (n.) посло
вица
publicly [p blkl] (adv.) пуб
лично, открыто
push [p ] (v.) толкать

Q

quizshow [kwz  ] (n.) те
левикторина, радиовикто
рина

R

rank [ræ k] (v.) ранжиро
вать, классифицировать
rat [ræt] (n.) крыса
reality show [rælt  ] (n.)
реалити шоу

S

sailing [sel ] (n.) парусный
спорт
saying [se ] (n.) поговорка
scientist [santst] (n.) учё
ный
sell [sel] (v.) (sold) продавать
seriously
[srsl] (adv.)
серьёзно
session [sen] (n.) заседание,
собрание; учебные заня
тия
set [set] (v.) (set) распола
гать, размещать
set off [setf] (v.) отправ
ляться в дорогу
settlement [setlmnt] (n.) по
селение
shark [k] (n.) акула
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strange [strend] (adj.) стран
ный
strict [strkt] (adj.) строгий
stuf [st f] (v.) набивать (чу
чело)
surprised [sprazd] (adj.)
удивлённый
sweet [swit] (adj.) милый;
сладкий

ко

T

ш

take care of [tekkerv] (v.
phr.) заботиться
talent [tælnt] (n.) талант
telly [tel] (n.) разг. телевизор
though [ ] (conj.) хотя
thought [t] (n.) мысль
throughout [rua t] (prep.)
через, на всем протяжении
timeline [tam lan] (n.) вре
менная шкала (графиче
ское представление про
межутка времени и хроно
логической связи собы
тий)
tip [tp] (n.) разг. совет (нена
вязчивый); намёк, под
сказка
tonne [t n] (n.) метрическая
тонна (1000 кг)
tortoiseshell [tts el] (n.)
панцирь черепахи
tournament [tnmnt] (n.)
турнир
trace [tres] (n.) след, отпеча
ток
trading post [tred p st] (n.
phr.) фактория, торговый
пост

Вы
ш

эй

ш

ая

shell [el] (n.) раковина, ра
кушка
shepherd [epd] (n.) пастух
shopaholic [ phlk] (n.)
шопоголик (человек, слиш
ком увлеченный покуп
ками)
sight [sat] (n.) взгляд; до
стопримечательность
silver [slv] (n.) серебро
similar [sml] (adj.) похо
жий, подобный
singlehandedly
[ s lhænddl] (adv.) еди
нолично
sit [st] (v.) (sat) сидеть, засе
дать
size [saz] (n.) размер
sleepless [slipls] (adj.) бес
сонный
slowly [sl l] (adv.) медлен
но
socalled [ s kld] (adj.) так
называемый
soldier [s ld] (n.) солдат
special [spe()l] (adj.) осо
бый; особенный
spread [spred] (v.) (spred)
распространять
squash [skw] (n.) сквош
state [stet] (n.) состояние,
положение
statement [stetmnt] (n.)
утверждение; высказы
вание
still [stl] (adv.) всё ещё, до
сих пор
stone [st n] (n.) камень
268
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unable [ nebl] (adj.) неспо
собный
unique [junik] (adj.) уни
кальный
unknown [ nn n] (adj.) не
известный
unsure [ n ] (adj.) неуве
ренный

wave [wev] (n.) волна
way [we] (n.) дорога; путь;
способ
weight [wet] (n.) вес
wonder [w nd] (n., v.) чудо;
интересоваться, желать
знать; удивляться

X

ко

U

W

Xray [eksre] (adj.) рентге
новский

ш

traffic jam [træfk dæm] (n.
phr.) «пробка», затор
(в уличном движении)
turbulence [tbj lns] (n.)
турбулентность
twin [twn] (n.) близнец

Y

ая

yard [jd] (n.) двор

V

Z

zone [z n] (n.) зона

Вы
ш

эй

ш

variety [vrat] (n.) разно
образие
village [vld] (n.) деревня
vote [v t] (n.) голосование
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